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Standoff In Idaho 
Much More Than It Appears 
Gritz Joins Weaver Against Feds 

8/27/92 11 HATONN stopped now. WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH IT? WE SHALL 
Randy Weaver was set up by the Feds SEE, WONT WE? 

INCREDIBLE HAPPENINGS? and now they have orders to 'take him I ask that Mark GilBoyne be contacted 
out" and that means, in this instance, and give support, E.J., I do not want Dhanna 

No, that which "seems" incredible is WITH family and anyone around the dwell- on that phone--"they" are trying to silence 
only of that which you are unaware. What ing. Now that Gritz is there, it becomes her and have effectively succeeded this day 
is happening with Commander Gritz and harder to achieve that end-however, it is as this is the first time we have for instruc- 
Randy Weaver in Idaho this day is not already a standoff. There may well be more tions and sharing. The tape this morning 
incredible-it is THE WAY YOUR GOV- than 10,000 Gritz colleagues and support- was'emergency" for I wish you to function 
ERNMENT DEALS WITH THOSE IT WANTS ers on location by this time tomorrow. on your own creative ideas. You, E. J., 
TAKEN OUT! We have ones who personally know must face the fact that the effort is, first, to 

Bush and others at that level of Govern- cause you to be unable to think clearly or 
WOUNDED KNEE ment, efforting to shut down this fiasco. I rapidly. You have had this happen enough 

would suggest that it is part and parcel of in other 'emergency" circumstances that 
My intent is not to complain to my own a plan to totally bring down Bush because I have to ask you to sit a minute and attend 

crew-BUT, how are you going to reclaim it is more than "just" Bush. When these ME--not through Dharma--directlyplease. 
the world if you cannot gain enough pas- people "talk" it will pull down Bush, Gil will need to know what he can do. 
sion to cause a listener to understand Kissinger, Eagleburger, Scowcroft and My suggestion is that he directly contact 
importance of events? What is happening hundreds upon hundreds of government Claudia and let her share with him. Even 
in Idaho is going to go beyond a "wounded wigs. 
knee" incident this very day if it is not GOD HAS SENT YOU THE 'WAYn- Please see STANDOFF, page 34 

I I f i  5 
TO OUR READERS 

This could be the most important issue of THEPHOENIX LlBERATORwe have 
yet produced. Aside from the Q&A session from Bo Critz' recent Citizens' 
Rally in Tehachapi, we are running two extremely important "historical" 
articles on the Banksters and the United Nations and how both now strangle 
our nation. But MOST IMPORTANTLY is the front page story about how the 
Feds are out to get two fine Patriots who each know enough to bring down 
our entire crooked government. One of these Patriots is Randy Weaver and 
he other is "merely" Presidential Candidate Colonel James "Boa Critz. 
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Gritz Rallv 
Questions And Answers 
(Editor's note: The following is the calling for an establishment of a New World Ouestion: What was that about Or- 

third and final transcription installment, Order and it says, "America's resources egon? 
somewhat edited, from the hugely suc- are global resources." Alaska, today, is Bo: Well, Oregon is owned about ... You 
cessful n'tizens'rally forPresidentia1 can- owned 90% by the government and Nevada seeThey have the Douglas Fir up there- 
didate Colonel James "Bo" Gntz held in is owned 80% by the government. Wash- wonderful commodity, wood. Oh boy, the 
Tehachupi, California on the sunny Sun- ington, Oregon, I mean all states mostly foreign countries are going to love to get 
day afternoon of August 1 6, 1 992. The are. And it isn't something that is just that when the global resourcescrooks come 
first installment was  CommanderHatonn's static. It  is more and more every year there to collect on Oregon. 
Introductory remarks that appeared two is less and less State land. So, what has Ouestion: What about women's right to 
weeks ago in the 8 /  18 /92  LIBERATOR. actually been ransomed is this: once the abortion? 
The second installment w a s  the complete American people are hoodwinked into Bo: Here's what I'm going to do--it's not 
text of Bo's warm and thought-provoking thinking that the U.N. Charter is the su- h o w l  feel because as an individual it 
speech in the 8 / 2 5 /  92 LLBERATOR last preme law, once they have taken our Con- doesn't make much difference and as a 
week. What follows below is the lively stitution away from us, the next thing is, president, it shouldn't even though, of 
question-and-answer session that began they say, "Well, you see, we are so deeply course, it does more. Here's how I feel, 
after a brief rest break after Bo's speech. in debt that like other nations, Brazil for here's what I'm going to do-I'm going to 
Bo w a s  talking and signing autographs at example, our resources now become global propose an Amendment to The Constitu- 
the same time, aspeople converged around resources." And the States cannot object, tion that is called a Human Right To Life 
the podium for a close-up look at the man because the States do not own the lands. Amendment. 
whose grace and warmth and sincerity Most of the land that is worth anything Now, here's why I'm doing it. I am sick 
had won over nearly a thousand people is owned by Uncle Sam. So, as the Presi- up to here seeing the media tell us  what our 
that had come from all over to hear THE dent, I am going to turn back all of the beliefs are. I'm sicker up to here with the 
TRUTH. It w a s  an extraordinary after- lands, minus those under The Constitu- Supreme Court making Law. That's not 
noon and not one that any of u s  present tion that were authorized for military bases what the Supreme Court is there for, and 
will likely ever forget.) for the common defense, but, all other so, under the Constitution, ifthree-fourths 

lands immediately go back to the States. of the States-because that's the only way 
Bo Asked Ladv In Audience: Do you ride The States will look after the Snail Darter, well ever know what the American people 

a Harley Davidson, or are you just wearing the Desert Tortoise and the Spotted Owl feel like. Put it in the hands of the States- 
that head band? much better than the politicians in Wash- if three-fourths of the States ratify a Hu- 

You see, my wife got me a belt buckle. It ington, DC will, and so, that will be the first man Right To Life Amendment, the ques- 
was a Harley Davidson. I said, 'I can't wear act that I'm going to do-rip up the Execu- tion is over. All of a sudden, the special 
this belt buckle. Somebody's going to ask tive Orders that make the President a interest groups can pack up and go back 
me if I actually got the motorcycle." I was tyrant. Can I do that? Yes, because the home, the media can do all of the squawk- 
in Bangladesh and I called to check and President has signed them all, and so, a ing they want to, but, America should 
my wife said, 'If you could have just one President can just rip them up. Ronald determine--not a President and not any 
thing in the whole world, what would it Reagan tore up the Executive Order from one little cl iquewhat  our morality base 
be?" I think she thought I was going to say, Kennedy (when he started printing United is. 
'Just to come home to you, my darling." States Notes), and so, if Ronald Reagan can Personally, I am against abortions of 
And while I was actually thinking that, you do that then I'm very well qualified to take convenience. And, as a President, I will 
see, my warped sense of humor said, "You that piece of paper and tear up all those veto any kind of money that comes from 
mean other than a Harley?" So when I got Executive Orders that say that all of you Congress that would promote public abor- 
home she had a Harley Davidson. So we are going to be under government control, tions, and, if Congress wants to go around 
actually got the motor bike. Now I can under Executive Order 1 1000, during a me, they can, but, that's my personality. 
actually wear the belt buckle. I'm here to National Emergency, that the Postmaster I will not appoint anyone who has ever 
answer questions now so.. . .Youpre first in General is empowered to register all of you. been a part of the Council on Foreign 
line. Let's go right down the line. I think that's where your little mark comes Relations or Trilateral Commission-that's 

Question: What about the Federal Re- in, and on and on and on and on. 16,000 people that won't be working, prob- 
serve and what has our government put up I think you're going to get a chance in ably, because most of them that are there 
as collateral? California to see FEMA up close and if you now are members of those organizations. I 

Bo: The government hasn't directly put don't like it, then by November, friends, will not appoint anyone who does not be- 
up collateral, but, indirectly, ifyoull notice you'd better be prepared to change govern- lieve in God. You see, I don't want people 
something-the DeclarationofInterdepen- ment so that we can go back under The serving in the government, now this re- 
dence that was signed says that they're Constitution. flects my personality and as a President 
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that is what I would do, I don't want anyone 
serving the people in the government who 
doesn't have to look for accountability to a 
Higher Source. I have this little n d n g  
concern that people who have no greater 
power than themselves might feel l i k e  
hey, if it feels good, I'm going to do it- 
which means, I'll get rich now off the people 
and I don't have to account to anybody 
later because there is no God. 

I won't appoint any homosexuals to the 
16,000 positions that I control or that I 
know of because I do not support, person- 
ally-this lifestyle. It is my own personal- 
ity, this is how it comes out-into those 
16,000 positions. I don't believe homo- 
sexuality is consistent with the Laws of 
God. But, when it comes to abortion, this 
should be something determined by the 
people and I'm not going to let you get out 
of it and the way that I'm going to make you 
do that is to put an Amendment to The 
Constitution before you, and then, you will 
decide. Overall, I believe that God graces or 
condemns nations today according to how 
moral their laws are. 

Friends, right now, the Supreme Court 
has said, 'You cannot teach Creationism 
in the schools. You cannot have the Ten 
Commandments, you cannot read the Bible, 
you cannot say the word 'God'." That's all 
the Supreme Court making law. It's not 
easy for God to judge this nation when the 
Supreme Court is the problem. And so, I'm 
going to take that-as a President, I can do 
it-1'm going to take it out of the hands of 
the Supreme Court. We're going to put it in 
the hands of the American people. If you 
decide that you want to support abortion of 
convenience, to support alternative 
lifestyles, to support drugs and whatever 
else, youll deserve the condemnation that 
comes down on you. 

According to our 1990 census, 92% of 
the people believe in God. I believe we are 
a righteous nation. I think that if the 
people were allowed to determine the laws 
that we would have Grace in this challeng- 
ing period. Friends, if we don't have it, 
there's very little chance that well be able 
to stand. 

Ouestion: Do you know about the book 
Holy Blood, Holy Grail and are you a Ma- 
son? 

Bo: The name is so familiar. It's in 
papKback. I've seen it and I have looked 
through it. Firstly, the recommendation is: 
it's well documented and read it. 

Secondly, Am I a Mason? I wish that I 
was a 33rd degree Mason. If I was, I would 
know all there was to know about Masonry, 
but, I am not. I'm not even a 1st degree 
Mason. I have read a lot about Masonry. 
A s  I told you, when I started this presenta- 
tion, the truth to me is very, very important 
and there are just so many things you can 
do in one lifetime. Besides being a para- 
trooper and a frogman and a ranger and a 

Special Forces soldier and a pilot and 
speaking Chinese and Swahili and being in 
all parts of the globe, I never had time to be 
a Mason. Ultimately, here's what I have 
found out, and see, you never know be- 
cause I'm not one. If I was one I would 
sham with you the truth. 

A s  a Mason, I would want to know the 
truth. I know a lot of 32nd degree Masons. 
I don't know any 33rds. The 32nds I know 
seem to be God-fearing Patriots. A lot of 
them are Sergeant Majors ... My national 
campaign manager, Charlie Brown, an old 
Navy chief, has got not one drop of political 
blood in his veins, he's a 32nd degree 
Mason. 

Here's what I fear from what I've stud- 
ied. I fear that in Europe there are many 
higher degrees than 33rd. What I feel in 
Europe is a Godless organization that is 
Luciferian based, and, I fear the worst of it 
could come back down through the chan- 
nels from Europe into America that said, 
'Look, this New World Order is where it's 
at. This is what we're for." I don't think 
many of the 32nd degree Masons that I 
know would buy it. I think most of them 
would say, 'No, we're not going along with 
it. You can take your Masonry and your 
worshipful masters and you can go back 
into the lodge because we're going to keep 
faith with the United States and with God." 
But, I believe that Masonry may have, at 
the center of its web, a pure evil. That's my 
own personal conclusion. It doesn't mean 
that it's true. I don't know because I am not 
one of them. 

Ouestion: Do you know what the sign 
language is for a politician? 

Bo: Oh, thank you. Yes, this is some- 
thingin any politician.. . Politician in sign 
language is [Bo demonstrates]-Crazy 
thinking person! I don't want to be a 
politician. I am not a politician-but, you 
know, we have had some miracles. Here's 
what happened, for example: before last 
week, we had about 2,500 signatures in 
the great state of Illinois. We needed 
25,000. So, we said, 'Well, it doesn't look 
like we're going to make it in the great state 
of Illinois." We've got ZERO media. We are 
finding a lot of opposition wherever we go. 
A black minister, by the name of Henry 
Mitchell, suddenly came out of the wood- 
work. Last week, we turned in 57,000 
signatures in the state of Illinois! Henry 
Mitchell is a Baptist, I believe, Evangelist; 
so, he headed out for Ohio. We qualified in 
the state of Ohio thanks to Henry Mitchell! 

I was trying to catch up with him. I 
called him last night, he had already left 
Kentucky. I am sure we had qualified in 
Kentucky when he left. Henry Mitchell is 
like a fire brand-wherever he goes, he 
leaves a trail of hot behind him. People 
really get heated up. 

In Alaska, we were just up there, and we 
turned in more ballots or more petitions . . . . - .  . -  - 

than were required. We are on the ballot 
now in about 21 states or more. We're 
going to be on the ballot in enough states to 
win this election, and so, anytime some- 
body says, 'Well, you just can't do it ...." 
you see, just remember that's the same 
thing that they told the heavy bumble bee 
about not being able to fly and George 
Washington about his odds, and I'm sure 
they looked at biblical David and said, 
'Don't go, David. You can't do it. Don't go. 
That's Goliath up there." 

You see, I don't have a choice. I 've been 
called to serve. It's not the title of my book. 
It's the purpose of my life. People say, 
'Well, Bo, do you wear a bullet proof vest?" 
No. Then they say, 'Aren't you afrajd for 
your life?" No. I have a home. I have a 
family. You see, when they took my 2,500 
brothers away from me (as POWs) and they 
started executing them and killing them, 
they didn't know that they were putting 
them on the other side of the veil where 
they could probably help us  even more now 
than they could buried in cages back there 
in Southeast Asia. 

I've got a whole family. I've got a Family 
of Patriots that goes all the way back to 
George Washington. They're helping us  
out, but, we've got to do for ourself all that 
we can. Then when we can't do anymore, 
that's when God parts the veil. That's when 
Elisha says, 'look on yonder hill at the 
Angels in chariots of fire." That's when 
things happen that we don't know how to 
explain. I don't even know how television 
works. How do I explain an Angel in a 
chariot of fire. But, are they there? 

I tell you, you read my book. There are 
places all through here where I've men- 
tioned God's name because one time aman 
tried to shoot me in the back out of a spider 
hole in Vietnam-twice a sub-machine gun 
failed to fire. After I went back and secured 
it, it fired perfectly well on the next round. 
I sent one bullet to my Mom, I sent one 
bullet to my Grandma, and both of the 
primers were well dented. No reason a t  all 
why that should not have fired. My whole 
life I've been in times of extreme need, in 
times of great peril, I have knelt down 
and-you see, real soldiers aren't sup- 
posed to ever pray, but I have never seen a 
real soldier as a atheist. The people with 
me in the [battle] arena-they get down 
and we pray. We hold our hands and we 
invoke the name of God. 

I know it sounds dumb, but, my wife 
would test@, we were coming back from 
Phoenix on instruments in a storm and f 've 
got a thing called a 'strike finder"-it 
shows you where all the lightning is-and 
there was a great field of lightning right in 
front of us. We were over the mountains, 
coming back from Kingman; I couldn't go 
down any lower, I couldn't really divert. My 
wife says, 'What are you going to do?" I 
said, 'I guess we're just going to go straight . . .. . . , . a  , . t  1 . . . . r  
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ahead." You ask her about this because and if youll do it where they have Talk Don Held, but the America Independent 
when it was over, she labeled it properly. Shows, either television or radio, just call Party of California has its convention the 
A s  we continued ahead, the strike finder in-you may have to tell a little white lie to 29th of August. [Editor's note: According to 
starts at  200 miles then goes down to 25 get on the air-and then lay it on them. Sandra Shea at Bo's National Campaign 
miles, there was a huge wedge of lightning Say, "I want to hear this fellow. We need Headquarters, the American Independent 
straight off our nose. When we got to the 25 200 million Americans to hear this mes- Party& onthe ballot in California. The State 
mile point, the strikes were still there, but sage. This is important." isjust waiting for the A.I. Party to name their 
that lightning moved to my right wing and We were scheduled at BYU and they candidate on August 29th The A.1 Party 
as we passed through, that lightning passed had National Security Advisor Brent decision right now is between Howard 
and as we passed through, the lightning- Scowcroft-they should have kicked him Phillips of the Taxpayer's Party and Bo 
I swear to God above to you-those strikes in the britches instead of giving him a Gritz. Hopefilly Bo will succeed in Califor- 
moved right back around behind the air- Ph.D. Scowcroft went up there and told nia via this route.] There's no reason why 
craft. This was a huge field of lightning and them that The New World Order was going we should not be their candidate. I'm the 
my wife is a little uneasy up here. I got a to happen. The Declaration of Interdepen- only candidate that has a chance to win 
distinguished flying cross and 26 air med- dence was a U.N. mandate. We weren't this election. We're already on just about 
als for valor, but my wife is still a little going to get a chance to vote on it. Then enough ballots to do so. Ohio and Illinois 
uneasy. She said, "Do you know what that they had Bush come in there and, of course, were great States for us, friends. They're 
was?" I said, "What?" She said, "That I was due in there on the 28th. They big and they're populous, they're not as big 
was the prayers that people offer to keep us  cancelled us out. It makes no difference. as California, California is the biggest, but 
in God's hand. That's what that was." It September and October, these are our if you have any influence1 forget the guy 
sure wasn't anything to do with my flying nationalmediatarget months. That'swhen who runs the American Independent 
because I just kept the plane on auto-pilot the race will be won-September, October. Party-Bill Shearer-Thank you, Lord, it 
straight ahead and I don't like lightning If we'd have had all the media back in July just came-Bill Shearer runs the American 
and you wouldn't either if you were up and August then they may have tailed us  Independent Party. Now, Mertin Short, a 
there with me. My wife puts a pillow in off-September and October. If what we're Navy pilot out of Oakland, is the chairman, 
front of her face. I don't know what she meant to do is right and right enough, itll but that doesn't mean anything. Bill 
thinks that it will do, but I guess it takes come to us. Shearer runs the Party. If you have any 
some of the glare! In Command General Staff College, I influence with the American Independent 

We've had it where the lightning was so was the Honor Graduate, (I shouldn't have Party, we should be there, we should have 
intense it would light up the propeller. Oh, been), I was a Special Forces Officer. The a chance to speak-and they should, by a 
it's pretty scary. You know, it's all kinds of reason I was is because on the first day, democratic process, if they voted I think I 
green ... She doesn't like that. I don't just listening to the enormity, the first will be their candidate. Wouldn't you join 
either! announcement they made, "We have 358 the American Independent Party ifwe could 

Ouestion: I'm just one guy and I really Ph.Ds." The whole auditorium erupted get on the ballot here in California? You bet 
like what you're saying, but, other people into clapping. They said, "We have 6 you would. Bill Shearer needs to know 
don't know about you or what you stand hundred and some odd Masters." Then, that, because, failing that, I don't know 
for. What's the best thing that I can do to they said, "We have three who have not where we stand with signatures. But, that 
get the message out? completed their University requirements." is the best way. 

Bo: Thank you. How do we get the Now, I was one and I knew another guy, but Ouestion: How can we reach Bill 
message out? I think the way to get it out- we never did find the 3rd person. We were Shearer? 
continue to lean on radio and TV talk 3 out of 1,600 and so the first day in class Bo: American Independent Party- 
shows like Larry King Liw .  If you call in, for I said, "Boy, I don't stand much of achance ~ e z n  Short-hehe's out of Oakland, Cali- 
example, that's how old Perot got started here." So, I drew a little profile of a fat man fornia. You certainly could call Mertin. If 
free of charge. If you call in and say, "Hi, and he was trying to blow a bugle. He was you want, Ill find out the number and give 
I want to tell your guest what a wonderful trying so hard that he broke wind and it to E. J. You can get hold of E. J. Ekker and 
person he is." and then when you get on underneath it I said, Tou  can try too hell have the number for Bill Shearer. But 
there say, "By the way, how come you don't hard." You know, I just set in my mind. I in all honesty, that is the very best way and 
have Bo Gritz on because he's in more said, "I won't even graduate. These are the it's s impleal l  the delegates have got to do 
ballots than H. Ross Perot and he's got a best and the brightest." And do you know, is say, "Yes, we want Bo." and you're on 
plan to get America out of debt and to win I was the Honor graduate just because you the ballot because the American Indepen- 
this war on AIDS and how come you don't put your mind in that groove and you just dent Party is ballot qualified. They ought to 
have him on?" That will happen about 3 or don't try too hard. If what you're doing is put me on because I voted for Wallace in 
4 times and then the next thing you know, right enough, itll come to you. You've got 1968. That made me an American Inde- 
theyll start opening up the lines. Theyll to be willing to suit up, but if you try too pendent, and so, when I moved here to 
try to vilify us. Theyll try to make us  out to hard you run into this law of reverse effect: California, I was listed as an American 
look ridiculous, but again, I go back to the The harder you try, the further away you Independent when I came back from Viet- 
Scriptures because it says, "Have no fear get. nam. 
when you're called before those Scribes Question: Are you on the ballot in Ouestion: I'm concerned about Bush 
and Pharisees, for the words will be given California? using those instruments of destruction 
to you." Bo: We're not on the ballot that I know that you mentioned before the break-to 

Well, our message is TRUTH. You see, of right now. Don Held is our California cause a so-called "natural phenomenonn, 
that's why it's so strong! We can honestly representative and I don't see Don here, some kind of catastrophic event where 
get out of debt with a single pot metal coin. but he would be able to give you an exact well have FEMA (Federal Emergency Man- 
Now, do you think that the people who own update. We've got tremendous support. agement Agency) control and maybe not an 
the media, the banks, want the word put People have been working really hard. election. 
out to A.merica? They don't! So, that's why California requires an exorbitant number m: I hate to say it because as a Special 
thev don't want u s  on there. Again, it's like of signatures. Idon't know where we stand Forces soldier, I always watch being para- 
ARC, CBS ... Ifwejust keep hittingon them right now in California. I11 find out from noid. You see, it doesn't mean that therq 
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aren't people following you around just 
because you're paranoid. Maybe you can 
be paranoid, but there are still people who 
are really there. You've got to be real about 
this thing. What is real is this--George 
Bush is not acting right. I think George 
Bush has got a health problem. I think it's 
in his thyroid. Bush became very irritated 
when he yelled at the Prisoner of War 
families, "You shut up and sit down." That 
right there should have been a signal, a 
shot around the world. What he should 
have been saying was, "You always stand 
up and you sound off when you don't think 
things are right." That's what a president 
should say to the people. But when he said 
what he did, it was just another indication 
that Bush is on the ragged edge. 

Again, I'm not a prophet, but my Spirit 
tells me that there will be a catastrophic 
event in California and it will be before the 
election and I don't know when, but I would 
guess-you see, I'm a strategist so I don't 
look at it from a lot of other angles. 1 look 
at it from a strategyway. If I were the Action 
Officer to set this thing up, I would set it up 
so that probably somewhere around mid or 
last of September or first of October that 
something would happen. See that gives 
enough transition period to where the elec- 
tion has to be put off because it will be fairly 
major. I don't think they care about the 
loss of lives. I really don't. A s  a matter of 
fact, Global 2000 has already pretty much 
established that. I think that could cer- 
tainly happen and, again, I sound like a 
nut when I say it, but I'm trying to be real. 
I think it's true and it will most likely be in 
the form of earthquakes. 

If you use these weapon-and let's 
look at Mt. Hood, Mt. Shasta, Ft. Lewis at 
Mt. Rainier, let's look in Alaska. You see, 
they're already fairly critical masses at 
work there. When you add the things that 
weZIe given the Russians, a Treaty that 
says, 'We won't ..." Well, now that there 
isn't any more Soviet Union, those Treaties 
aren't really binding. They wouldn't make 
a difference anyway. All of a sudden, we (I 
think) can use the consummate energies. 
When you put both the Soviets and the 
Americans togetherwith our gemstone tech- 
nology, you can cause quite a "burp" in 
Mother Nature. You don't have to do too 
much around the San Andreas Fault to 
make it go. 

Question: What is FEMA? 
Bo: FEMA is the Federal Emergency 

~ G a g e m e n t  Agency or Act. It is the thing 
that makes the President a dictator. He 
doesn't have to have Congress declare it. 
When Gingrich and Gramm tried to declare 
a National Emergency last year, the Presi- 
dent doesn't really need it, but if he does 
declare it without Congress then he's walk- 
ing on thin ice. We've just about dug in 
against Bush. Going back into Iraq is not 
going to win him the Flag this time, I don't 

don't think. the truth. When the media said, What 
Ouestion: What kind of emergency is happened?" He said, 'George Bush called 

needed for FEMA to step in? me up and told me to get Bo Gritz." and the 
Bo: Emergency is never defined. He newspapers said, "You're denying that. Is 

literally could declare an Emergency-it that what you're saying?" They couldn't 
could be on crime, it could be on drugs. believe it and he said, "No, what I'm saying 

Yes, it's avery important document and is George Bush called me up and told me to 
I have just a copy that comes in your get Bo Gritz." God be praised. 
Document Packet of all the Executive Or- Ouestion: How can I get your informa- 
ders, but if he has the actual fleshed out tion packet? 
copies, it might be worth trying to find out Bo: I guess to get the packets of infor- 
how they can get them from you. That's mation, you can just call me. You can call 
important. me if you're interested in the phone num- 

Ouestion: What about the People's ber it's-this is my home and when I'm not 
Revolution? there, we have volunteers that are there at 

Bo: We better well be on our way toward the phone, they send it right out to you- 
a 2nd American Revolution. 702, that's Nevada, 723-5266. That's my 

There was a really cute couple when I number. There's a fax number I love be- 
was in Alaska. They were about in their cause you people find all kinds of interest- 
early 30's, a man and his wife and they had ing stuff and you fax it to me. It's the only 
2 children. They're both working for the way I stay up to speed on this. The fax 
FBI on the Counter-terrorist Division. They number is 702-and sometimes when the 
came up to me after my talk and said, "Bo, phone's busy, you can send a fax and 
we are with you 100%. We're told to keep say ... "Hey, get off the phone. I need to talk 
you under surveillance to see ifwe couldn't to you ..." 702-723-5357 is the fax num- 
catch you in something that could be used ber. 
as seditious or treasonous because you're Now, have I heard of Rush Limbaugh? 
talking against THE GOVERNMENT." THE Everybody's heard of Rush Limbaugh. With 
GOVERNMENT, you betcha. They said, one half of his brain tied behind him he 
'But after listening to you, we've got two takes on the defenseless people who would 
children of our own. We want those chil- call and venture any kind of query or 
dren to grow up free in aland of Liberty. We question. Rush doesn't have any talent on 
don't want this New World Order." his show, obviously. I think in the end, this 

The little people that are working for the is just me thinking and remember that I've 
government, they're with us  all the way. got a funny sense of humor-in the end I 
It's only the major Players. It's the wouldn't be a bit surprised to find that 
Kissingers. It doesn't take much to jam Rush Limbaugh wasprobablyacloset pinko 
and block government, does it? That's why Commie, maybe even worse. I think maybe 
we need Roto-rooter to just rout them out. Rush has put on this face of supreme 
That's why all the CFR, all the Trilateral, conservatism as a gig for his radio show. I 
you know, they just go. They're human don't have that much faith in people in New 
sewage and we just rout them out. When York, very frankly, New York City. Being 
that happens, all of a sudden, we turn the that this real conservative, that he-but 
money tables over, we start playing by our here the head of the radio station maybe 
rules, but our rules are the Constitution. would be able to tell us  more truth: do yoc 
So, what can the Federal Prosecutors say? think Rush Limbaugh just came out of the 

Does anybody remember a guy named woodwork as this tremendously powerful 
Col. Gale? Col. Gale was in California. He conservative? 
had something called The Committee of Someone In Audience: I understand he 
States. They even wrote a book about it. was financed by the Trilateralists. 
They convicted him in Las Vegas. His Bo: He's financed by one of the 
Committee of States was trying to form a ~ri l ,eral is ts ,  I wouldn't'be a bit surprised 
Militia under the Articles of Confederation. and then your third question was NRA. 
Well, they got him. You see, it's simple. I The NRA is not going to support Bo Gritz 
took my oath, My oath is good enough. It's because right now they think, 'Well Bo, he 
called The Constitution. How are they ever just can't do it." You see, once September 
going to ever prosecute me? I've already and October rolls around, isn't it easy to be 
seen what a fully informed jury can do. a Patriot once the flag is already up? Bu't 

,They tried to prosecute me. On the films, I'm sure that you have a lot of people 
there's the U.S. Attorney ... Who has seen coming around saying, "Hey George! Good 
those films where the U.S. Attorney says, job! P.J., you guys really kicked butt out 
"George Bush called me up and told me to there! Great! Now we are a nation? You 
get Bo Gritz."? Would you ever believe that mean we're no longer beholden to King 
ever happened? I mean, you wouldn't George? Hey, I'm glad--come on down. 
believe it. That guy is appointed by the Remember where we used to be with the 
President. Tell me The Holy Ghost is not Tories that drank ale? Well, you guys arc 
alive because the Holy Ghost came upon invited. The drinks are on us  down there.. ." 
that man and without knowing it he said It's real easy to be a patriot once the batil.-c 
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are fought. The little red hen is at work through. Then get ready to meet the Angels Howard and I went through-he asked 
here, I have a feeling. because I see them all the time. If you will me,"Are you a Mason?" I said, "No. Do 

Whenwe do it, because we-how many commit your life to what is right with no you belong to the Knights of Malta?" He 
people vote? How many normally? It's not thought of yourself, you will meet the An- said, "No." And I said, "Well, all right. Tit 
very many is it? So do we need more than gels along the way that are there as road for tat. What else have you got?" So we 
3% of the voters that are really dedicated guards to make sure you zig or you zag or went through all this. You know what 
and for example, where we've missed. We make sure the traffic gets stopped at the happened? 
missed in Colorado. We didn't get enough right time when you're coming through. We got down to the bottom and I said, 
signatures, but we're write-in in Colorado. It's pretty exciting. Yes sir. "Howard, I believe you're a righteous man. 

So we're going to have all the volunteers Question: What was that, again, about Do you believe in God?" He said, "Yes." I 
with pencils and on the day of the election, not needing the Income Tax to run the said, "Do you believe in Divine Interven- 
theyll be a t  the polling places and they11 government? tion?" He said, "Yes." I said, "Howard, I 
give a pencil to the voter that says "Write in Bo: The Fed. Let's just take the statis- love my country more than 1 love myself. I 
B-0 G-R-I-T-2." Abraham Lincoln won the t i c sT~ow the best statistics are the-the love my country more than I love any other 
presidency on a write-in. latest ones we have are in a volume. It's a thing other than God Almighty." And I 

People say, "Bo, don't you know that white book, it has blue lettering. It's called said, "Howard, I believe in God and I 
you can't win because of the electronic The 1991 Statistical Abstract for the United believe that God's hand will be with us. 
interference? ..." In Cincinnati in 1988, my States. It's in the library, I get it in the Here is a solid gold coin. I'm gonna flip it 
own testimony, I was there as a speaker. I bookstore. I had to take a course in statis- and you call it. If you win, I give you 100% 
was in a motel room. They didn't have CNN tics in getting my Masters one time. It's of every thing that I have in support and I 
as I remember, but I turned on the news about this thick and it's just rich with all think the people that support me will follow 
and here was a Federal Judge examining kinds of stuff. It tellsyou how many Chris- that. If I win, you do the same thing. Are 
two AT&T employees. They had been or- tians we have, how many people believe in you ready?" He said, "No. I don't think I 
dered by their superiors to set-up aline tap God, and all of these other things. It says would want to do that." And I said, Well, 
on the line used to tabulate the election in there that in 199 1, the last time they got Ill tell you what. Separately we are fighting 
results. Their testimony was that any- statistics, that $400 billion was the amount a very dificult uphill battle. Together I 
one-theyjust set-up the line tap and then collected in personal income tax. Now think that we have more than we need to 
they were told to leave-anyone could have what is the interest to the Federal Reserve? win this election, but it's simple. One of us  
come in and with a computer, hooked into It's coming up to $400 billion. All of the rest is going to have to be the President and the 
the line and affected, according to their of the money comes from Constitutional other the Vice President and I'm willing to 
testimony to the Judge, affected the re- means--tariffs, duties, imposts, excise. You put it in the hands of God. Call it!" And he 
sults. Now, I thought ..." Gosh! This is see, those are all legal ways to raise rev- said, "No, I won't." So I believe Howard 
going to blow up all over America!. . ." Can enue. The Communist Manifesto's second Phillips is a politician and I am a Patriot. I 
you imagine what that would have done to plank calls for income tax. We didn't have think there's a major difference and I was 
the American voters'confidence? Knowing it before 1913. We paid for government heavily disappointed with Mr. Phillips be- 
that AT&T, M a  Bell, was sitting there add- quite well. For over 120 years we paid for cause all he's trying to do is still stroke this 
ingzeros or taking zeros away, according to government, didn't we? Never had it. The thing for whatever political mileage he can 
her favorite candidate? Well, I never saw it, only time that we ever had to have income get. I was very disappointed. I was willing 
but that was on the Cincinnati news. It tax was when we had the private banks to do it. It wasjust this week. You can call 
was in Cincinnati, but I didn't see it any doing all that I toldyou about. Thenwe had him and ask him about it. 
place else. to have some way of paying them and so I said to Howard, "Do you remember the 

Here's what will happen. I'm going to that's where income tax comes in, but we Biblical story where two mothers had been 
tell you how I am. If they do that, if they don't need it. So we get rid of the Federal fighting over ownership ofachild? He said, 
finally get worried and say, "Put M a  Bell in Reserve, we don't need income tax. Yes sir. "Yes," and I said, "Do you remember that 
there. Make sure our boy wins." When you Ouestion: What about a ticket of Howard Solomon's decision was to cut the child in 
watch that video and you see the U.S. Phillips and Bo Gritz? half?" I said, "Because Solomon knew 
Attorneymake hisstatement, whywouldit Bo: Yes. Thank you. Howard Phillips that the true mother wouldn't let that 
be any less that an operator would sit down andxo Gritz. Howard Phillips called Jerry happen." 1 said, "Well, I got this coin right 
and say, Well, let's see. They want me to Gillespie, my national campaign coordina- here." I said, "Are you ready because I 
what? Add or subtract? Maybe I'm sup- tor. He said, "Bo, I'd like to meet you in don't want the child cut in half and I11 go 
posed to subtract zeros from these guys." Washington, D.C." This was just this last one way, or Ill go the other." I think that's 
You leave that in the hands of the Lord. week. I met with Howard Phillips. Howard all I would want. 
You see, in all honestywe do all we can. We Phillips and I sat down at the University I've got a blessing. The blessing says, 
act absolutely courageous. What have we Club where he is a member and he said, "Bo, you have been given gifts from God 
got to be fearful for? Friends, what hap- "Bo, we need to see if we can come to that allow you to know the events of the 
pens to us  if they take us  out? We just go terms." I said, "I agree with you, Howard." times and to be able to speak them in words 
on the other side. My grandma's over there Because his planks and my planks to the that people can understand. You will have 
and she is a tigress and if she has anything platform are just about the same. He large groups of people who will listen and 
to do with these Angels and chariots of fire, doesn't see the urgency that I do. Howard depend upon you for those truths." And it 
we don't have anything to worry about has said publicly, "I don't think I can win says, "They will have no allegiance to you. 
beta-use there will be thing-I'm trying to the election. I don't intend to win, but I'm They will have allegiance to what it is that 
give you the things I've learned in my life. building a party for the year 2000." By the you are directing them toward." Now, that 
Be fearless. It's a paradox. I used to teach year 2000 he wants to have a viable politi- is the Constitution. I was more than willing 
all my soldiers: Ifyou want to live, walk the cal party called the U.S. Taxpayer Party. to put the faith in Higher Source. Now, I 
road to death. It's a paradox, but it works. It's a terrible name. They ought to name it wouldn't use acoin to decide, say, "Should 
You clear your mind and you do what you Constitution Party or something, but we we go into Iraq or not?" No, I'm not that 
have to do and you let the Lord determine shouldn't be paying taxes, not the income kind of President. We're not going into 
lxrhether or not you're going to make it taxes. Anyway, it's interesting because Iraq. Period! I know the answer to that one! 
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But for this, Howard Phillips or Bo Gritz cil on Foreign Relations, Trilateral Com- think. How about ten gallons? How about 
to be the team leader, I would trust it to mission, etc. He puts out the "wiring afulltank? Ithinktheyaregoingtopump 
Divine Intervention to a coin flip. diagram" the gas. It would behoove you to have a bag 

Ouestion: What about Nicaragua and ~uestion:  How can my son (in Rovo, of silver coins. 
the new Canal? Utah) find out the proof of the money issue I've got a friend called Richard Flowers. 

Bo: It's not going, obviously, to come up and the Federal Reserve? He runs the Christian Patriot Association 
untilafter the elections. But, just after the Bo: Well, this is interesting for people. up in Oregon. That's where when we do 
election, youte got to understand how I wasjust in Denver and theyte got a mint have any money and w e k  got maybe three 
critical it is. The whole IranlContra, they and they have a Federal Reserve there. or four of these things, well save it and 
were still seeing these jerks from Claire Here's where it can be located: First of all is send it to him and then Richard, whatever 
George and even Nixon, you see. Who they Article 1, Section 8 of The Constitution. I the price of gold is, sends it to us. But get 
should be investigating-George Bush, of hope that my memory serves me correct. It some gold or silver if you can. That's going 
course, and his proteges--the gentleman says, "Only the Federal Government can to spend where ... Why are they marking 
who is now the Ambassador to Korea, he is coin money and regulate thevalue thereof." the paper stuff? You see, in Cleveland the 
the man who ran the program of Iran/ The Federal Reserve is not anything fed- other day, the guy told me that all this 
Contra out of the Vice President's office. eral, in the sense of the Federal Govern- paper money has a little mark running 
These are the people who should be inves- ment. through it and, as matter of fact, he said 
tigated, but you notice that the Attorney Now, how you find out that-write or that one had magnetic ink. There's a little 
General has said, "There's nothing dirty call any Federal Reserve. Denver is close to line that goes right through  the^ (Bo points 
goingonat 1600 PennsylvaniaAvenue. I'm him. San Francisco has another one. And to a thread in the paper bill). It's on the 
appointed by the President. I f  e checked in ask them, say, 'Hello, I'm at Provo and I'm $100s, the $ 5 0 ~  and the guy in Cleveland 
on it myself. EverythingisA-1 over there." a college student and I'm trying to study told me, he said, 'Bo, we've even been 

After the election, you will see a new about the Federal Reserve." Don't tell ordered to mark the $5s." (Someone hands 
Canal. The Canal has to be dug because them all the nasty things. Say, "I'm trying Bo money) Is  it all right if I keep this 
the Panama Canal cannot accept any su- to study about economics on the Federal because it's worthless?!! (Laughter). You 
pertanker and the idea is for the Pacific Reserve. Would you please send me... see the mark running right through here. 
Rim to be able to come through and be Don't you have an info. document. It's Now, here is why they do this. I believe 
serviced. The Japanese need the iron ore in called I'll Bet You DidnMrww from The when the National Emergency comes out, 
the Amazon Basin. They need access to Federal Reserve." Theyll say, "Sure." where we go to the cashless system, then 
our East Coast and so that will happen. Theyll fire it right out to you. The very first theyll tell you, You will turn in ..." Re- 
The most interesting thing about it is-it point of I'll Bet You DidnWrww, their info. member the gold in 1933 with Roosevelt? 
will be created by atomic demolitions. That document, says, The  Federal Reserve is '. . .You11 turn it all in. If you keep it, it is 
is something Mother Nature may have not federal. It is a private consortium of a felony." Now, some people are going to 
something to say about, and so, I'm not banks." say, "I'm not going to take that mark, so 
even going to hazard a guess at what's The second one is Article 1, Section 10. theyll try to hide some of this stuff and it's 
going to happen because as Commander of It says that only gold and silver can be going to be like trying to take a weapon 
Special Forces in Latin America, I had all made legal tenderwithin the United States. through the metal detector at the airport, 
the statistics and so I know that if I go back By the way, ifyou have any extra money because it's interrogatable and, so, get rid 
and check my notes-exactly the get some bags of silver coins and if you of it. Don't have too much of this stuff in 
megatonage that is to be used. You don't can... A guy came up to me and said, "Bo, the banks, please. And, ifyou have alot of 
fire it (250 megatons) one at a time. You fire do you accept gold?", and he flipped this it, try to put it into, if you can-what you 
it all at  once so that you get the synergism. gold coin on the table. I said, "Of course!" can, into gold and silver that will spend. 
Now, that's going to be something to be- He says, "I want your stuff." I said, Take I'm not a prophet, but my predictions are, 
hold. I just hope that I'm up in the air quite anything you want." A guy came up and if we don't change it, 1994-Martial Law. 
a distance so I won't be down on the ground said, "Do you take silver?" I love people (Someone hands Bo a 1 ounce silver 
when everything starts to move around like that. If you have silver or you have coin.) Thank you. You see, these are 
because that is part of the Ring of Fire, gold, friends, it spends! examples of silver. This is 1 ounce of silver. 
right there. A blast there would initiate We have a survival chain.. . I was going Tell me a gas station guy, when you pull up 
earthquakes of tremendous magnitude. to wear it for you today. I used to wear it in the middle of the night and say, 'I don't 

My teams have gone down to Managua everywhere I went. It was just habit, I have a mark, but, I t e  got a silver coin.' 
and we've gone in any number of times to suppose. I speak Swahili; in Africa I can See, they're going to get rid of this stuff. 
help with emergencies after earthquakes spend that survival chain. I te  been in You can't have it anymore. All of a sudden, 
in Nicaragua and that area, and so get Saudi Arabia as an advisor; it spends. In it becomes very valuable, doesn't it? And, 
ready. I'm not sure that it'll be as great as Latin America, it spends. In Asia, it spends. so, that's the kind of thing that the guy will 
the one coming up in California, but it will It is 24 karat. It weighs about 12 oz. It is say, 'Go ahead and pump your gas.' knd 
probably be a close 2nd. Of course, you in little links that I can bust off. Now, that he'll take it home and give it to his family or 
won't have a 250 megaton explosion pop- gets me out of trouble. In Special Forces, to his children. But, that's why theyte got 
ping off herel I think you'll just have we're given these things. These are called the Mark, so that you cannot horde it, so 
whatever it is that they shoot from places survival chains. Well, let's say I don't take that if they stop you, they can scan you and 
we can't see. a mark (of the beast), but yet I need gaso- they'll be able to tell ... And I think you are 

Ouestion: Who is your choice for Vice line real bad and I come up and say, 'Hi, I going to be homeless. I think they're going 
President? don't have a mark but IVe got one of these. to put you away ifyou have very much cash 

Bo: My Vice President is Cy Minett, It's a silver dollar. It's dated 192 1 ." The on you. 
h a r x r  than woodpecker lips, 63 years old, guy says, 'Gee whiz, they don't have those Question: What about William Cooper 
fighter pilot, a lot better looking than I am. anymore." I said, 'Do you think you could and his claims about extraterrestrials and 
Cy is a Constitutionalist. Cy is also a just scan yourself and pump me some the Kennedy assassination? 
Christian and if something does happen to gas?" He said, Well, what do you think Bo: It's a great and a good question and 
me, Cy Minett-he's an expert on the Coun- this is worth? 1 said, Whatever you a f&one about Bill Cooper and all that he 
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says--including the part about when I was Does anybody believe that I was a Chief and send them all out. 
Commander of Special Forces in Latin of Congressional Relations in the Office of When I was in command of Special 
America, I had something to do with the Secretary of Defense? Does anybody be- Forces Latin America, I knew a lot about 
alien stuff. Here's the real quick run lieve that I was an Army General Staff what was going on within the CIA and our 
down.. . Officer in the Pentagon? I have been there covert operations. My efficiency report is 

First of all, Bill Cooper caught himself at the highest levels of classification. A s  a right in here. It says, "This officer is 
in a terrible lie. He shot himself. We didn't Chief of Congressional Relations, there responsible for unconventional warfare in 
do it to him. Bill Cooper had been selling were almost no documents that weren't Latin America." Unconventional warfare, 
a tape made by someone who worked for available because you have to be there to guerilla warfare, subversion, sabotage, 
me by the name of Lars Hansen. Allegedly, determine whether Congress has the clear- assassinations, direct action missions, all 
it shows the driver, Bill Greer, turning ance to see the stuff that they request. Like of those were within my scope of responsi- 
around and killing the President, but, Bob when Senator Barry Goldwater wanted to bilities. I didn't know anything about 
Groden is a friend of mine, he was the man go into Hangar 18 at Wright Patterson, aliens. I had never heard anything about 
for the Congressional AssassinationsCom- somebody had to see whether or not it was them. I knew about the government drug 
mittee who was their technical film advi- all right and they said, "No, you can't go." operations. I didn't like it, but, as a com- 
sor. Life magazine bought up the Zapruder Somebody was authorized to look and see. mander, you are always taught you keep 
film, but, Groden had access to it for the I didn't know anything about flying sau- your eye on your mission. 
Congressional Investigations. So, Groden cers in those days, or aliens and so I didn't So, when Manuel Noriega turns up dirty 
made himself a first generation copy. I told go looking around, but, I guess I probably dealing in Operation Watch Tower, we're 
Lars, when he showed me that, I said, could have. going to kill him and that's what we send 
"Lars, you got big trouble. We never shoot Here's my point. Cooper says that when back. Then, when I'm ordered by a three 
anybody with a chrome-plated 45. We've the watch officer-Cooper's never claimed star general, Harold Arons says, "You keep 
got so much stuffwe could use, you'd never to be an officer. He keeps saying he's been your hands off Manuel Noreiga. He has 
use something that would reflect like that." a Naval Intelligence Officer. That's a lie. immensevalue at the highest levels." What 
Secondly, the driver-impossible. The rea- Cooper's been an enlisted man, there's no are you going to do? You don't know how 
son is because the driver has got to control question. He was an enlisted man in the this thing is interfacing with the world. 
that vehicle. If you're going to kill the Navy and in the Air Force. Cooper said that You have to have some faith in great white 
President, I don't care how hypnotized when the Naval Watch Officer went for father and big brother. That's why there is 
you've been or how little blood you've got in coffee that he grabbed a file and copied it. no original thought in uniform. If+ you've 
your veins, you don't kill the President Now, here's the problems with that. See, got people in uniform looking like 
every day and turn around and have to Cooper's never been around classified in- Schwarzkopf-people saying, "Make 
direct your attention-you know what hap- formation. Schwarzkopf President." Maybe in three 
pens when you turn around if you drop a First of all, Watch Officers don't go for or four years if Schwarzkopf will start 
cigarette butt between your knees or you coffee. They send the enlisted man, prob- getting his head up and learning what's 
turn around to get something that falls off ably, to get it. Secondly, if you do go, every going on, he might make a good President. 
the seat-and so, I said, "It's just too tricky safe has a red and green tag. It says But, coming out of uniform, friends, you 
and you don't need it because there's "Open" or it says "Closed". On every safe know far more than General Schwarzkopf 
enough ways to get him without using the there is a place to sign in and sign out. If right now about what's real in the world. 
driver." you even take your eyes off those contain- So, that's the story. I think Cooper got 

So Lars went to Bob Groden and when ers, you spin all the dials, you put the green caught and I think he got mad. He put on 
he went there Bob Groden laughed and tags in and you sign them and then you go his phone answering machine, "If you sup- 
pulled out his 1st generation and gave u s  to the men's room or to get coffee. Nobody port Bo Gritz, Jesus Christ will not claim 
a copy of it and it very clearly shows that it leaves those safes open. Secondly, there is you." (Crowd laughter) I don't know what 
is Kellerman. Kellerman is in the right- no Xerox machine authorized anywhere Cooper knows about Jesus. I know this- 
hand seat. Kellerman gets down when the around classified information containers. if you looked, for example, at my files, it 
bullets start flying, then just as the Presi- Can you understand why? Xerox almost says very clearly, "This officer is given Top 
dent is killed, Kellerman raises up. When put us out of the security business any- Secret clearance, background investiga- 
he raises up, the sun reflects off of way, but, you can understand why you tion this date ..." It's easy to show. It's no 
Kellerman's hair. The same as it's reflect- couldn't have a Xerox. Thirdly, and here's big deal. But, Cooper has never produced 
ing off the other peoples hair, but, the bar the greatest problem with his logic--can a single document that has ever shown 
is kind of a bright bar, It's slanted up this you imagine having in one file that a Navy that he has even had access. Your assign- 
way and Greer, on the 1st generation film, person could go through and look and ments say, "This officer was a Chief of 
has both hands on the wheel just like this find--one file that tells everything from the Congressional Relations ... this period of 
(Bo demonstrates hand position). He is aliens to government drug trafficking, to time." Cooper has no documents that 
turned and looked at the President, but, who killed John Fitzgerald Kennedy, to show or he's ever presented-I've got his 
both hands are locked, just like they're everything else that he says. It was all in f i l e tha t  shows he had any kind of assign- 
taught to be locked, so the vehicle isn't one file? Give me a break. ment that would allow him to have any 
going to veer. He turns around, looks at  the It would be in probably twenty five files other clearance than maybe he turned the 
President-no question, I think Greer is and it would be all over the place and why lights on and off for a briefing one time. 
probably in on it, 'cause he's slowing the would they have that kind of information in Here is what we're going to do. You see, 
vehicle down-but, Kellerman lifts up, the Hawaii? You see, they don't copy this stuff if the alien thing is real-you know, about 
bar of light shows off his hair, the President and put it all over. If it is "code word", if it The Grays andThe Reptilians-here's what 
is hit in the head. I believe from the right is coded, then sometimes an Admiral may happens: Who created us? God. Thank 
front, and, of course, you all know the have to fly all the way from Hawaii to you. Who created government? We the 
result of it. Washington in order to see a "code word" people created government. Now, if we 

Now, Cooper, of course, has said that he document that is S.1.-Special Intelligence, created the government, should there be 
saw that and all the secret documents. Let Above Top Secret, because they don't let secrets? There is a need for national secu- 
me give you some logic. these things out, they don't Xerox them rity, but, friends, if there are aliens and 
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when I my, Tm going to open up Hangar 18" because we've got to go back under Constitu- isn't that kind of the way the history of the world 
that doesn't mean that's all. When I say, "Ifyou tional currency-that means it has to be goes? Wek so smart, so haughty, we don't need 
want to go into Hangar 18, wek taking volun- monetized. We're going to monetize the anybody. Well, we are children. I don't cam if 
teem" I meanthatwe aregoingtoopen the book, hlghways of the United States. Now, isn't that youtre got a Ph.D., you're a child and probably 
because I don't care what's in there. valuable? It costs a lot of money to lay more so than alot ofotherfolks. Wearechildren. 

Don't you thinkAmerica should know what hlghways, doesn't it? So, if we say that our Our dependence needs to be on God and that's 
is going on? We need to know the history, all the currency-we're going to start putting it out, why, as a combat soldier, I think the Lord has 
way back fbm the very begmnhg. We need to it will say 'United States Note"-5, 10, 20, called on me. I don't know if I'm going to be 
know whether it was Nazis flying saucers or 100. If you have Federal Reserve Notes, you'll President. I don't know the Lord's agenda 
whether it was from outer space. We need to just be able to exchange them or the Fed will Maybe I'm awatchman, but, if that'swhat I am, 
know what landed at Rowell (New Mexico) or be spent out of existence. Don't worry about Iamgoingto dothebest1 can. ILe been anointed 
m e d  and that they were so secret that they losing any money. You're a citizen, you're bychristianrmnrsters . . asawodern DayGideonD 
wouldn't let Bany Goldwater look at i t  We need protected. But, we're going to monetize it before I was a candidate for President, I don't 
to know these things. Why? It's our country. based on our highway system. Do you think know whether that anointment by oil is holy or 
Who are we keeping the secrets h m ?  The we have enough highways laid in America to not. I don't cam. 
Russians? Mikhail Gorbachev perhaps? No, cover our issuance of notes? I think so, but, I amahuman. I amason of God. 1- 
and so, do you understand when I say, W e k  you can't take the highway with you. So, and I claim that kinship and I'm going forward 
goingto open thedoors to Hangar 18", whatdoes Rockefeller couldn't turn over a trillion dol- f m  to do what I believe is right I'm not 
that mean? It doesn't mean that we say, "Hide lars worth ofworthless Federal Reserve Notes going to do anything original, it's going to be 
evexythjng in Hangar 18, wet-e getting ready to and dig up a trillion dollars worth of asphalt under The Constitution. I believe that well 
open the doors." It means the whole pmgmm and put it on his back and haul it over to survive and ifwe don't survive, then, all we do is 
gets their doors opened. Europe. Do you see why we're doing this? go home and that's a fw decent reward. So, I 

If you want to be part of it, ifyouk got some We monetize the hlghway system first, don't think we have to be fearful. 
skill and knowledge, you make sure we get your then we call in all of the currency. It's traded When I was thirteen, gosh, I was invincible. 
narneand address. Ill guamnteeyou that when in and once we've got it. .. When you say the Me and my dog, Srnokq, and nry gun were all 
we're in the office, p u l l  be one that will be one gold is gone, ifthe gold is gone, we're going to over those wheat fields in Oklahoma. I had no 
of a party of a hundred. You think that this have a very long rod which will contain very thought at all other than i f 1  had wanted to fly, if 
inspection in Iraq is going to be in detail? Wek many criminals who will be tarred and feath- I flapped my arms enough, I probab@would lift 
goingtoget tothebottom. Weneed toknow ifthe ered and probably sent in some kind of myself up. And I hate to see a child who has 
aliens are here to help us-GOOD. If they are floating craft towards Europe because it is anything but p t  wdidence and C O ~  
here to not mibleon our ankles, we need to know criminal if they have gotten rid of the gold. because God'shand isso -and so perfect 
that, don't we? So let's just get to the truth. Isn't According to the 199 1 statistics, we have and so strong that, literally, if need be, we could 
the truth a very precious cornmodiity3 But, it enough gold and silver in reserve that we can be encompassed so that no harm could come to 
sure isn't easy. do this, but, if what he is saying is right, us. I have read accounts where women, moth- 

Ouestion: How do we balance all the because who has been in Fort Knox recently, ers, have picked acar up that has run overtheir 
paper currency against your silver and gold see I don't know. If they have been secretly child. Tell me that's human strength? That's 
standard? What if we don 't have enough running this stuff off, that's why we can't God strength. When I was in Nebraskagoing to 
precious metals? immediately say your Federal Reserve Note the University of Nebraska, a woman actually 

Bo: Thank you! You see, it is good and will get you an ounce of gold. Initially, it's got down into the lions' den-her child had 
whey1 say something like opening Hangar going to get you a piece of pavement which cmwled under and had fallen down into the 
18, it doesn't just mean as literal as opening you can't take with you. Then, once we've lions'den in the Omaha-d she got down 
Hangar 18. It means getting to the bottom of made the transition then we go back. Yes, there and a lioness had her child in its mouth. 
it. What he just said was, 'It says in the you'll have a Note and you can take it in when She litedly fi-eed the child h m  the lioness, 
Constitution nothing will be made legal ten- you want to anywhere in the world. You can mwled backout oftheden and didn'thaveabit 
der except gold and silver." And that's true bring it here and i t1 be exchanged for gold or of trouble. 
and that's what we're going to do. I believe silver. That means that we don't have hila- So, tell me about the Lord. You keep fhith in 
that God will help us. I think that America tion. It means that we don't have devalua- Him and then youdo what you know to be right 
within our territories, we have enough gold tion. and be fearless and, if you will, you'll see the 
and silver and we're going to do like we did Follow UD Ouestion: Would you make any Angels. They'll be there for you. Again, remern- 
back in 179 1. We're going to monetize the effort to get it (the gold) back..? ber thi-ore the guilty can be punished, the 
world's gold and silver. That means that if Bo: 1% already mentioned that wek going innocents must suffer. Now, yoube got to 
you've got a Krugerrand or if you've got - to lc the  Emir of Kuwait go and get his little rememberthat Iwouldn'twantyoutohaveyour 
whatever the Russiansare usingover t h e e  chunk of pot metal fbm the Fedeml Reserve. If spirit broken because a loved one was taken 
if that stuff is real and it meets our wemts they have the gold and silver then, yes, you can wronghlly. You can't have your spirit broken. 
and measures, then we accept it. But, here's put on a lot of bravado to try and get it back If Youtre got to keep your kith in God. Youll join 
what we're going to do initially because you they don't want to give it back to you because that loved one soon enough. Remember, if that 
see what he's saying-very intelligent obser- theyk angry that you have run the Fedeml didn't happen, the gultycould not be punished 
vation. Reserve off, then, it's very diflicult other than because God's Law is perfect, and so, the blood 

Let's say that I'm Rockefeller. Let's say war,isn't it? Idon't thinkIwouldeversendyoung of those offended, those innocent ones, they uy 
that I have a trillion dollars in Federal Reserve men and women to fight for MONEY. If you out and that givesGod the reason and the justice 
Notes and I say, 'Oh, you're going back on the haven't got something better than that to fight to make those account who are responsible. 
gold and silver standard? Good. Here is my for, youk in tenible trouble. So, let them keep I'm excited about it, aren't you? And so, 
trillion dollars worth of worthless Federal it. Agm, well monetize our highway system togethereember that, not alone but t~ 
Reserve Notes, I want all of your gold." That until we are up to speed with gold and silver. gether--thereisn'tanythingthatwecan'tdo. So, 
could happen, right? Yes. So, here's what we A lot of this, youk got to put in the hands of wejust~retheUnitedStates,noma~hat 
do first because we are going back on the gold God, because, otherwise, there wouldn't be any CNN says, and we just go back tome Constitu- 
and silver standard, but there is an interim glory for God. We would think we were so tion no matter what George Bush sayd 
step. Initially, what we're going to do- haughty that we did it all oursdves, and then, r~ s s 
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The Best Kept Secret: 
Our Babylonian Money System 

How Banksters Steal A Nation 
8/21/92#1 HATONN have their own offshoots such as the fact tery Babylon the Great, and which make 

that THE ORDER (Chap. 322 'Skull 8s her so mysterious to the world over which 
In the past we gave you a run-down of Bonesm[Bush's c1ubfYale)comes on the she reigns. To describe any part of Babylon, 

what we referred to as the Anti-Christ Rockefeller side of the charting and on that such as New York City, as a l l  of Babylon, is 
Banksters (ABs). This was NOT originated same side is the Grand Druid Council out not to see her at all. It is like the blind men 
by me-it was very well written in other of the Council of Thirteen. In like mirror- who were asked to describe an elephant. 
documentation publication. It is now pre- image is THE GROUP (Rhodes-Milner Each one described it according to the part 
sented to me again from a reader and I Round Table [Oxford] andThe Kahilaout of he touched; a snake, a tree trunk, a wall, 
haven't enough information on source to the Council of Thirteen). etc. 
give more than name and address. It is Moving on down, for instance, and feed- The brain, or control center of the 
apparently from a publication called The ing directly into the United Nations is the Babylonian world system is comprised 
Reuelator, c/o Box 9 1 1, Cocoa, Florida Council on Foreign Relations out of the of the hidden, cabalistic crew of Internat- 
32922. It is referenced as The Christian Rockefellers and the Royal Institute for tional Bankers who own and control the  
American Research League but I do not International Affairs from the Rothschilds. Federal Reserve and the other central 
know who publishes the actual document. I realize that this is confusing and banks of the world. They will be referred 

I believe it is identical to the first pub- scrambled. What you must retain, how- to hereinafteras the Anti-Christ Banksters, 
lished replication long, long ago but I find ever, is that all are working toward the or ABs. The life-blood of this harlot is the 
no date to give proper reference to either same goal-TOTAL SUPREMACY AND wealth of the world stolen through the 
their presentation or to ours. It is so well POWER (RULE OF THE WORLD-PHYSI- operations of their central and commercial 
done that I shall simply ask that it be CAL). So, please with this in mind, let us banks. 
reprinted herein. I ask that it be copied as share this excellent explanation in hopes 
nearly like the original as possible. you will take it, copy it--do anything pos- THE ROTHSCHILD DICTUM 

sible to extend the information to all who 
THE ELITE ORGANIZATIONS will read or hear. Do not 'pier on tid- The political and economic systems 

bits-if only a tiny, tiny portion be fact-it of the nations, whether 'democracies' or 
Dharma, I also ask that we make note of is enough to destroy your entire global dictatorships, are not controlled 'by the 

the fact that within the Conspiracy to rule hope of survival. people and for the people'but rather 'by the 
the world you have the House of Rockefeller AS YOU READ THE M)LM)WINO- ABs and for the ABs'. The principle by 
on one side and the House of Rothschild on KJCEPEVER UPPERMOSTINMND WHAT which this power is acquired and main- 
the other. They become completely and COL. JAMES UBW GRITZ PROMISES tained was set forth by the founder of the 
totally intertwined down the middle by the AND CONTRACTS WITH YOU. TO DO- Rothschild dynasty of ABs, Mayer Amschel 
Order of the Illuminati, Club of Rome (Com- UNDER THE C O N S T I T U T I O ~ ~  THEN Rothschild, 200 years ago when he said: 
mittee of 300) at the summit coming down GET OUT THEREAND DEMAND THAT= Upennit me b issue and contml a 
through the Council of Thirteen, the BE PRESIDENT. nation's money, and I cam not who 
Bilderbergers and Higher Council of 500, QUOTING: makes its laws.* 
Atlantic Council (connected by the Federal What this translates to is simply 
Reserve via the Council on Foreign Rela- MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED that we now have the best Congress that 
tions on the Rockefeller side to the Royal money can buy! 
Institute for International Affairs on the Credit to: Carl Gorton. The simple, but brilliant scheme to 
Rothschild side). Then coming on down The largest, most powerful criminal enslave whole nations by controlling their 
the line you have the World Court and organization in the world is not the Mafiaor money systems was facilitated by keeping 
World Bank into the United Nations and Cosa Nostra, it is not the drug cartel, it is the people ignorant about money-the most 
feeding into and out of to the Central not the Red government of Russiaor China important thing people must understand 
Committee of the Communist Party of the or Cuba, it isn't even the IRS (which many in order to be free. A s  John Adams said in 
Soviet Union and down to the Communist may dispute). These are only a few of the 1787: 
Party U.S.A. Each category herein listed thousands of parts which comprise Mys- UAZl the perpkxities, coqfudon 
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and distmss in America arise, not fmm HOW THE SCAM WORKS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA---ONE 
defects in their Constitution or Confed- NATION UNDER GOD, INDIVISIBLE, 
eration, not fmm want of honor or Now, you may be shocked at hearing WITH LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL! 
Yidue, so much as the downright igno- such seemingly incredible claims, but they IT CAN BE DONE-LEGALLY AND IN- 
ranee of the natum of coin, cmdit and only seem incredible because these details STANTLY-BUT YOU HAVE TO GET HIM 
cirrmZation. " about the real causes of historical events IN THERE BEFORE ANYTHING CAN BE 

This is exactly the situation which were carefully omitted from our history DONE!! SO BE IT-D SHOWS YOU 
exists today in America because, as George books. THE WAY, SENDS FORTH THE WAR- 
Santayana said in 1905, "Those w h o  can- There is f a r  more to the story, and RIOR AND NOW, YOU WILL RESPOND 
not remember the past are condemned much worse, but to gain a comprehensive OR YOUR NATION IN FREEDOM SHALL 
to repeat  it." Of course, we can not be understanding of how this criminal system NOT SURVIVE. 
expected to remember the past if we do not developed requires an overview of history 
know the past. Therefore, one of the first which, even though greatly condensed, is 8/22/92#1 HATONN 
objectives of the ABs was to gain control of quite lengthy. Therefore, we will interrupt 
our education system. This was accom- the historical narrative to provide an expla- MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED 
plished simply by obtaining controlling nation of the mechanics of how the crimi- (Continued from 812 1/92) 
interest in the companies that publish our nal scam called 'fractional reserve bank- 
high school and college textbooks on his- ing' works to enslave the people caught in Thank you to Carl Gorton, The Revela- 
tory and economics. its insidious trap. tor. Blessed are the Truth-bringers" for 

A s  a consequence, the knowledge In the first place, most Americans they offer FREEDOM. 
necessary for u s  to be economically and believe that our government creates our QUOTING: (Continued) 
politically free has been kept from us  and money in accordance with Article 1, Sec- [(ABs): Anti-Christ Bwksters] 
our nation is being rapidly gobbled up by tion 8 of the Constitution which states; 
the ABs. This situation was prophesied by uThe Congress shall have  Power.... T o  THE BEST KEP'F SECRET 
Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declara- coin money, regulate the Value thereof, 
tion of Independence when he said: and of foreign Coin, ...." This most impor- The reason that the prior sequence 

the American people ever a& tant power of government was again sur- is inevitable is that it is the best kept 
lowpriwufebanks to conk01 the issue of rendered by Congress, in 19 13, to a private economic secret in the world. Here it is. 
their cumncy, jbst by inj7ution and corporation called The Federal Reserve.' It When the ABs and their associates (your 
thenby deflation, the bunks cmdcorpo- is no more Federal than Federal Express friendly local banker) create the money as 
d o n s  that willgrow up a m n d  them and is no more a resewe than a bucket a bookkeeping entry to make a loan, say 
will tieprim the people of all pmp- without a bottom. Yet, more  than 9 out *lo00 (* = Federal Resexwe A c c o u n w  
until their chiZdren win wake up home- of 10 Americans ignorantly believe that Unit Dollar FRAUD) for one year, the 
Zess on the continent their fathers con- it is a government agency. The actual interest (usury) on that loan, say lo%, or 
quemd" owners of the Fed will be named later. *I00 is NOT created and, therefore, can 

The process by which the ABs con- not be paid! 
THE FIRST BANK OF THE U.S. quer nations economically is simply unbe- When the bank credit is put into 

lievable because it is unbelievably simple. circulation, it increases the money supply 
Jefferson, along with Benjamin Here is how it works: First, they seduce the and generates increased economic activity 

Franklin and James Madison adamantly political authority to grant them monopoly throughout the society. When the princi- 
opposed the plans of the New York ABs power to issue the nation's money as debt pal is repaid, the bank credit is eliminated 
agent, Alexander Hamilton, to establish a at interest (usury). and economic activity is reduced accord- 
private central bank for the U.S. like the Second,  they create the money OTA ingly. If it stopped there, we could have an 
Bank of England. However, after Franklin's (out of thin air) as a book or computer entry honest and potentially stable money sys- 
death in 1790, Hamilton succeeded in brib- when they loan this bank credit to the tem. 
ing enough Congressmen to have Con- government and corporations in exchange But then comes the rub. Since the 
gress grant a charter to the ABs in 179 1 for for interest-bearing bonds, and to indi- interest amount was not created, it re- 
*the First Bank of the United States" for a viduals in exchange for title to their prop- mains in the economy as a bank claim on 
period of twenty years. Having lost his erty. someone's property. Why? Because in 
battle against the ABs, Jefferson said: T h i r d ,  when there is no ordertopaythe*100interest(whichwas 

UI believe that banking institu- unencumbered property remaining to not created) on the first loan, someone 
tions are more dangerous b our liber- collateralize more loans and there is insuf- had to borrow it into circulation. Thus, an 
ties than standing armies. Already ficient money to repay the loans, the vic- unending cycle of debt is instituted with 
they have rrxised up money aristocracy tims are foreclosed. the inevitable eventual result being that 
that has set the government at defi- title to all real wealth in the nation is owned 
ance. The issuing power (of money) TO BE CONTINUED by the ABs. This is the reason why our 
should be tuken from the banks, and farms, homes and factories are being fore- 
=stored to Congress and to the people, END OF QUOTING closed by the thousands every week! It is 
to whom it belongs." I need to take leave at this time, chela, also the real reason for inflation, which 

When the charter expired in 18 1 1, a so please allow us a break. We shall has reduced the 'dollar' to about 10% of its 
wiser or more honest Congress refused to continue at the point of THE BEST KEPT value in 19401 
renew it. What followed was the War  of SECRET, for reference if we get distracted. 
18 12, in an effort to reestablish the rule of You readers will be doing yourselves THEIR MONEY IS OUR DEBT 
the Bank of England over us, as was the a great d M c e  if you do not study 
case before our War  of Independence. this carefully and then note how and All of our money, except for our 

what  Gritz promises  to do if you place coins and the few remaining U.S Notes, has 
TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE your trust in him in the Presidency- been  borrowed (OTA) [out o f  thin air] into 

UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE circulation as debt! About 95% of this 
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debt exists as bank deposits (check book CRIMINAL POWER EXPOSED 
money) and about 5% exists as Federal 
Reserve Notes. There is not enough money The enormous, criminal power of the 
in circulation (called MI) to pay the Fed was exposed by Louis T. McFadden, 
*3,000,000,000,000 (plus) [Now over 4 Chairman of the House Committee on 
trillion] public debt, let alone the Banking and Currency in 1933, before the 
*7,000,000,000,000 (plus) [by bunches] ABs finally succeeded in murdering him 
private debt! Talk about balancing the after two unsuccessful attempts. he 
Federal Budget is just that-talk. If the wrote: 
Federal Government, under this criminal %very effort has been made by 
Babylonian money system, did not con- the Fedeml Reserve B o a d  to conceal 
tinually borrow more Federal reserve bank its powers, but truth is ... the Fed has 
credit into circulation, we would have no usurped the government. I t  contmls 
medium of exchange! everything hem (Congmss) and it con- 

Furthermore, this debt exceeds the -2s all ourforeign relations. It makes 
value ofall the real estate in America, which and breaks governments at wiltm 
is pledged to pay it. Therefore, we are now Hopefully, you now have the picture 
legally bankrupt! and understand the mechanics of how this 

In the words of Robert Hemphill, for criminal money system works. However, 
many years credit manager of the Federal in case someone doesn't comprehend this 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta: scam, let's have an object lesson. 

'Clf all  bank loans wem paid, no 
one would have a bank deposit, and REAL LIFE MONOPOLY 
there would not be a dollar of currency 
in circulation. This is a staggering Probably everyone is familiar with 
thought. We are completely dependent the game of Monopoly, which has a very 
onthe comrnercialbanks. Someone has appropriate name. However, its rules are 
to borrow every dollar we have in c i m -  those of a make-believe world. But with a 
lation, cash or credit. If the banks few simple rule changes we can make it 
cmate ample synthetic money, we are resemble the real economic world: 
prosperous; if not, we starve. We are First, count all the money available 
absolute Zy without a permanent money (for example, $8,000). 
system When one gets a complete Second, loan, not give, an equal 
grasp upon the picture, the tngic  ab- amount ($2,000) to each of four players. 
sutdity of our hopeless position is al- Third, instead of each player col- 
most incredible--but there it is. I t  (Uze lecting $200 from the bank every time he 
money problem) is the most important passes GO, he pays $200 in interest t o  the 
subject intelligent persons can in- bank. 
vestigate and reflect upon. I t  is so Now you should know who will win 
imporbrnt that our present civilization every game. If not, play it according to 
may collapse unless it is widely under- these rules and find out. But then, per- 
stood and the defects remedied very haps you, along with thousands of other 
soon." Americans every week, have already lost 

the real life game and know who the winner 
is. Always. 

I I THE BORROWER IS SERVANT 

. 
LIFEBOAT MEASURES-IF YOU ACT 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

This JOURNAL contains details about our 
current economic condition. Hatonn ex- 
poses who the "grey men" are within the 
secret government, what their mani rtatiom are om a historicalperspectzve, e degree 

k i r  diabolical capabrlities and the per- 
%tion of their 'plan 'for WORLD control. 

Some o the various topics discussed in this & PHOE X JOURNAL are: 

The comin depression - Fractional 
Bankin 6redlt meltdown - New Cur- 
rency -%bit card sysfem and the advan- 
tages of Incorporation. 

Hatonn includes many financial strategres 
for asset preservation and protection. 

See back page for ordering 
$ in formation. 

If you learn nothing else from this 
dissertation, learn this: If you are in debt, 
you are not free, you are a bond slave. 
Even ifyou have no personal debt, as a U.S. 
citizen your share of the National Debt is 
over *20,000 r]H: In 1992 it is between 
$40,000 and $45,0001 and whatever prop- 
erty you think you own is pledged to pay 
that debt. A s  the Bible states in Proverbs 
22:7, "The borrower is servant t o  the 
lender. " 

The manner in which bondslaves 
were to be controlled was put forth in The 
Bankers Manifest' of 1934. 

"Capital must pmtect itseu in 
every way, through combination and 
through legislation. Debts must be 
collected and loans and mortgages fore- 
closed as soon as possible. When, 
through a process of law, the common 

people have &st their homes, they will 
be mom tmctable and mom easily gou 
emed by the strong arm of the law, 
applied by the centmlpowerof wealth, 
under con-1 of leading financiers. 
People without homes will not quarrel 
with their leaders. This is well lmown 
among ourprincipal men now engaged 
in fonning an imperialism of capital to 
gcnrern the world By diddingthepeople 
we can get them to expend their ener- 
gies in fighting over questions of no 
importance b us except as teachers of 
the common h e d m  [H: Oh no, chelas, 
THIS IS EXACTLY VERBATIM WHAT IT 
SAYS!] 

DID YOU GET THAT? All other 
issues take a back seat and are secondary 
to the question of money! We have been 
divided into a thousand different camps 
ranging from anti-Communist to anti-rac- 
ist and neutralized by waiting for the rap- 
ture, or boozing with the boob-tube. What 
is your favorite diversion? That is, if you 
have any time left after working more than 
six months every year for the ABs and their 
government. It's a safe bet that you don't 
study history, or money, which, to re-quote 
Robert Hemphill, 

1.. is the most important subject 
intelligentpersons can investigate and 
mfLect upon. I t  is so important that our 
pmsent civilization may collapse un- 
less it is widely understood and the 
defects remedied vety soon." 

SOME OMITTED HISTORY 

In order to understand how the ABs 
acquired their absolute power over the 
nations, it is necessary to understand some 
history which has been omitted from our 
history textbooks. This knowledge is also 
necessary so that we do not repeat it- 
again! 

In the beginning, there was no money 
and there was no civilization. Every man 
obtained his own necessities of life; food, 
shelter and clothing, through his own ef- 
forts. This was probably the only period in 
history (other than in Eden) that man was 
truly free and independent. However, this 
was a very difficult, dangerous and inse- 
cure lifestyle. 

Eventually-, there developed a sys- 
tem of exchange of goods and services 
which we call barter. In this economic 
system every man benefitted because he 
would only trade something he had for 
something that was of greater value. to 
himself. For instance, if Jim had ten 
potatoes and Bill had ten fish, they could 
trade five potatoes for five fish and each 
would have a complete meal for his family. 

It was soon realized that, by special- 
izing, a man could produce a given com- 
modity much more efficiently and trade his 
surplus with other specialists to obtain all 
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of his needs. Thus, everyone who effi- receipts they had issued. A s  wealthy men, vide government sanction and protection 
ciently produced something which many they were often asked for loans. As shrewd for this racket in exchange for greatly dis- 
people needed or wanted could make avery men, they were soon lending out as much counted interest rates, even lower than the 
comfortable living. as 90% of the gold placed on deposit with prime rate. But the shrewd goldsmiths 

The value that each man placed on them, typically requiring that four talents thought that government protection might 
his own produce was primarily a function of gold be returned to them in one year for not be sufficient. After all, the police 
of the time he spent to produce it, plus every three they loaned, an interest rate of couldn't protect them 24 hours a day. 
what he spent for raw materials and tools. 33 1/3%! Since the king was also god in the 

Since there was a limited amount of combined state religion of Baalism, the 
THE CREATION OF COINAGE gold in circulation, they soon 'cornered' the ABs decided that it would be safest for 

market on gold and became the richest them to practice their black art under 
It was soon realized however, that men in Babylon. Their descendants still cover of religion. After all, there might be 

barter was a very inconvenient system are and are referred to in Revelation 18:23: manywho would revolt against slavery and 
and, fun though it might be, consumed 'Forthy menchants were the p a t  men risk imprisonment or death; what's the 
much time in bargaining over the value of of the earth; fo r  by thy sotceries difference? But few religionists, even 
commodities. After all, every man values Cpharmicia = drugs) wem all nattons though enslaved, will challenge 'author- 
everything differently from every other decetved" People who are drugged (poi- ity' and risk eternal torment by being 
man and a t  different times and places. soned) with alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, 'excommunicated'. Thus, many ABs be- 

Eventually, the use of certain du- medicine, sugar, chlorine, fluoride, TV, came BAAL Priests and practiced their 
rable commodities, such as gold and silver, government, 'education'and 'religion,'have banking scam in the temples within the 
became popular trade. Civilization began short-circuited brains and simply cannot complete trinity of Government, Religion, 
to develop as more men became specialists think logically. If you are having difficulty and Banking (GRAB) which rules the world 
and an increasing variety of goods was understanding this, hopefully you now today as a Great Mystery to the deceived 
produced for both production (tools) and understand WHY! 'goyim', especially Christians, who are their 
consumption. The use of gold and silver prime target. 
bullion as media of exchange, although f a r  FRACTIONAL RESERVE BANKING 
superior to trading cows and corn, was still THE GOLD STANDARD 
somewhat difficult, because their weight With virtually all of the gold in their 
and purity had to be determined. Weighing possession, the goldsmiths could loan out The beginning and rise to world do- 
themwasrelativelyeasywith balance scales their 'warehouse receipts' for amounts to- minion of this Babylonian system is de- 
but determining purity was quite difficult. talling more than ten times the amount of tailed in the Book of Daniel (Bible). The 
These problems were overcome with the gold actually in their vaults and charge gold standard was established by King 
introduction of coins, which were certified interest (usury) on something which had Nebuchadnezzar when he erected a monu- 
by the issuing authority to be of the weight cost them virtually nothing (clay tablets ment of gold on the Plain of Dura and 
and purity stamped upon them. were very cheap). commanded that everyone bow down and 

When this debt money was created worship it. This was about 500 BC when 
THE BIRTH OF BANKING and circulated in the society, it caused a the Israelites from the southern Kingdom 

temporary increase in trade and the pro- of Judah were in Babylon as captives. 
Aswealth increased, one ofthe trades duction of real wealth until the loan was Apparently, all but four of them complied 

that developed was that of making gold repaid. However, when the money was with the King's orders, Daniel, Shadrack, 
jewelry, or goldsmithing. Because gold- created, the amount of the interest was not Meshak and Abednego. 
smiths dealt in large quantities of gold, it created and the ultimate result was a net This is not too surprising, since the 
was necessary for them to have secure reduction of money in circulation, causing Israelites had previously shown a strong 
vaults, or safes, in which to store their depression and foreclosure, unless, of proclivity for gold a t  the very foundation of 
valuable commodity for protection from course, more money was loaned into circu- their nation. While encamped at the foot of 
theft. lation. Mt. Sinai, after being led out of Egyptian 

Other people who acquired signifi- Thus was born 'fractional reserve banking' slavery, Moses went up to the mountain to 
cant amounts of metallic money, especially and the system of usury which today rules receive the Law from God. When he re- 
merchants and craftsmen, also required the world. This is the lifeblood of the turned, the Israelites were worshipping a 
security for their money. It soon became system identified in Revelation 18 as 'MYS- golden calf. 
common practice for them to 'deposit' their TERY, BABYLON THE GREAT". 
money with the goldsmiths for a small fee. DANIEL'S VISION 
In return, the goldsmith would give the THE BAAL PRIESTS 
depositor a receipt for the amount of the Daniel was given a vision of the 
deposit. A depositor could then give his Occasionally, the people holding Babylonian succession of world powers. 
warehouse receipt to a supplier in payment these 'gold certificates' would get wise to The vision was an image of a man with a 
for goods, rather than transferring the the fact that the goldsmith did not actually head of gold, representing Babylon itself, 
metal itself. This method of payment was have enough gold on deposit with which to arms of silver representing Medo-Persia, 
so convenient and simple that it soon redeem his certificates. This would result body of brass, representing Greece, and 
became common practice. Thus was born in a kun on the bank' and his sudden legs of iron, representing Rome. The feet 
the business of banking. demise, unless he had previously escaped were of mixed iron and clay. A stone 'cut 

with his hoard of gold. out without hands" was to come out of 
ORIGIN OF USURY (INTEREST1 Being shrewd, the goldsmiths recog- heaven and destroy this system by striking 

nized this little thought, they decided to it in the feet, "at the time of the end* after 
The shrewd goldsmiths in Babylon bring the king in as a 'partner'. After all, it secretly gained control of the world, 

soon realized that, of all the gold deposited the king was always in need of gold to therefore becoming "MYSTERY, Babylon 
with them, only a small percentage was support his concubines and palace guard. the Great, the whore that  sitteth upon 
reclaimed each month with the warehouse Thus the king was only too happy to pro- many waters (nations) committing for- 
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&cation with the m g s  of the earth." FREEDOM, AT LAST method again--before monetizing the 
(Rev. 18:3) highway system of America. Please, 

Archaeological searches have un- Was  there ever a time when men honored Patriotk-point out this method 
covered much evidence of Babylon's social were free of the usurers yoke of bondage? to him before such complicated mon- 
and economic systems which were very Yes, and itwas aglorious period that lasted etizing is undertaken in "free American 
similar to ours of today. For instance, the for nearly six centuries and provided nearly following Senate, Banking and House 
Igibi Bank was found with thousands of 'utopian'conditions for the working people CLEANING.] Notches were cut into the 
clay tablet 'notes'and interest (usury) bear- in England and, for shorter periods, in the side, the width of the notch representing 
ing contracts which served as their money. other European nations. This period is the value, in pounds, and the amount was 

Babylon loaned much money at in- known as the Renaissance, but the reason written on two sides. The sticks were then 
terest (usury) to Persia which, of course, for it is a carefully kept secret. Why? split and one half paid into circulation, 
Persia could not repay. Therefore Persia Because the revelation of this knowledge debt free. They were readily used by the 
conquered Babylon to eliminate its debt would again result in the banishment of people in trade, because they derived their 
and acquire Babylon's gold. the ABs and a flowering of debt-free free- value from the fact that they were receiv- 

Persia adopted the Babylonian usury dom. able in payment of taxes. When the tally 
system and loaned Greece much money at In 1100 A.D. Henry I became King of was presented for payment of taxes, it had 
interest (usury). Greece, of course, could England and found the treasury empty. to exactly match, that is tally, with the half 
not repay the debt and conquered Persia to The supply of gold and silver coin had retained in the treasury, called a foil. Forg- 
eliminate its debt and acquire the gold in mostly gone with the Crusaders to Pales- ery was nearly impossible. Silver coins 
Persia. tine and a medium of exchange was ur- continued to circulate also. 

Greece adopted the Babylonian gently required. Rather than seeking loans [H: Col. Gritz has asked ones to apply 
usury system and loaned Rome much from ABs, Henry issued into circulation for for positions in his Government if you 
money at interest (usury). Rome, ofcourse, payment of government debt, or as receipts fit qualifications under the Constitu- 
could not repay the debt and conquered for goods and services rendered, marked tion. I believe that I shall herein apply 
Greece to eliminate its debt and acquire pieces of wood called tallies. [H: Pay close for the position of Chief Advisor. Would 
the gold in Greece. attention, readers, we have written of you readers pass this on, please. You 

After the fall of Imperial Rome, the this before. You are going to find, when can stop asking OOD to send you free 
various nations of Europe were kept in Col. Gritz gets into the Presidency- solutions and "do it for me" methods of 
bondage and poverty by the ABs for many that your supply of gold and silver has "intervention". HE HAS SENT YOU 
centuries, known as the Dark Ages. been confiscated and smuggled out of WHAT YOU NEED IN ANSWER TO YOUR 

your country and into the coffers of the PETITIONS-USE IT!] 
rMINORITY OWNERSHIP OF WEALTH Elite ABs-mostly residing in Basel, Swit- Usury (interest), being strictly pro- 

[GREED) ALWAYS LEADS TO zerland under the control of Khazarian hibited by Scripture, was also prohibited 
DESTRUCTION Zionists-remember those "British-Is- by both the Christian church and govern- 

raelis" that we wrote about? I suggest ment. However, there were those who 
In his book Lincoln Money Martyred, you go look up that information ASAP.] continued the evil practice until they were 

Dr. R. E. Search said: These sticksvaried in size from about banished from England in 1290 A.D. With 
the Bcrbylonian civillea- four inches long up to 8 112 feet long. The an honest and convenient money system, 

tion collapsed, 3% of the people owned longest represented 50,000 pounds ster- an English working man could supply his 
all the wealth. When oZd Per* went ling (a pound sterling was originally an family's needs for ayear by working only 14 
down b destructton, 2% of the people actual pound of silver). [H: I would hope weeks! This left a great deal of leisure time 
owned all the wealth. When ancient that Gritz will look carefully at this available for intellectual, religious and 
Gmece went doum to ruin 0.5% of the 
people owned all  the wealth. When the 

E w i m f  en byuc qsidet 2s000 
peopleowned the wealth of the civilized 
world.... I t  is said at this #me less than 
2% of the people contml 90% of the 
wealth of America. Pi: I would guess it 
to be far less than that number-ay, 
lesq than 13 to 15 families and they all 
through the Committee of or~ly 300.1 

Now that you know some history 
(His do You detect a Pattern in the 
affairs of men and nations? Do you begin 
to understand that wars are created by the 
ABs, whom Christ called PHARISEES and 
accused them of shedding all the innocent 
blood from the time Cain killed Abel? Now 
you should understand why Christ was 
crucified only three days AFTER He threw 
the moneychangers out of the Temple. 
NOW you know why "The love of money is 
the root of all evil." (I Tim. 6: 10) 

VOTE FOR BO GRITZ 

charitable pursuits. This is the reason that 
the incredible cathedrals of England and 
Europe were built completely with volun- 
teer labor. Do you think that is amazing? 
What is really amazing is how this inforrna- 
tion, essential to our freedom, has been so 
succe~~fully kept concealed from US! 

This tally money system continued 
to operate in England until 1783, when it 
was abolished by statute. [H: And, just 
guess WHO pulled off that maneuver 
while no one watched?] Nevertheless, 
tallies continued to be used in rural areas 
until 1826. 

BABY LON RESURRECTED 

The death knell of the tally system 
was sounded in 1694, when the King, 
William of Orange, granted a charter to 
William Paterson and his AB associates to 
establish The Bank of England as a frac- 
tional reserve central bank with monopoly 
power to issue bank notes at interest 
(usury). This date, 1694, is the most 
important date in American history, for 
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the Bank of England has had a direct 
bearing on every major event in America 
since before our War of Independence. 

END OF QUOTING 
* + t  

Let us break this chapter at this point 
for I want to next take up what happened 
at the opening of America. 

8/22/92 #2 HATONN 

MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED 
(Continued from 8/22/92 # 1) 

FREEDOM COMES TO AMERICA 

thefr operutfort till h i s a n t  should be Knowing, as long before Lenin ex- 
obbined; and when so suspended, he pressed it that, The surest way to de- 
has utterly neglected b attend themn stroy a nation is to debauch its cur- 

What were these 'most wholesome rency," the English proceeded to bring in 
and necessary" laws that were of 'immedi- shiploads ofcounterfeit Continentalswhich, 
ate and pressing importance?" Again, a combined with Congress' inability to tax 
knowledge of true history is necessary to them out of circulation, caused them to 
understanding. If you've guessed by now depreciate to practically nothing by the 
that the ABs were involved, you are abso- end of the war. But they had served thei~ 
lutely correct. The roots of our War of purpose and were the means by which we 
Independence was the issuance of their were able to obtain our lib-! Rathe1 
own paper money by the colonies, begin- than being denigrated they should be re- 
ning with 7000 pounds issued by Massa- vered as much as our Declaration of Inde- 
chusetts in 1690, and culminating with pendence. 
the issue of 'Colonies' by the Continental - 
Congress. 

When the Pilgrims came to America, In 1763, Benjamin Franklin was in 
VICTOR SURRENDERED 

they did so with anabundance of faith and England. He was aiked to explain why the This brings us  to the post-war perioc 
determination, but a dearth of knowledge colonies were so prosperous while England which was covered briefly in the beginning 
concerning economics and human nature. was suffering. He replied: Having fought and won a bloody war agains 
They initially instituted a system of com- "That issimple. I t  is only because overwhelming odds, the politicians then 
mon ownership or 'communism.' A s  a fn the Colonies we issue our own money. surrendered our hard-won freedom to the 
result, over half of them died of starvation I t  is called 6Colonfal Scrip9--and we same cabal of ABs who had brought on the 
and disease. Quickly learning their lesson, issue it in the pmperpmpodon to the war, by granting them a charter for the 
every man was allotted his own p&cel of demands of M e  and industry." First Bank of the United States. We were 
land on which to grow his own food and The Bank of England soon learned of free from their control for a mere 15 years 
build his own home. this situation and forced parliament to The ABs agent through whom our slave0 

With little money available, the pri- pass a Bill prohibiting the Colonies from was re-established, Alexander Hamilton 
mary means of exchange was barter. issuing their own money. Franklin said, was an Englishman from the West Indie: 
Gradually, some foreign coinage came into 'Within one year from that date the whose real name was Levine. He took tht 
the colony and facilitated trade. However, streets of the Colonies were filled with name of this step-father after his mother 
as the economy of Massachusetts quickly the unemployed." divorced and re-married. However, hr 
grew, due to its hardworking people, natu- Later, Franklin said that this was claimed to be the illegitimate son o 
ral resources and free enterprise, the need the original cause of the War of Indepen- Hamilton, which was much more sociall~ 
for a medium of exchange became acute. dence. In his own words: acceptable at the time than being a Jew. 

Knowing about England's tally sys- @The colonies would g M l y  huue Hamilton was probably the leadint 
tem, Massachusetts issued debt-free pa- born the little tax on tea and other authority on finance and banking at tht 
per script into circulation in 1690. Despite matters had ft not been that Erngland Constitutional Convention which, along 
problems that developed with this inven- b o k a u ~ ~ y  fmmthe Cobnissthart nrortey, with his leadership of the New York delega- 
tion, due to there being no standard of which cmated unemployment and dis- tion, gave him considerable influence ir 
value, the economy flourished with full satiqf~ction." matters pertaining to money. The Consti- 
employment. Other colonies adopted this Yes, the laws referred to by Jefferson tutional provisions limiting our governmen! 
system in varying degree and prospered were primarily ones to provide for relief of to a metallic (specie) system, combinec 
also. the economic chaos then existing because with the power UTo borrow Money on the 

During this period, there was no of the Bank of England's usury money credit of the United States," are the 
official banking system. A few Zoaning system that had been imposed on the AchiUes heel of our Constitution. 
Offices' were maintained by the Colonies, Colonies. The original phrase was "To borros 
but less than thirty private lending institu- Rothschild supplied some of the fi- Money and emit bill. on the credit of the 
tions existed in all 13 colonies1 Today, they nancing for the War through his agent United States," which was the same phrasf 
are more numerous than churches! THINK Haym Solomon who operated through Rob- written into the Articles of Confederatior 
ABOUT THAT! ert Morris. This may seem contradictory to by Benjamin Franklin. But Governor Momi 

the uninformed, but it is a basic strategy said, "..-the Monied Interest will oppose 
THE REAL REASON for the ABs to instigate war and finance the plan of Government, 4f paper emir 

FOR THE REVOLUTION both sides, especially ifit invokes Chris- dons be not prohibited.' Thus was the 
tians killing Christians! The Rothschild trap set for us to again become slaves of the 

There have been many reasons put fortune began when Mayer Amschel ABs. Remember "the borrower k servant 
forth for the American colonies separating Rothschild provided the Hessian merce- to the lender." 
from England, their mother country, and naries for King George to kill American These provisions then enabled 
the most powerful nation on Earth. Most of patriots. Hamilton, especially as Secretary of the 
these were listed by Thomas Jefferson in All of the loans that the Continental Treasury, to lobby for and bribe Congresz 
The Declaration of Independence. The first Congress obtained were insufficient to to- into granting t he Charter for the First Bank 
two of these read as follows: tally finance the war. Furthermore, under of the United States in 1791. Thus ciir 

%e has =fused his Assent to the Articles of Confederation, Congress America snatch defeat 'from the jaws c 
Laws9 the most wholesome and neces- had no authority to impose taxes or issue victory and again enter into the debto. 
sary for the public good." money. Nevertheless, since desperate situ- prison owned by the ABs. 

W e  has forbidden his Governors ations require desperate measures to cor- Alexander Hamilton was athousarar 
to puss Laws of immediate and p- rect, Congress began to issue the debt-free fold more a traitor than was Benedlr 
ing importance, unless acspended in money known as 'Continentals'. Arnold, yet Hamilton is revered as a grea 

. . . . 
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patriot. 
Thomas Jefferson understood the 

Achilles heel of our Constitution. He said: 
wish it luen possible to obtain 

a single amendment to our C o d t u -  
tion. I would be willing to depend on 
that atone for the mduction of the 
administmtion of our government to 
the genuine principles of its Constitu- 
ti on; I mean an additiona 1 article, tak- 
itlizr .from the .fedem1 -aoyernment the 
power of borrowing." 

THE DOLLAR DEFINED 

The Coinage Act of 1792 defined a 
'dollar' as 37 1.25 grains of .999 (fine) silver 
and 24.75 grains of pure gold, establishing 
a bi-metallic standard at a ratio of 15 
parts of silver equal to one part gold. 

The Mintage Act of 1837 again de- 
fmed the dollar as 37 1.25 grains of fine 
silver but reduced the dollar of gold to 
23.22 grains of pure gold, a new ratio of 16 
parts silver equal to one part gold. 

In 1873, a 'trade dollar" was estab- 
lished at 378 grains while a dollar in gold 
was retained at 23.22 grains, changing the 
ratio to 16.28 to one. But a defacto gold 
standard was established. 

In 1878 the Bland-Allison Act re- 
stored the fine silver content of the dollar to 
37 1.25 grains and the silver/gold ratio of 
16 to one. 

The Gold-Standard Act of 1900 
placed us  completely at the mercy of the 
ABs who control the world's gold. (They 'fix' 
its price every day in London at the offices 
of N.M. Rothschild and Sons.) While re- 
taining silver as legal tender, it eliminated 
the bi-metallic standard which had pre- 
cluded the ABs from completely controlling 
our currency. 

JACKSON KILLS THE; BANK 

Returning to the War of 18 12-after 
winning the was the U.S. was in bad eco- 
nomic condition. But Congress again 
turned our victory into defeat by chartering 
the Second Bank of thp United States 
which was virtually a clone of the First 
Bank of the United States. 

When Andrew J ackssn became Presi- 
dent in 1829, he declarea war on the ABs. 
He told them in scathing words, "You are 
a den of vipers and thieves and I intend 
to rout pan out, and by the Eternal God, 
I will rout you out*" p: Ah, good! 
Sounds just like &itz t r p  me and yes, 
indeed, he CAN DO IT PPY 33 ELECT HIM 
PRESIDENT!] He vetoe,.. renewing the 
Bank's zhacer and in h ~ s  rimsage to Con- 
gress s&d. 

"The 5dd efforts that the present 
3anPr has wsde to control the govern- 
t r e e  the distress it has wantonly 
cause4 am but pnmonitions of the 

fate which awaits the Americanpeople 
should they be deluded into a petpetu- 
ation of this institution or the estab- 
lishment of another like i t  ... if the 
people only undersbod the mnk i@s- 
tice of our money and banking system 
there would bea m l u t i o n  befom morn- 
i ng.* 

Jackson removed U.S. funds from 
the Second Bank of the U.S. and placed 
them in state banks. He also eliminated 
the national debt. It is a sheer miracle that 
he was not assassinated. An attempt to kill 
him was made on Jan. 30, 1835, by one 
Richard Lawrence with two pistols. Both 
misfired. [H: And you still think God 
does not hear your petitions for "the 
way"?] Lawrence was tried and found 
innocent by reason of insanity. However, 
he later boasted of his contact with Euro- 
pean bankers who had promised to protect 
him if he were caught. 

The ABs continued their nefarious 
efforts to establish another central bank 
without success. Nevertheless, they were 
able to create confusion and chaos in our 
money system through the state-chartered 
banks. However, they despaired of again 
establishing a central bank through which 
they could control the entire U.S. 

THE PLOT FOR CML WAR 

Thus was hatched the plot to con- 
quer by dividing the U.S. into two nations. 
The ABs decided to instigate awar between 
the North and the South over the slavery 
issue. The London branch of the 
Rothschilds financed the North (in part) 
through their agent, August Belmont 
(Schoenberg) and the Paris branch fmanced 
the South through their agents, Judah P. 
Benjamin and John Slidell. 

However, the ABs, thinking that they 
had Lincoln at their mercy, overstepped 
themselves. When the Union requested 
loans from the private banks to conduct 
the war, the ABs demanded 28% interest. 
This angered Lincoln and he proceeded to 
have Congress authorize, in three issues, a 
total of $450,000,000 worth of U.S. Notes, 
called 'Lincoln greenbacks,' which were 
paid directly for goods and services re- 
quired for the war. These issues of debt- 
free money not only saved the Union but 
would have destroyed the power of the ABs. 

The London Rmes, an ABs paper 
editorialized: 'u this mischievous financial 
policy, which has its origin in the North 
American Republic, shall become indu- 
mted doum to ajktum, then that gotr- 
ernment will furnish its own money 
without cost It will pay off its debts 
and be without debt It will have all the 
money necessary to carry on its com- 
meme. J2 will become pmspenncs with- 
outpmcedent in the history of the world 

The bmins and the wealth of all coun- 
tries will go b North Ametica. That 
government must be destmyed or it will 
destroy every monarchy on the g l ~ b e . ~  

Lincoln said of the ABs: 
T h e  moneypowerpreys upon the 

nation in times of peace and conspines 
against it in times of adwerstty. It is 
more despotic than monarrhy, mom 
insolent than autocmcy, mom selfish 
than bumaucmcy. It  denounces, as 
public enemies, a12 who question its 
methods or thmw light upon its crimes. 

QI haue two great enemies, the 
Southern Army in fmnt of me and the 
financial institutions in the mar. Of 
the two, the one in my mar is my 
gmatest foe." [H: Indeed, now you know 
the thrust of the "LCberrcrtotn number 
one. Abolition of slavery was only an 
"issue"-the Libemtorand Garrison got 
in constant and horrendous trouble by 
efforting to inform the people of the 
sure- destruction of civilization by the 
Anti-Christ Banksters. So, you who 
think history is repeating itself and your 
fingers are worn and calloused--your 
sleep restless and your driving need to 
inform the brother- thine legacy to 
again stfort to do your job properly and 
come into s u c ~ T H I S  TIME. GOD 
walks with yon, little ones of Truth- 
GOD WALKS EVER WITH YOU! Dharma, 
the evil enemy managed to slay that 
Patriot--.it shall NOT happen again.] 

In July 1862, the infamous Hazard 
circular was circulated among American 
bankers by the London ABs. 

aslavery is likely to be abolished 
by the w pourer and chattel slavery 
desb.oyed. This I and my Eumpean 
fdends am in fawrof, forslavery is but 
the ouming of labor and carries with it 
the cam of the Zabomrs, while the Eum- 
pean plan shall conbpl labor by con- 
bplling wages. This can be done by 
contmlling the money. The m a t  debt 
(nationag that capitulists will see b it 
ismadeoutof the wur, mustbeusedas 
a means to conbplthe wlwru of money. 
To accampllsh thisthe(wa3bonds must 
beusedusabavlkingbasis. Weamnow 
wuiting for the Seem of the m a -  
sury to make this mcommendation to 
C O ~ . "  

SLAVERY EXPANDED 

Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the 
Treasury, and Congress succumbed to the 
pressure of the ABs. The National Bank 
Act of 1863 was the result. The ABs again 
gained the power to create our money as 
debt, but not exclusively so. 

Later, Chase repented of his action, 
saying: 

Qmagency inpro-ng 
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sage of the National Bank  Act wcrs the Christendom into umrs and chaos in paigns between McKinley and Bryan in 
grreatest/inuncial mistuke of my 1Ife. I t  o d e r  that the earth should become 1896 and 1900. Bryan, who made the 
has built up a -monopoly which affects their inheritance. famous statement, 'You shall not prsr;. 
every interest in the counw. I t  should Bismarck was 'right on the money'. down upon the brow of labor this crown 
be mpeahzd, but beforre that can be END OF QUOTING FORTHIS SECTION. of thorns-you shall not crudfy man- 
accomplished, the people will be ar- kind upon a cross of gold!" lost both 
myed on one side and the bank on the Let us  leave the work for a rest elections due to the frantic efforts of the 
other, in a contest such as we have period. I releaseyou forotheractivities. It ABs. 
m r  befom seen in this country." is good to take renewal rest. We are making 

In a letter to the London branch of good progress. We will continue on this THE GOLDEN RULE 
the Rothschild ABs, Congressman John subject while urging ones to read, study, 
Sherman of Ohio said: think and relate to that which our beloved The Gold Standard Act of 1900 was 

lCThe few who canunderstandthe patriot son, James Gritz, promises by con- passed by Congress on March 14, stating; 
system will either be so intemsted in its tract-to DO FOR THIS NATION AND CITI- "That the dollar consisting of twenty-five 
prpfits, or so dependent on its fawrs, ZENS--WITH you. DO NOT ASK THESE and eight-tenthsgrainsofgold nine-tenths 
that them will be no oppodtbn from ONES WHO BEND TO THE TASK TO DO IT fine ... shall be the standard unit of value." 
that class, whiZe on the other hand, the FOR YOU! Thus was enshrined the ABs 'Golden Rule', 
p a t  body of people, mentally inca- Salu. 'He who owns the gold, RULES.' The 
pable of comprehending the fmmen- 'master plan' of the ABs for establishing 
dous adzmntages that capital derives 8/24/92 #2 HATONN their rule over the world contains this 
from the system is inimical to their statement: 
interests. MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED You am aware that the gold 

Writing about the National Bank Act (CONTINUED) standard has been the ruin of States 
in 1872, Horace Greeley said: which adopted it, for it has not been 

W e  have stt.icken the shackles From The Revelator, by Carl Gorton: able to satisfy the demands for money, 
frpm four million human beings and themomsothatwehat#removedgold 
brought all laborers to a common leuel, QUOTING: fromcitmtlationas faraspossible. [H: 
not so much by the elemtion of the Perhaps it is as well that the ABs have 
fotmerslan#sas bypmdcally mducing THE CRIME OF 1873 removed all the stores of gold from your 
the whole working population, white reserve vaults for this may in the long- 
and black, to a condition of serfdom With their increased power, the ABs ran keep you from again basing your 
While boasting of our noble deeds we managed to implement their ancient money on that standard for gold, alone, 
am careful to conceal the ugly fact that scheme of establishing a "gold standardn is not the point-s long as the ABs set 
by our iniquitous money system we have in the U.S., as well as in several European the price of gold you are trapped!] 
nationalized a system of oppression nations at about the same time. This was We will have more to say about 
which, though mom mf+zed, is not Zess accomplished by bribing Congress to pass the master plan. 
cruel than the old system of chattel the Coinage Act of 1873 which became - - 
s k l ~ e r y . ~  known as The Crime of 73'. This Act, while THE CENTRAL BANK PLOT 

In order to ~rotect  their monev mo- providing for the mintage of a new silver 
nopoly and prev;nt the expansion of the 'trade dGllaf of 420 grsns  of standard With the Gold Standard f m l y  in 
honest, debt-free money system instituted silver, was only made 'legal tender" for place, the ABs took aim on their greatest 
by Lincoln, he had to be eliminated. And so payments not greater than five dollars, prize: a Central Bank. In order to generate 
he was. John Wilkes Booth was a member thus effectively demonetizing silver and popular support for banking reform, the 
ofThe Knights of the Golden Circle, a secret destroying the Constitutional bi-metallic ABs created the panic of 1907. Congress- . - 

society which was controlled by the ABs, as standard. man ~ h a r l e s  ~ i n d b e r ~ h ,  Sr. (Father o k h e  
are virtually all secret societies today. The ensuing monetary crisis forced Lone Eagle") said, The money trust 
They can be identified by the promotion of Congress to pass the Bland-Allison Silver causedthe 1907panicandthei.eby forced 
the ABs deceptive religious philosophy: Act of 1878 over the veto of President Congress to create a National Monetary 
"The Brotherhood of Man under the Hayes. This act re-monetized the dollar of Commission." 
Fatherhood of Godn. This subject will be 4 12.5 grains of standard (.go) silver by The national Monetary Commission 
covered at some future time. repealing its legal tender limitation of five was established by Congress following the 

dollars. The mint was ordered to coin Panic of 1907 for the purpose of finding the 
RIGHT ON THE MONEY between two million and four million dol- faults in our economy and proposing cor- 

lars per month and to exchange them for rective legislation. Senator Nelson Aldrich 
Bismarck, Chancellor of Germany, silver certificates on demand. The infusion was named as chairman, thus assigning 

made the following statement regarding of this debt-free money into circulation the fox to guard the hen house. After two 
the death of Lincoln: caused the economy to flourish. years of high living in Europe at taxpayers' 

#The death of Lincoln was a di- expense, 'studying' the European banking 
saster for Christendom Them was no A CROSS OF GOLD systems,the commissioners returned to the 
man in the United States gmat enough U.S. 
to wear his boots, and (The ABs) went The ABs could not tolerate this situ- Aldrich was grandfather of the 
anew to g+ab the riches of the w r M .  I ation since it reduced the demand for their Rockefeller brothers, and was the name- 
fear that foreign bankers with their bank credit and enabled the people to pay sake of Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller, the 
cqftiness and tortuous tricks will en- the otherwise unpayable interest on their notorious Governor ofNew York, employer 
tirely control the d m n t  riches of mortgage. Thus, the ABs inaugurated a of Henry Kissinger-and patron saint of 
America, and use it to systematically propagandacampaign promoting the 'gold Richard Nixon. 
corrupt modem ciuilization. They will standard' during the rest of the century, Another member of this commission 
not hesitate to plunge the who& of culminatingintheheatedPresidentialcam- was Jacob Schiff of Kuhn-Loeb and Co. 
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who had helped to finance the bloody Bolshe- leading authority on the Fed. w: Eustace Power d l 1  be Legalized" 
vik Revolution in Russia to the tune of Mullins' book can be obtained, I believe, The lengths to which the ABs went to 
$20,000,000.' SchifT was born in the house through America West as well. W e  did insure passage of their Treason Act knew 
which his family shared with the Rothschilds not utilize the book directly from Mullins no bounds. For instance, to insure that 
in Frankfurt, Germany. because all information since the writ- their agent Woodrow Wilson would become 

Immediately after the commission re- ing of his book on the subject-has been President, they financed Teddy Roosevelt 
turned from Europe, Aldrich called a secret taken directly FROM that one book by and his "Bull Moose" Party to split the 
meeting of Rothschild agents. These men that same authon- Because of this fact, Republican Party and defeat Taft. 
met on November 22, 1910 at the Hoboken, I do not recommend any other book on Twenty years later, Congressman 
N.J. railway station and boarded Aldrich's the subject other than our own-which McFadden said, T h e  sack of the United 
private parlor car with shades drawn. Their has our own input regarding the infor- States by the Fed is the greatest crime 
destination? The private hunting club of J.P. mation with no other intent thanUtruthn in history." Indeed, it was. 
Morgan and associates at Jekyll Island, Ga. as foundation-not investments, not Congressman McFadden, as chair- 
Their mission? To draft the document that "how t o m d u s t  facts. I made the point man of the House Banking and Currency 
would undermine the Constitution of the that I honored Mullins above the author Committee for over ten years, was the 
U.S. and enable the ABs to become the of the book in u s d e c a u s e  it was a foremost Congressional authority on the 
absolute master of America. direct copy of information from Fed and fearlessly exposed their criminal 

The chief architect of this plan was Mullink-at the time of the writing of activities. But his efforts to destroy the Fed 
mulWarburgofKuhn-LoebandCo. whowas our information on the subject in point. could not overcome the power of the ABs. 
sent h m  F'1-ankfurt, Germany to accomplish Please remember: OUR BOOKS (JOUR- However, his warnings are even more per- 
this task, as a Rothschild agent. His salary NALS) ARE EXACTLY THAT--JOUR- tinent today than when he spoke in the 
was $500,000 per year! [H: In those days NALS--dated material, as ours is NOT 1930's. Speaking to Congress he said: 
half a million dollars was astronomicall] TO USURP ANY OTHER'S WORK BUT "Mr. Chairman, we have in this 

Because of the importance of the Fed- MERELY TO INTEGRATE THE BEST OF Country one of the most corrupt institu- 
eml Reserve in controlling our lives today and ALL PRESENTATIONS FOR YOUR OWN tions the world has ever hown. I refer to 
the volurninous information available from CONFIRMATION AND READING. YOU the Federal Reserve Banks, hereinafter 
private researchers, the temptation is strong ONES DO NOT LONGER HAVE THE called the Fed. The Fed has cheated the 
to expand this article into a baok. Space does UTIME" FOR HUNTING AND SEARCH- Government of these United States and the 
not permit. However, for the reader who ING HIT AND MISS FOR INFORMATION people of the United States out of enough 
would like to have more detailed docurnenta- OF TRUTH INSTEAD OF DISTRACTION. money to pay the Nation's debt. The dep- 
tion on the subject, [H:I suggest you get WE CAN SELECT THAT INFORMATION redations and iniquities of the Fed has cost 
the JOURNALS dealing with the Federal FOR YOU AND SAVE MAMMOTH this Country enough money to pay the 
Reserve, etc. I recommend the JOUR- AMOUNTS OF RESEARCH TIME. OUR National debt several times over. 
NALS over the book to be stated because SUGGESTION IS ALWAYS TO READ IT This evil institution has impover- 
of the additional information included. ALL IFYOU CAN FIND THE TIME--BOTH ished and ruined the people ofthese United 
The pertinent JOURNALS are #4,10,16 ERRORED AND ACCURATE-BUT YOU States, has bankrupted itself, and has 
and 17. See back page for ordering ARE TRULY RUNNING VERY SHORT, practically bankrupted our Government. 
information.] a good book is: SECRETS UNDER THE BEST OF CIRCUMSTANCE, It has done this through the defects of the 
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE, by Eustace OF UTIME".] law under which it operates, through the 
Mullins. whom we believe to be the world's maladministration of that law by the Fed 
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We will not detail the provisions of "Some people think that the Federal 
the Federal Reserve Act, which has been Reserve Banks are United States Govern- 
amended more than 200 times. Suffice it ment institutions. They are not Govern- 
to say that Congress had no authority ment institutions. They are private mo- 
whatsoever to turn its power to issue our nopolies which prey upon the people of 
money over to a private corporation, es- these United States for the benefit of them- 
pecially one whose Class A Stock is owned selves and their foreign customers; foreign 
primarily by alien ABs. Nevertheless, and domestic speculators and swindlers; 
they did so, with large majorities of those and rich and predatory money lenders. In 
voting in both houses violating their oaths that dark crew of fmancial pirates there are 
of office. those who would cut a man's throat to get 

The Federal Reserve was established a dollar out of his pocket; there are those 
by the Owen-Glass bill when it was passed who send money into states to buy votes to 
by the Senate (43 to 25) on December 22, control our legislatures; there are those 
1913 and the House of Representatives who maintain International propaganda 
(209 to 60) on December 23, 1913. It was for the purpose of deceiving us  into grant- 
immediately signed into Law by President ing of new concessions which will permit 
Woodrow Wilson. It has since been called them to cover up their past misdeeds and 
the Federal Reserve Act and the private set again in motion their gigantic train of 
central bank which it established is &led, crime. 
simply, The Fed.' When the bill passed These twelve private credit monopo- 
Congressman Charles Lindbergh, Sr. said: lies were deceitfully and disloyally foisted 

QThis Fedeml Resew Act esta& upon this Country by the bankers who 
lfshed the most gigantic trust onEarth came here from Europe and repaid us our 
When the M e n t  signs this bill the hospitality by undermining our American 
inuisi&& puemment of the Monetary institutions. Those bankers took money 
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out of this Country to finance Japan in a yes indwd-dhades of our very own .to gain control of actual physical property 
war against Russia. They created a reign of newspapea TlIE P H O E m  LLBERATOR in Germany. They went so far as to get the 
terror in Russia with our money in order to and our JOURIVALS.] banking laws of Germany drastically 
help that war along. They instigated the In this overview of monetary history changed, so that they could borrow unlirn- 
separate peace between Germany and we can not provide much detail, but seri- ited amounts from the Reichsbank and 
Russia and thus drove a wedge between ous students have a virtually unlimited purchase physical property with the knowl- 
the Allies in the World War. They financed amount of information available, primarily edge that the loans could later be repaid 
Trotsky's passage from New York to Russia from private sources and publishers. How- with worthless currency. 
so that they might assist in the destruction ever, we will take the time to show how the T o  give one some idea of the volume 
of the Russian Empire. They fomented and stage was set for World War 11. The roots of of currency that was turned out in Ger- 
instigated the Russian Revolution, and the war go back to the end of World War I many, one has only to note what happened 
placed a large fund of American dollars at and the Versailles 'Peace' Treaty. to the price levels of Germany. Remember 
Trotsky's disposal in one of their branch END OF QUOTING that during the war the German price 
banks in Sweden so that through him * * * levels had not increased as much as they 
Russian children were flung far and wide 8/24/92 W3 HATONN had in the United States. In 1920 the price 
from their natural protectors. They have level in Germany increased 1500% over 
since begun breakingup ofAmerican homes MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED the pre-warlevel; in 192 1 it reached 3500% 
and the dispersal of American children. over the pre-war level, and by October 

'Mr. Chairman, there should be no CONTINUED. 23rd, when the currency became worth- 
partisanship in matters concerning bank- From The Revelator, by Carl Gorton: less, it was 709 billion percent over the pre- 
ing and currency affairs in this Country, QUOTING: war level. In other words, predatory inter- 
and I do not speak with any. nationalists had printed private marks and 

'In 19 12 the National Monetary As- THE ABs DESTROY GERMANY forced them into the money stream with 
sociation, under the chairmanship of the the avowed purpose of destroying the money 
late Senator Nelson W. Aldrich, made a One of the favorite examples of 'fiat' system of Germany. That meant the de- 
report and presented a vicious bill called money or 'printing press inflation' which struction of all insurance policies and mort- 
the National Reserve Association bill. This the 'gold bugs' or 'sound money' advocates gages owned by the real German people. 
bill is usually spoken of as the Aldrich bill. use to condemn government issued paper [H: Without efforting to unduly alarm 
Senator Aldrich did not write the Aldrich money is the inflation of the German Mark you--where do you think you are in the 
bill. He was the tool, if not the accomplice, after WW-I. They do so as either ignorant U.S. with mortgages and insurance?] 
of the European bankers who for nearly dupes or deceiving agents of the ABs. The international bankers had pre- 
twenty years had been scheming to set up The true story of this crime against pared themselves. They had obtained con- 
a central bank in this Country and who in the German peoplewasdetailed by Gertrude trol of the physical properties and could 
19 12 had spent and were continuing to M. Coogan in her book Money Creators, as later pay loans, many of which had been 
spend vast sums of money to accomplish follows: manipulated through the privately owned 
their purpose. T h e  World War ended in 19 18. A s  Reichsbank, with wo&iess money. 

W e  were opposed to the Aldrich of March 3 1, 19 19 (just before the 'Peace' The inflation in Germany was 
plan for a central bank. The men who rule Conference was called and the Versailles misnamed. It  was not a German infla- 
the Democratic Party then promised the Treaty signed), the price levels of Germany 
people that if they were returned to power were only 117% higher than they were 
there would be no central bankestablished before the World War began. This was a 
here while they held the reins of govern- smaller price rise than had actually taken 
ment. Thirteen months later that promise place in the United States. The public debt BY GYEORWS CERES HA TONN 
was broken, and the Wilson administra- of Germany from the beginning of the (JOURNAL #17) 
tion, under the tutelage of those sinister World W& until March 3 1, 19 19, had 111 I' " 111 
Wall Street figures whostood behind Colo- increasedone hundred thirty billion Marks. 
nel House, established here in our free In terms of dollars that would be, roughly, 
Country the worm-eaten monarchical in- thirty billion dollars. The United States 
stitution of the 'King's Bank" to control us  had increased its own public debt to a 
from the top downward, and to shackle us similar amount. 
from the cradle to the grave." [H: In a prior "The German financial structure was 
JOURNAL in earlier point, we give you not in any condition whatever to warrant 
ALL of McFadden's speech-incredibly the destruction of the currency, if that had 
worthy of your attention in f d . ]  (See not been the planned intention of the inter- 
JOURNAL # 17, Ch. 9- 1 1 for the complete national money lenders. 
text of this most remarkable speech.) 'Under the terms of the Versailles 

After McFadden was disposed of, the Treaty, practically all of Germany's gold 
ABs continued their program of mass mur- was taken away from her, together with 
der by instigating World War 11, Korea and 75% of her iron ore deposits and mines. All 
Viet Nam, bleeding America both literally of her colonies were taken away and about 
and financially. Hundreds of books have 25% of her other physical property. The 
been written by expert authorities detail- terms of this Treaty were diabolical. They 
ing the treasonous activities of AB agents were directed to destroy the real German 
in the White House and Congress. Virtu- people. From the time of the signing of the 
ally all of these books have been sup- Treaty in June 19 19 until the beginning of 
pressed. Occasionally, by miracle or acci- 1922, the international money powers who 
dent, a true expose' will reach our library were in control of the Reichsbank and the 
shelves, only to be quickly removed. [H: Ah German Government, were manipulating 
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tion. It was a private money issue your interests." But credit must be given WHO OWNS THE FED? 
inflation, perpetrated by international to FDR for making one of the most forth- 
schemers. right revelations ever made by an ABs The ABs did everything possible to 

"The inflation was not a govern- agent, 'In politics, nothing happens by conceal their identities as owners of the 
ment money inflation. It was an infla- accident. If it happens, it was planned Fed, primarily through the use of inter- 
tion of private Reichsbank notes. The that way." Was  Pearl Harbor 'political'? locking directorates. One man, Eustace 
officers of the Reichsbank-a privately We, and these captive nations have Mullins, who has been victimized by 'the 
owned institution-were responsible for paid dearly ever since. The only real differ- system', undertook the selfless task of 
issuing money in sufficient volume to ence between them and us  is that we, for researching the entire subject. His book, 
destroy the entire banking structure the most part, do not yet realize that we, Seem of the Fedem2 Reserve reveals in 
and make all of the money of Germany too, are a captive nation. However, this detail his frndings and includes many orga- 
worthless. realization will happen suddenly with the nizational charts of the interlocks and con- 

If you are wondering why the Ger- next AB's harvest. It will make the Great nections. The following list includes most 
mans accepted such devastating terms, it Depression appear to have been a Sunday of the major families: Rothschild, 
might have something to do with the fact School picnic by comparison. Rockefeller, Warburg, Schroder, Schiff, 
that, among the dozens of ABs agents at Morgan, Lehman, Laeard, Harrimm, 
the conference, Paul Warburg, Vice-chair- THE ARROGANCE OF POWER Gould. [H: If you have time and assets to 
man of the Federal Reserve, was advising avail yourself of this book, please do so. 
the American delegation, while his brother, The power of the ABs is now so great It is the source of information in great 
Max Warburg, who had been chief of the -and their control so complete that they measure of the C o d t t e e  of 300 con- 
German secret service, sat across the table regularly expose themselves and their plans spiracy book by John Coleman. Also, 
advising the German delegation. to a deluded and befuddled public. But there is ample informationwe integrated 

The Germans, not being exactly stu- only as fiction, through their publishing on the subject from material received 
pid, knew to whom they had sold their and entertainment empires in New York from New Zealand collectedby E.J. Hart 
homes, farms and businesses for what and Hollywood. but originally published as a document 
quickly became bags of worthless marks. One such example is Captains and of a committee in which L. LaRouche 
Consequently, when the little corporal ap- the Kings by Taylor Caldwell, a well-in- had major input. This same sharing 
peared pointing a finger in the right direc- formed, patriotic Christian author. This giant has sent documents regarding the 
tion, he became quite popular. Seeking to story is a thinly veiled account of the New Zealand betrayal by a new UAct" 
control Hitler, the ABs initially financed Kennedyklan but deals with the real power controlling the Rereme Bank. I have 
his rise to power. However, after achieving behind the public puppets. The ABs were chosen to NOT print those documents in 
power, Hitler double-crossed the ABs and so impressed with this excellent, fictional- point--because Hart has been subjected 
instituted a debt-free money system. This ized revelation of their power that they to incarceration with intent to commit 
enabled Germany to go from being an made a major TV mini-series out of it. to a mental institution, for his writing 
impoverished nation to becoming the most The ABs derive a great deal of plea- on the subject. It is far more relative to 
powerful military nation on Earth in less sure from slapping us in the face with the the U.S. than you are going to want to 
than five years. Hitler had to be destroyed. truth, knowing that our ignorance, gull- face--+with the same UBanksn familiar to 
And so he was. But in order to do so, it was ibility and penchant for DENIAL would you ones, in point. I believe at this time 
necessary to involve the U.S. in the war prevent us  from seeing the truth. Their it is still too dangerous to print the 
before the Nazis (National Socialists) in thought control over the minds of Ameri- 
Germany could destroy the Communists cans via the media is now so great that we 
(International Socialists) in Russia. If our respond to their "crisis management" like 
leaders had been acting in our best inter- a pack of Pavlov's dogs salivating at the 
ests we would have let the socialists de- sound of a bell. 
stroy each other and then picked up the In her foreword to Capfains and the 
pieces. Kings, TAYLOR CALDWELL WRITES: 

Most Americans now know or sus- 'This book is dedicated to the 
pect that the Japanese were instigated into young people of America, who are rebel- 
attacking us  at Pearl Harbor as  Roosevelt's ling because they know something is 
'back door' method of involving us  in the very wrong in their country, but do not 
war, which most Americans opposed. A s  knowjust what it is. I hope thlbookwill 
planned, Russia was the real victor of WW- help to enlighten them. 
11. England supposedly declared war on 'President John F. Kennedy knew 
Germany because of Hitler's invasion of what he was talking about when he 
Poland. But Roosevelt and Churchill spoke of the 'Gnbmes of Zurich'. Per- 
treasonously connived with Stalin to turn, haps he knew too much! Coups d'etat 
not only Poland, but all of Eastern Europe are an old story, but they are now grow- 
as well as East Germany over to Commu- ing too numerous. This is probably the 
nist Russia. last hour for mankind as a rational spe- 

Lest the uninformed reader take of- cies, before it becomes the slave of a 
fense at our charges against FDR, perhaps "planned societyn. A bibliography ends 
two statements of his will create some this book, and I hope many of my read- 
enlightenment. In a personal communi- ers will avail themselves of the facts. 
que to Stalin of Feb. 6, 1945, FDR said, "I That is all the hope I have." 
hope I do not have to assure you that the A s  interesting as her book is, the 
United States will never lend its support most important part of Captains and the 
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THE SECRETS OF THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE 

By Eustace Mullins 

material so I shall hold it a bit longer. I the plans of the Illuminati, which was Carter. 
am asked constantly WHY I pressed you founded on May 1, 1776, were too well The numerous ABs front organlza- 
to get the bookon the Committee of 300 detailed and their activities too well traced tions, such as the Tri-Lateral Commission, 
by Coleman. I did so and continue to do to be a figment of the imagination. How- the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), 
so because it integrated these various ever, since the first priority of a conspiracy the Bilderbergers, the Club of Rome, 13 14, 
informationalresources and I didn't want is to keep itself secret, they were forced and hundreds of lesser organizations, 
to take the time to rewrite all the infor- underground and have operated under of which are financed primarily througl 
mation into an integrated volume. We different names ever since. the AB's tax-free foundations, are virtually 
are in the efforting to wake you up and Nevertheless, we can know them by never mentioned in news media. [H: W e  
give you dated Journals for informa- their fruits. In 1848 Karl Manc  published are continually asked if we are a "tax- 
tion-YOU must do your own home- 'The Communist Manifesto* under con- freen organization--YES INDEED-BUT 
work. GOD has seen to it that the tract to 'The League of the Just" which put ONLY BECAUSE WE NEVER MAKE ANY- 
information come to your availability forth a basic, ten plank program to "so- THING ON WHICH TO BE TAXED! WE 
for decades but you have failed to no- cializetheadvancednationsoftheworld." REMAIN INDEBTED TO THESE 
tice. W e  only desire to alert you to that A comparison of his program with that NERDNICS JUST TO BE ABLE TO CON- 
availability.] which exists as law in America today re- TINUE TO PUT STAMPS ON THE DOCU- 

These families are closely associated veals that we are now over 90% Marxist MENTS WE MAIL.] Why not? Most of their 
with one another through banking and and the overwhelming majority of Ameri- presidents or chairmen belong to one or 
marriage, but all are dominated by or are cans are blind but practicing Communists! more of these semi-secret organizations- 
agents for the Rothschilds. Likewise, the You decide which plan is in operation and A monetary collapse is inevitable, 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York domi- decide whether you are American, Chris- and in the very near future. Without the 
nates and has controlling influence over tian or Communist. knowledge provided herein, Americans in 
the entire Federal Reserve System. general and Christians in particular will 

THE AB's ONE-WORLD MONEY become easy prey for the ABs. But all is not 
THE ULTIMATE GOAL lost-yet. "The following monetary plan, 

This world dictatorship already ex- if implemented, would enable us to trade 
With the wealth of the world in their ists 'de facto'. It only remains to be estab- without "the mark of the Beast". The 

hands, what more could the ABs possibly lished 'de jure'. In order to do this a world ABs, of course, will oppose such a plan 
want? Not surprisingly, they want nothing monetary system must be established, but being implemented nationally. However, 
less than a world dictatorship, which is first the current national monetary sys- after the collapse, it could be implemented 
frequently referred to as a "New World tems must be destroyed. Economic chaos locally. 
Order". must be created so that the people, suffer- 

The drive to such a goal is a common ing from extreme privation, will demand DEFINING THE MONETARY PROBLEM 
theme in fiction and history and its realiza- that the government 'do something". 
tion is prophesied in Scripture. Detailed Naturally, it will. The first step in solving a problem is 
plans to actually bring this about have The solution that will be presented, to analyze it. Every problem is a result, or 
come to light in the past two centuries. sooner or later, will be an 'international effect, of a cause. The reason for analyzing 
Most of these have been ignored as fanciful currency" probably based on the ABs false a problem is to determine its cause. When 
fairytales or the ravings of lunatics. But alternative, gold. This will make the bitter the cause of a problem is clearly under- 

\ pill easier to swallow by the naturally patri- stood, the solution usually becomes obvi- 

This book gives you the T ~ t h  which our govem- 
ment leaders and historians have never made 
public. The Federal Reserve Act, The Aldrich 
Plan, The Federal Advisory Council, The Money 
Creators, etc. 

THE WORLD ORDER 
BY Eustace Mullins 

Discover the hidden manipulators of the "New" 
World Order and how they mamtain their power. 
How the Rothschilds are involved. Our relation- 
ship with Soviet Russia The CIA part in the play. 
The Rule of the Order and more. 

MURDER BY 
INJECTION 

By Eustace Mullins 

Mullins unveils the Conspiracy to deny you low 
cost akernative health care and how federal 
agents commit acts of Criminal Syndicalism to 
protect the profits of the "Drug Tw". The 
World's 18 largest Drug Firms are listed. 

See last page for ordering 
information. 

otic but mesmerized and economically illit- ous. 
erate Americans, who have been sold a bill Strangely, however, according to our 
of goods by the 'economists'. monetary authorities and experts (bank- 

Plans for this system have been un- ers, economists, investment brokers, poli- 
der way for decades and are now ready to ticians, etc.) the subject of money is too 
be implemented. Do you still think this is mysterious for mere mortals to under- 
impossible nonsense? Then perhaps the stand. Such things as the 'business cycle', 
following words, from someone who ought 'inflation' and 'depressions' are blamed on 
to know, will convince you: everything from consumer, producer and 

"The evidence is compelling that worker 'greed' to the astrological (no rela- 
reconsideration of the world monetary tion to logical) position of the stars. 
system is overdue. Therefore, national Of all the incredible facts presented 
economies need monetary coordination herein, perhaps the most incredible of all is 
mechanisms and that is why an inte- that Americans, who take great pride in 
grated world economy needs a common their technological achievements, swallow 
monetary standard, which is the best these bald-faced lies hook, line and sinker. 
m e u ~ & ~ o ~ ~ o t d i n a t i n g d e v i c e .  The fact of the matter is that money is a 
But no national currency will do--only a relatively simple subject and that business 
world currency will work." 'cycles' are deliberately and scientifically 

These words were uttered by Presi- created by and for the benefit of those who 
dent Ronald Reagan at the 1983 Eco- control our money. 
nomic Summit AT ROCKEFELLER'S Inflation, depression and business 
COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG. VA. ES- cycles are symptoms, or effects, of a cause. 
TATE. Yes, Reagan is an AB's agent, just What is the cause? The cause io an 
as almost every President since Woodrow unstable supply of money with respect 
Wilson has been, including George Bush. to the production of wealth! (A debt 
He was a member of the Rockefellers' Tri- money system is inherently unstable.! 
Lateral Commission, as was born-again' Therefore, the solution is to provide a31 
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amount of money in circulation that is system (cruise control) that will enable it to regain direction. (See next page.) 
proportional to the production of wealth. automatically adjust to changing power 
This is relatively simple, but there are requirements (money volume) in order to 8/24/92 #4 HATONN 
several factors to be considered. First, is maintain a constant speed (money value). 
the proper definition of some frequently If we pursue this analogy further, the steps MYSTERY BABYLON EXPOSED 
misused words. necessary to implement an honest and (CONTINUED) 

We define 'money" as 'a medium of stable money system become obvious: 
exchange and a measure of value", regard- First, the unconstitutional and From The Revelator, by Carl Gorton: 
less of the form which it may take. There criminal Federal Reserve System must be QUOTING: 
are two major forms of money; commodity abolished and its primary function, money 
money (gold, silver, etc.) and created (or creation, taken back by the Congress to THE STANDARDS FOR STANDARDS 
fiat) money. A commodity money system whom it belongs, both logically and legally 
is actually a barter system of trading one (Art. I, Sec. 8, U.S. Const.). One reason that a Standard of Value 
commodity with a certain market value for Second, the new engine, of proven may never have been established is that it 
another commodity or service with a cer- design, must be a debt-free money system may have been considered impossible to do 
tain market value. similar to the tally system of England, the so. After all, every man values every thing 

Incidentally, no commodity has 'in- scrip issued by the colonies and the U.S. differently from every other man and also 
trinsic' value, which only humans have. Notes which enabled Lincoln to preserve differently at other times and places. There- 
111 commodity prices in a free market re- the Union and which have saved American fore, the first thing necessary to establish 
sult from the law of supply and demand. taxpayers over 100 billion dollars in usury a 'Standard of Value' is to determine what 
rhe price of gold, which is probably the which would have been stolen by the ABs. the general requirementsfor all 'standards' 
most worthless of all metals for human Third, a Standard of Value for are: 
~ s e ,  is artificially established by the money must be established as a reference First, a standard must have simili- 
'gnomes' of London and Zurich, by which so that any deviation from it may be quickly tude. That is, it must be similar to that 
they control the economic health of every detected and corrected. To our knowledge, which it measures. A standard of weight 
nation. there has never been a Standard of Value must have weight, a standard of length 

Created money is the only thing man established for money in the history of must have length, etc. 
can create. It is created out of nothing but man. Second, a standard must have sta- 
paper and ink or computer bytes, but At this point many may object, think- bilie. That is, its value must remain 
represents, or is a claim on, wealth. Cre- ing, T h e  Coinage Act of 179 1 established constant under all conditions throughout 
ated money is not wealth. Wealth is that a standard of value", or The  Gold Stan- the system which it serves. An inch is 
which men produce for human use through dard Act of 1900 established one." No. exactly the same length whenever and 
the intelligent application of energy to natu- What these and the other monetary acts of wherever it is used. 
ral resources. 'Fiat' is a french word which Congress did was to establish a temporary Third, a standard must have com- 
means 'So be it', and in operation applies to standard of weight and purity of gold or monality. That is, everyone in the system 
an order or edict by authority. ALL paper silver coins called a 'dollar'. must understand and have, or have easy 
money is Tiat' money. However, as part of Their talue' was determined in the access to, the standard unit. Most every- 
the ABs' semantic subversion to control market-place by vendors and buyers who one in America knows what an inch is and 
our thinking, 'fiat' is used as a term of bartered them for other commodities. In a has, or can easily obtain, a rule (standard) 
approbation, applied to government is- relatively static, agricultural economy, they with which to exactly measure it. 
sued debt-free money (U.S. Notes). served quite well as money. That is, until 

the ABs cornered the market on gold, forced GOLD FAILS AS A 
MONEY: A TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM it upon the people as the 'standard of MONETARY STANDARD. 

money' and then 'removed gold from 
Money is the life-blood of society and circulation, as far as possible." (Pro. #20) Now, if we compare any commodity, 

performs the same function as blood does The myth that gold or a gold-based fully inadequate. 
in our body, carrying food and oxygen to money system is the only way to provide With respect to the first criterion, 
every cell and carrying away the waste stable money should have forever been put similitude, there is no relationship what- 
products to sustain life. The blood system to rest when our nation suffered the worst soever. The value of gold is determined by 
is actually a transportation system. Money financial panics and depressions we ever its weight. While the price of many com- 
may also be compared to a transportation endured between 1900 and 1934 when we modities (coal, wheat, meat, fruit, etc.) is 
system, as did Henry Ford: were on a 'gold standard'. Those who determined by its weight, the price of manu- 

T h e  function of money is not to promote this phoney alternative today do factured goods bears little, if any, relation- 
make money but to move goods. Money so as shrewd agents or ignorant (without ship to their weight, the major cost factor 
is only one part of our transportation knowledge) dupes of the ABs. Incidentally, being that of labor. 
system. It  moves goods from man to the Pavlovian conditioning of the American With respect to the second criterion, 
man. A dollar bill is like a postage sheeple became obvious in 1933 when they stability, we fmd that gold is only chemi- 
stamp: it is no good unless it will move turned in their gold under orders from the cally stable, that is, durable. (Is it possible 
commoditiesbetween persons. Ifa poet- ABs agent, FDR. (It will be interesting to that this word might derive from the Plain 
age stamp will not carry a letter, or see if the sheeple's grandchildren will turn of Dura, where the King of Babylon, 
money will not move goods, it is just the in their guns when so ordered.) Nebuchadnezzer, first established The Gold 
same as an engine that will not run. END OF QUOTING Standard?) A s  a commodity in the free 
Someone will have to get out and fix it." I also ask that the chart called The market, its price would vary in accordance 

However, our 'engine' was deliber- Conspimcy to Rule the World be made as with the law of supply and demand. A s  a 
ately designed with a fatal flaw which causes printable as possible and included as ad- controlled commodity, its price has been 
it to self-destruct and it can not be fured. It dendum. If you do not know who has less stable than the stock market, and for 
must be replaced with another engine of gotcha by the whateha, you are never going the same reasons. 
proven design but with a modem control to be able to hold your stability even if you With respect to the third criterion, 
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commonality, while many people have to himself; how much of his life (time) must more or less than ONE, the pay rate would 
gold wedding rings and some have gold he exchange for it? Most everyone is al- be adjusted accordingly. For instance if 
fillings, vefy few have any gold coins, which ready aware of the fact that "Time IS there are 1,000,000 employees who worked 
could be used as money. Money". 40,000,000 man-hours in one week and 

Furthermore, the vast majority of their wages totalled "0'39,604,000, then 
the worlds' gold is owned or controlled by A TRUE STANDARD OF VALUE each employees' actual pay would be in- 
the ABs. Think about that. creased 1% to maintain the standard of 1 

Thus, it is obvious that of these three Let us  arbitrarily establish our mon- Many/  hr. Actual individual wages might 
criteria for all standards of measurement, etary standard as one average man-hour range from 40 o(Minnie)/hr. to "O(Manny)" 
gold and silver meet none of them as a of labor, which would be equivalent to 4/hr., more or less. 
monetary standard. setting the cruise control at, say, 60 mph. This direct adjustment in pay would 

Incidentally, the 'gold bugs' insist Thisnew standard ofmonetary value should be fine for government employees, but what 
that money, in addition to serving as a also have aname, so let's call it a Manny (0) about those who are employed by business 
medium of exchange and measure ofvalue, and its 1% division a Minny (o), for obvious and professional and self-employed people? 
must also be a store of value, which most reasons. The earnings of entrepreneurs and profes- 
of them erroneously refer to as 'intrinsic' How well does a Manny meet the sionals would not enter into the balance 
value. But these are contradictory re- requirements for a standard? Let's com- equation since that is confidential. The 
qakements. Money, in order to serve its pare them and see. First, similitude. average wage of employees would be ob- 
function as a medium of exchange, must Labor time is the primary factor in deter- tained from every employer doing business 
be kept in circulation and the faster it mining the price of everything and also the in the nation and the overall average wage 
circulates (called Y' for velocity) the better value of everything to each person, as easily calculated. If this figure varied from 
it serves that function as a medium of already mentioned. Second, stability. the standard, the government would in- 
exchange. This is the reason for the need There is nothing more stable than time, crease or decrease its spending to main- 
to continually mint large quantities of pen- which remains fured through all genera- tain the standard. 
nies, because many people fill jars or 'piggy tions and nations. Third, commonality. With the Manny system, taxation to 
banks'with them as a form of saving, often Nothing is more common among men than pay for government expenditures would 
using them as convenient door stops. A time, whichisdistributed toallmenequally; not be necessary, since the government 
better store ofvalue would be gold. But the 24 hours a day. would print all the money necessary. How- 
best are, in order of priority: STORAGE Everyone understands time and vir- ever, money must be removed from circu- 
FOOD, WATER, FUEL, LEAD, SEEDS, tually everyone has its standard of mea- lation at a rate equivalent to its being spent 
TOOLS AND SILVER COINS. surement on his wrist-a watch. We mea- into circulation or its volume would con- 

sure and regulate our lives by time. For tinue to increase until it became worthless 
TIME IS MONEY many things, there is no other means of (inflation). 

measurement. This paper, for example. A With the Manny system the removal, 
Since no commodity has all of the dollar value can not be placed on the work or taxation could be the ultimate in equity 

criteria to serve as a monetary Standard of required to write it (which was about ten and simplicity. A s  previously stated, the 
Value, what in the world does? A clue to times longer than expected) nor on the Mannys would be printed with a one-year 
what this might be is given in Revelation many years required to study, research expiration date, after which they would 
18: 12,13, which lists the treasures of end- analyze, understand, and solve the prob- become worthless. However, they could be 
time Babylon in descending order of value. lem. The only cost that can be placed on turned in to the tax collector within thirty 
The first are 'cargoes of gold and silver" the effort is the time involved to accom- days after they expired, for new Mannys 
and the last are "slaves and human livesn. plish it. Thus, we find that the Manny not which would be good for another year. 
Yes, the lives of men are the least valuable only meets all of the requirements for However, the new Mannys issued would 
thing in Babylon. Does this not prove that standards in general, but uniquely serves only be 90% (or other percentage deter- 
we live under Babylonian rule today, when as a monetary Standard of Value. mined by the taxing authority) of those 
we send our finest young men to fight, turned in. 
suffer and die in the ABs'no-win wars and, HOW MANNY MONEY FUNCTIONS Practically all of the expired Mannys 
even worse, permit helpless, unborn ba- would be exchanged by businesses in rela- 
bies to be murdered by the millions? The Manny system may be insti- tively large volumes rather than by indi- 

If the Babylonian system is to be tuted by any taxing authority anywhere in viduals, who would spend their about-to- 
overthrown, then itsvalue system must be the world and trade could be conducted expire Mannys, thus enhancing trade. 
reversed. Instead of everything being mea- with any other Manny-based economy at Hence, most taxes would be paid by busi- 
sured by gold or silver, the proper standard par, since all Mannys would be issued ness in proportion to their profits and no 
should be the lives of men. And how are against the same standard. income tax computations or payments 
the lives of men measured? By TIME! Yes, The taxing and money issuing au- would be required from anyone. Mannys 
the perfect standard of value can be estab- thority would print, with a one year expi- which were lost or destroyed would accrue 
lished based upon the time of mend lives, ration date, as many Mannys as neces- to the benefit of everyone since they would 
or man-hours of work. s a q  to meet its authorized expenditures. not be redeemed by the tax collector for 

The price of all things can be, and These would be paid into circulation as new Mannys. 
frequently is, based upon the man-hours wages to government employees and to Anyone convicted of tampering with 
of labor required to make them and market contractors for goods and services. The the Manny System, whether government 
them. The price of something is often AVERAGE wage paid would be maintained employee, business employee or counter- 
quoted in terms of the average man-hours at the rate of, say, 1 Mannylhr. feiter, should be sentenced to life working 
of labor required to purchase it, especially How? Very simply. For government for the community. 
in comparisons between different nations employees, the actual average wage paid is 1. A stable money based on a 
or t h e  periods. In fact, this is the con- determined by dividing the total wages Standard of Value which everyone un- 
scious or unconscious means by which earned by aIl employees by the total hours derstands. 
everyone determines the value of anything worked by all employees. If the result is 2. Elimination of the present legalized 
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system of organized theft and slavery 
through usury. 
3. Reduction of the tax burden by elimi- 
nating the income tax and IRS. 
4. No involuntary unemployment since 
ample money would be available to pay 
for labor that is available to do any 
needed job. 

THE ABs' MASTER PLAN 

Not surprisingly, the ABs, who un- 
derstand money better than anyone, in- 
tend to implement a similar system after 
they possess the world through the opera- 
tion of their thieving system of usury, in 
order to keep their 'cattle' well-fed and 
docile. 

Since it encapsulates all that has 
been said herein we will quote at length 
from Protocol of Zion #20 of the 'master 
plan' from which we quoted briefly previ- 
ously: 

(Editor's note: The Protocols of Zion 
are presented in JOURNAL #24 and the 
entire remarkable hidden Zionist/ 
Khazarian "world rule" plot is outlined in 
JOURNALS #20, 24-26, 28, 39-41.) 

"Today we shall touch upon the 
flnancial programme, which I put off to 
the end of my report as being the most 
difficult, the crowning and the decisive 
point of our plans. Before entering upon 
it I will remind you that I have akeady 
spoken before by way of a hint when I 
said tbat the sum total of our actions is 
settled by the question of figures (money). 

"When we come into our kingdom 
our autocratic government will avoid, 
from a principle of self-preservation, 
sensibly (sic) burdening the masses of 
the people with taxes, remembering that 
it plays the part of father and protector. 

"The tax upon the poor man is a 
seed of revolution and works to the 
detriment of the State which in hunting 
after the trifling is missing the big. 
Quite apart from this, a tax on capital- 
ists diminishes the growth of wealth in 
private hands in which we have in these 
days concentrated it as a counterpoise 
to the government strength of the 
goyim-their State finances. 

"A tax increasing in a percentage 
ration to capital will give a much larger 
revenue than the present individual or 
property tax, which is useful to us now 
for the sole reason that it excites trouble 
and discontent among the goyim. 

"On no account should so much as 
a single unit above the definite and 
freely estimated sums be retained in the 
State treasuries, for money exists to be 
circulated and any kind of stagnation of 
money acts ruinously on the running of 
the State machinery, for which it is the 
lubricant; a stagnation of the lubricant 

may stop the regular working of their of trouble and money. 
mechanism. "How clear is the undeveloped 

"Thesubstitutionofinterest-bear- power of thought of the purely brute 
ing paper for a part of the token of brains of the goyim, as expressed in the 
exchange has produced exactly this stag- fact that they have been borrowing from 
nation. us with payment of interest without 

"Economic crises have been pro- ever thinking that all the same these 
duced by us for the goyim by no other very moneys plus an addition for pay- 
means than the withdrawal of money ment of interest must be got by them 
from circulation. Huge capitals have from their own State pockets in order to 
stagnated, withdrawing money from settle up with us. What could have been 
States, which were constantly obliged simpler than to take the money they 
to apply to those same stagnant capitals wanted from thek own people? 
for loans. These loans burdened the "But it is a proof of the genius of 
fiances of the State with the payment our chosen mind that we have contrived 
of interest and made them the bond to present the matter of loans to them in 
slaves of these capitals. such a light that they have wen seen in 

"The present issue of money in them an advantage for themselves. 
general does not correspond with the "Our accounts, which we shall 
requirements per head, and cannot there- present when the time comes, in the 
fore satis& dl the needs of the workers. light of centuries of experience gained 
The issue of the money ought to corre- by experiments made by us on the goy 
spond with the growth of the population States, will be distinguished by clear- 
and thereby children also must abso- ness and definite and will show at a 
lutely be reckoned as consumers of cur- glance to all men the advantage of our 
rency from the day of their birth. The innovations. They will put an end to 
revision of issue is a material question those abuses to which we owe our mas- 
for the whole world. tery over the goyim, but which cannot 

Tima= aware that the gold stun- be allowed in our kingdom. 
d a d  has been the ruin of the States "You know to what they have been 
which adopted it, for it has not been brought by this carelessness, to what a 
able to satisf~y the demands for monev, pitch of financial disorder they have 
the more so that we have removed gold arrived, notwithstanding the astonish- 
fmm cirmrZation as far as possible. ing industry of their peoples." 

"With us the standard that must The 'nurster plan' was m a t e d  in 
be introduced is the cost of working- Russ ia  nearly a century ago, although 
man power, whether it be reckoned in parts of it had come to light long before, 
paper or in wood (tallies?). We shall especially in thephns of the nluminati 
make the issue of money in accordance which was organized by Adam 
with the normal requirements of each Weishaupt on May 1,1776. Their sym- 
subject, adding the normalrequirements bol, declared to be the m r s e  side of 
of each subject, adding to the quantity the Oreat Seal of the U.S., appears on 
with every birth and subtracting with the back of our one sdolZar' bill and 
every death. bears the inscription uNouus Ordo 

"Every kind of loan proves infir- Seclorumn--A New WorldOrder 
mity in the State and a want of under- * * *  
standing of the rights of the State. Loans MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED 
hang like a sword of Damocles over the FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 
heads of rulers, who, instead of taking 
from their subjects by a temporary tax, THE ABs' ONLY FEAR 
come begging with outstretched palm of 
our bankers. Foreign loans are leeches The only thing the ABs fear is that 
which there is no possibility of remov- GOD's People will wake up to the fact that 
ing from the body of the State until they GOD's Law is still alive and that HE meant 
fall off of themselves or the State flings what HE said in Deuteronomy 23: 19: 
them off. But the goy States do not tear Thou shalt not lend upon usury 
them off; they go on in persisting in ( i n t e q  b thy bmther, 
putting more on to themselves so that and Leviticus 25:36,37: 
they must inevitably perish. Take thou no usury (intenst) of 

uIf the superficiality of goy kings him, or increase; but fear thy Ood; that 
on thek thrones in regard tastate affairs thy bmther may live with thee. Thou 
and the venality of ministers or the want shalt not giue him thy money upon 
of understanding of financial matters on usury, nor Lend him thy victuals for 
the part of other ruling persons have increase. 
made their countries debtors to our 
treasuries to amounts quite impossible WHICH WAY AMERICAfN13 
to pay it has not been accomplished 
without on our part heavy expenditure While most Christians will read?" 
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admit that interest (usury) is condemned you REALLY believe I am a thief, then why ment they deserve. (We can be thankful 
in the OldTestament, they have been taught didn't you put my money in the bank along that we are not yet getting all the govern- 
to misunderstand the parable of Luke 19. with the other thieves, so that on my return ment we pay for!) The bottom line is that 
First they' are taught they are no longer I would get my money back with usury?" WE are our OWN worst enemies, or, in the 
under the Law, but under 'grace' and that I suggest you continue to ponder these words of Pogo, "We have met the enemy 
the Law was hailed to the Cross with things, dearly beloved, for you are herein and they is US!" 
Christ'. Indeed, superficial readings of given a clear and precise picture ofAmerica's END OF QUOTING 
various verses in question can lead to condition, both when you were blessed by * + *  
shallow and erroneous understanding of obeying and currently when you are under Dhanna, I see that your fingers will hardly 
the lessons intended. the curses for disobedience. This is painted continue so allow us to stop. 

In the first place, God is the same; in Deuteronomy 28. Verses 43-45 explic- I find that it is important that this 
yesterday, today and forever. Secondly, itly describe your economic condition to- author be contacted and consideration of 
Christ explicitly stated, Think not that I day: T h e  stranger that is within thee shall this approach as outlaid be considered 
am come to destroy the law or the proph- get above thee very high; and thou shall most carefully. It can be more easily un- 
ets. I am not come to destroy, but to f i M i  come down very low. He shall lend to thee derstood directly from the presenter-I 
(do). For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and thou shalt not lend to him; he shall be HAVE NO INTEREST IN YOUR MONEY 
and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in the head, and thou shalt be the tail. More- MATTERS OTHERTHANTO GETYOU STA- 
no wise pass from the law, till all be ful- over, all these curses shall come upon BILIZED SO WE CAN GET YOU HOME IN 
filled." (Matt. 5: 17, 18) thee, and shall pursue thee and overtake WHOLENESS. THESE ARE THE THINGS 

So how car1 the parables misinter- thee, till thou be destroyed; because thou OF POLITICAL PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE- 
preted be correctly understood? The key is harkened not unto the voice of God, to keep BUT MUST BE DEALT WITH IF YOU ARE 
found in verse 22 of Luke 19, "Out of thine his commandments and his statutes TO RECLAIM FREEDOM WHICH, INTURN, 
own mouth will I judge thee, thou wicked which he commanded thee." MEANS FREEDOM OF SOUL. LET US 
servant." What had the servant just said? CONSIDER THIS JOURNEY AND THESE 
He had just (falsely) accused his master THE BOTTOM LINE AS PRESENTED POSSIBILITIES MOST CAREFULLY. 
(Christ) of being a t h i d  "...thou takest up The author in point, Carl Gorton, can be 
that thou layest not down, and reapest that In light of the foregoing, we are forced contacted by writing The Reuelator, Chris- 
thou didst not sow." In order to justify his to conclude that the ABs are merely the tian American Research League, C/O. Box 
own failure to obey and invest his Master's instruments of God to tempt us to violate 9 1 1, Cocoa, Florida 32922. 
money! So his master proves the servant to HIS Law, and when we have done so, to IT IS UP TO YOU, AMERICA! 
be liar by asking the simple question, 'If chastise us. Men get the kind of govern- Hatonn to clear, please. 

Whv United Nations 
OVERULES America 

8/25/92 #1 HATONN this c o w  fmmouer TWO decadespast was sent so it appears that the document 
should be attention getting to you who is incomplete. It is important enough, 

UN USURPING U.S. MILITARY, hawe dmwsed whiZe Rome burned. however, to allow understanding and you 
CONSTITUTION This is so old that I am hesitant, without can, then, do follow-up ifyou are interested 

careful checking, to give location inforrna- in the bulletins as sent from the organiza- 
The following comes from an outstand- tion but I believe the "Committee" is still tion. The United Nations is the one organi- 

ing issue ofwhat is called aUBulletin" from quite valid and quite busy-in Colorado. zation that has totally usurped and buried 
the Committee to Restore the Constitution. We shall check into it and give you infor- your national Constitution. 
It is an extract from a recorded debate mation as we find it. The documents in QUOTING: 
between Congressman Richard L. Ottinger, point were sent to us by aloyal reader who 
Director, u.S. Committee on the ~ n s e d  offers to share many most urgent materi- JULY 1986: COMMITTEE TO 
Nations, and Archibald E. Roberts, Lt. Col. als. Thank you, P.K. RESTORE THE CONSTITUTION 
AUS, ret., Director, Committee to Restore The reason that I believe the 'Commit- 
the Constitution, at the LittleTheatre, West tee to Restore the Constitution" (a regis- SHOULD THE UNITED STATES 
Chester County Center, White Plains, NY, tered trademark) is still active is that she PARTICIPATE AND ENCOURAGE 
26 Sept. 1969. The %ulletinn was has sent two documents, the latest dated DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED 
published in July 1986. I t  has massive 1990. This shows an address of P.O. Box NATIONS ORGANIZATION? 
value for this reveals the terriblepower 986, Ft. Collins, CO 80522. A s  is often the 
of the United Nations Security Council case, when we have copies, it is difficult to .. . .Col. Roberts' testimony, rebuttal 
to commit U.S. Militaryforces to battle, always be able to give proper appreciation to Rep. Ottinger's opening remarks, and 
anywhere in the world. The fact that and recognition. Only the portion in point extended question and answer period, ex- 
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plain how a Federal policy of "perpetual has ratified the SEAT0 treaty by a vote of tion, The  party," says Article 1 of SEATO, 
war for perpetual peace" generated no-win 82- 1, pledging the United States to come to 'undertakes as set forth in the Charter of 
wars in Korea and Vietnam. This same UN the aid of any nation on their request who the United Nations, to settle any interna- 
control over US  military forces may in are parties to that treaty." Then President tional dispute in which they may become 
today's climate of political crisis commit a Johnson went on to say, "We expect to involved by peaceful means, and to re- 
new generation of Americans to a UN no- keep that commitment; our national honor frain," and listen to this, 'and to refrain in 
win war in Africa. is at stake." their international relations from the threat 

Four years later, nearly to the day, or use of force in any manner inconsistent 
Col. Roberts Testimony President Richard M. Nixon, was to use the with the purposes of the United Nations." 

same words in describing our commitment Well, I would say that American casualty 
Congressman Ottinger, honored to the SEAT0 treaty. figures in this interminable war in Vietnam 

guest, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. I On Monday, 29 July 1969, in is evidence that the military force used'in 
hold for the prosecution. During the next Bangkok, Thailand, which of course is Vietnam is applied, is applied in a man- 
20 minutes, the prosecution will attempt headquarters for the SEAT0 organization, ner consistent with the purposes and prin- 
to prove the following charges against the Mr. Nixon reiterated his pledge to the SEATO ciples of the United Nations. [H: Would 
United Nations organization: treaty in these words. this not also account for the need for 

Number 1. That the United Nations is a W e  are determined," Nixon testi- meetings Jslclading Secretary of State, 
subversive organization. fied on worldwide television, "to honor our Baker--in the Philippines in the recent 
Number 2. That vital powers of govern- commitment to the SEAT0 treaty, the weeks past? Remember--I said that the 
ment held in trust for the American Southeast AsiaTreaty." docks, etc., from Subic Bay are now 
people have been illegally transferred to Of course neither Mr. Nixon nor his towed to Vietnam? Watch it for the 
the United Nations organization in vio- predecessors have admitted that the South- hands (and tow-boats) are much quicker 
lation of the prohibitions of the Consti- east Asia Treaty, a treaty which our sons than your eyes when you are distracted 
tution. honor in blood and agony, was framed elsewhere.] 
Number 3. That the United Nations under the provisions of Articles 52 and 53 A s  amatter of fact, the United States 
Charter was foisted upon the American of the United Nations Charter. A s  we shall Ambassador to Vietnam, Elsworth Bun- 
people to serve those who seek to over- see, however, SEAT0 is a regional arrange- ker, made this point crystal clear in his 
throw the Constitution and to coerce ment, a regional arrangement formed to personal testimony on Meet the Press, 19 
American citizens into a Socialist ani- deal with matters relating to the mainte- Nov 1967. I quote a part of his testimony 
mal farm. nance of international peace and security; before the public on this television show. 

Consonant with facts presented in consistent with the purposes and prin- 'It seems to me," said Bunker, 'It seems to 
oflicial documents, and we will use some of ciples of the United Nations. me that what we are doing in Vietnam is to 
these official documents, and of public The pro~ecution~will prove that the make credible our commitments under the 
testimony by elected officials and others, I no-win war in Vietnam is secretly a United United Nations and under SEATO treaty to 
intend to use the war in Vietnam to prove Nations war and that it is being conducted resist aggression. We havemade acornrnit- 
these accusations and to expose the real [Remember, this debate occurred on Sep- ment." Doesn't that sound familiar? 
objectives of the United Nations and those tember 26, 1969.1 to serve the purposes Unfortunately Ambassador Bunker 
who promote its cause. During the course and principles of the United Nations. We failed to identify the UN agency which is 
of my indictment of the United Nations it will also reveal why this strange war has charged with conducting this Vietnam war 
might be well to keep in mind the following clearly failed to reduce the political power under the United Nations. But the infor- 
axiom. of the Communist enemy. Instead this war mation to fill this important vacuum is 

Wars-under whatever name-- has increased the political power of the found under Article 4 of the SEAT0 Treaty. 
which do not reduce the political poarer United Nations and thus serves the secret Again I quote, 'Measures," now when they 
of an omcially named enemy of the objectives of a concealed enemy. say measures, they mean military action, 
American people, and which do not in- The first exhibit for the prosecution 'Measures, taken under this paragraph 
crease the political power of the United is "The Story of SEATO", a booklet pub- shall be immediately reported to the Secu- 
States, mast in the end reduce the po- lished by the Southeast Asia Treaty Orga- rity Council of the United Nations." How- 
litical power of the United States and nization. This is a copy. Anybody can get ever, let's pinpoint the UN Articles that 
thus serve the secret objectives of a acopy of this booklet, The Story of SEATO". make credible our commitment under the 
concealed enemy. On page 5 of The Story of SEATO", we find United Nations, because you see, ladies 

the following declaration, and I read: 'the and gentlemen, this statement, 'reporting 
JOHNSON. NIXON: EARLY TRUMPET- members of SEAT0 have chosen a collec- all actions to the Security Council," this 

ING TOWARD ONE WORLD GOVT tive defense system under the authority of statement means that the chain of com- 
the Charter of the United Nations." SEAT0 mand is very specific. It could not be more 

Let u s  begin our introduction for the in this statement of purpose, asserts that specific than that. Because you see the 
prosecution by calling on the testimony of it is an agency, an extension, of the United Security Council is the war-waging arm of 
Lyndon B. Johnson, who was then Presi- Nations organization. the United Nations. 
dent of the United States. Now, let us join this information, 

Mr. Johnson told the American that is the declaration of the SEATO people, UNITED NATIONS CHARTER: 
people on 13 July 1965 that their soldier let's take this information and join it with BIBLE OF 'ONE WORLDERS" 
sons were dying in South Vietnam because Exhibit number 2, for the prosecution; the 
of our commitment to the South East Asia SEAT0 treaty itself. In the back of the same To make credible this commitment, 
Treaty Organization: SEATO. During a bookwe find the SEAT0 treaty, The South- let's quote again, as Mr. Bunker so lucidly 
White House news conference on this date, east Asia Treaty, sometimes called the explained on Meet the Press, let us  now 
13 July 1965, President Johnson stated, Manila Pact because it was signed in Ma- present Exhibit number 3 for the prosecu- 
and I quote, "I think it is well for us to nila on 8 September 1954. In these ar- tion, the United Nations Charter. 
rememberthat three Presidents havemade ticles, and I am going to quote a part of We will find, as predicted in The 
the pledge for this nation; that the Senate some of them, we find the following informa- Story of SEATO", that the authority for the 
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construction of this' UN-SEAT0 collective of the world into line and to deliver them up determine the existence ofany threat to the 
defense system is revealed in Chapter 8 of to aone world government. That's what it's peace, or breach of the peace or act of 
the United Nations Charter. Chapter 8 is all about. [H: KEEP IN MIND: AUG. 1969 aggression. And it shall decide which 
called regional arrangements, and we will AND THE SUBJECT HAS HAPPENED measures shall be taken, in accordance 
find that a comparison of UN and SEAT0 FARTHER BACK IN OCCURRENCE.] with Articles 4 1 and 42, to maintain or 
articles also shows that the quotations For proof I invite your attention to restore international peace and security." 
that I made a moment ago from SEAT0 are Chapter 5 of the United Nations Charter, Articles 4 1 and 42 spell out the full 
in fact faithful duplication of the United headed the "Security Council Functions authority and extent of UN military action, 
Nations Charter, specifically of provisions and Powers". authorizing the use of air, sea and land 
52 and 54 of the United Nations Charter, I quote, 'In order to ensure prompt forces. I'm quoting, "The use of air, seaand 
thhs is the Bible of the One Worlders, the and effective action by the United Nations, land forces." I'm quoting, "The use of air, 
Constitution for world government. its membersconfer upon the Security Coun- sea and land forces as may be necessary to 

"Nothing in the present charter," cil primary responsibility for the mainte- maintain or restore international peace 
says Article 52, 'Nothing in the present nance of international peace and secu- and security." Additionally, the military 
charter precludes the existence of regional rity." muscle needed to endorse these Security 
arrangements, providing that such arrange- Again, Article 25, "The members of Council edicts is provided by usurped sov- 
ments or agencies are consistent with the the United Nations agree to accept and ereign power as spelled out in Articles 43 
purposes and principles of the United Na- carry out the decisions of the Security and 46 of the United Nations Charter. 
tions." Council." These UN laws, Articles 43 and 46, order 

Where have we heard that before? 'the transfer of armed forces, assistance 
Why in the Charter of the SEAT0 Treaty. UN TREATY RATIFICATION and facilities from member nations," we 

Ladies and gentlemen, it is immedi- UNCONSTITUTIONAL are a member nation, "to the UN Security 
ately apparent that Article 1 of SEAT0 Council for use as the Security Council 
exactly reproduces the authority of Article In simple language, ladies may determine in its application of armed 
52 of the United Nations Charter. Don't and gentlemen, these two UN ar- force anywhere in the world." Anywhere 
you see? In the same way Article 4 of tides trcuzsfer the power of self in the world. 
SEAT0 similarly reflects the provisions of defense giuen to the Congress by To give legal coloration to this breach 
Article 54 of the United Nations Charter. the sovereign states into a blan- of public trust, the Congress of the United 

Again I quote, "The Security Coun- ket authority to send American States, on 26 Sept. 1961, just eight years 
cil," commands Article 54, "shall at all soldiers into battle anywhere in ago tonight, ratified Public Law 87-297, 
times be kept fully informed of activities the world at the direction of the the 'Arms Control and Disarmament Act". 
undertaken or in contemplation under re- Security Council of the United This unbelievable legislation purports to 
gional arrangements." Undertaken or in Nations. NOW, the Constitution is legalize the transfer of the United States 
contemplation. This means, of course, the very specvic about the powers of Military establishment, and American citi- 
U S  military operations 'undertaken or in keeping peace and waging war. zens in uniform, to a United Nations world 
contemplation' in Vietnam are first sub- Nowhere does the Constztution au- army. Members of the jury, fellow Ameri- 
mitted to the UN Security Council for their thorize the transfer of these pow cans, your sons now serving in Vietnam, 
approval. ers to an international a ency. are by UN Charter definition, a United 

Ladies and gentlemen, the evidence The prosecution has there f ore es- Nations world army, and they take their 
permits but one conclusion, just one con- tablzshed the fact that the Senate orders from the United Nations Security 
clusion. The strategy of 'perpetual war for ratvication of the United Nations Council 'consistent with the principles 
perpetual peace', a strategy which sends neaty  on 28 J u b  1945 b in viola- and purposes of the United Nations." 
Americans into battle with neither the prom- tion o the Constitution of the d' A s  frnal proof in the case for the 
ise nor the hope of victory, is the strategy of Unite States. Being illegah it prosecution, I read from House Joint Reso- 
the United Nations. It is United Nations must be put down. lution Number 1 145, called the "Gulf of 
strategy, don't you see? A s  a matter of fact [H: If you can't repeat, verbatim, the Tonkin Resolution". 
these UN war making powers, and the above paragraph--with meaning-go The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution is 
usurpation of governmental authority back and read it AGAIN! Note the date of often quoted as Congress's approval to 
which permits it, was dramatically illus- 28 July 1945. I would guess it will take commit Americans to the Vietnam war. 
trated by James Reston in his column of 13 some 'doing" to get this job done after This is what the resolution says. This 
July 1967, which was entitled Isolations all these years of more and more  en- resolution (Section 3) shallexpire when the 
Echoes by US Move in Congo. Do you tanglements4 suggest you get Corn- President shall determine that the peace 
remember when we sent troops to the mander Gritz elected to head this con- and security of the area is reasonably 
Congo under the United Nations? frontation!] assured by international conditions cre- 

I quote Mr. Reston, 'The Perhaps the members of this jury ated by the United Nations." Not the 
administration's position is that it is com- have wondered why the wars in Korea and United States but the United Nations. 
mitted under the Charter of the United Vietnam saw the outpouring of vast re- Ladies and gentlemen, I respectfully 
Nations, under various treaties and under sources of US men and material in a land submit that the prosecution's case against 
the Truman Doctrine, to do whatever it can war without a formal declaration of war by the United Nations is now legally estab- 
to maintain peace anywhere in the world." the Congress of the United States. Well, lished. 

You realize, of course, that the real Article 39 of the United Nations Charter The prosecution has demonstrated 
objective of these 'no-win wars'is not inter- explains why, and more importantly why that the Articles of the United Nation's 
national peace and security as UN sup- the UN Security Council can at any time Charter amendby  deceit andsubterfuge 
porters are led to believe. The true purpose force this nation and the entire population the Constitution of the United States, in 
and principle of these UN military adven- of the United States into a military posture a manner not sanctioned by Article 5 of 
tures is to manipulate the United States without the consent of Congress. the Constitution. T h e  United Nations is 
anned forces under the United Nations Again I quote from the U.N. Charter, therefore a subversive organization and 
Security Council. To force all of the nations Article 39, 'The Security Council shall it is a threat to the freedom of  persons 
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and property guaranteed to the people 8/26/92 #2 HATONN 1962-63 Eugeney D. fiselev USSR 
by the Constitution. 1965-67 A.E. Nesterenko USSR 

The prosyndon has demonstrated Continuation: SHOULD THE UNITED 1968-(present; 1969) Leonid N. Dutakov 
that the authority to commit Americans STATES PARTICIPATE AND ENCOURAGE USSR. [H: Keep in mind that this is 
to battle anywhere in the world has been DEVELOPMENT OFTHE UNITED NATIONS exactly as it is supposed to be: Soviets in 
surreptitiously transferred from the Con- ORGANIZATION? From an article pub- charge of all military forces according to 
gress of the United States to the Secu- lished by the Committee to ~esfore  the the United Nations Charter.] 
rity CoundloftheUnitedNations. There- Constitution, July 1986, regarding an ar- These are the 'good guys". 
fore vital powers of government held in ticle (hearing) Sept. 26, 1969. 
trust for the American people have been QUOTING: U.S. HAS NO VETO OVER 
illegally usurped by the organization of SECURITY COUNCIL 
the United Nations in violation of the COLONEL ROBERTS' REBUTTAL 
Constitution. TO REPRESENTATIVE OTTINGERS The Congressman also mentioned 

The prosecution has demonstrated OPENING REMARKS that in as much as we have the veto power 
that the real but concealed objectives of we are not bound to any distasteful deci- 
the United Nations organization is to The Honorable Ottinger made some sions of the Security Council. I unnrId like 
place the military power of the United splendid points in support of world govern- to point out that w no longar luma the 
States at the disposal of the United ment in his presentation. I believe that he -power in the Secz1rity CounciL [H: 
Nations Security Councl, to force all of may have impressed you with the urgency Go read that line ag.in!] This was taken 
the nations into line and to deliver them for such world government, protecting us  away from us  by the 'Uniting for Peace 
up to a one world government. from a nuclear holocaust, which is today's Resolution", passed by the General As- 

The United Nations was therefore example of international wars, and that we sembly in 1950. At that point the General 
foisted upon the American people to must embrace world government under Assembly assumed all of the prerogatives 
serve those who seek to overthrow the the United Nations, or a similar agreement. and powers which formerly were limited to 
Constitution and to coerce our citizens I think we are familiar with this technique the Security Council, therefore effectively 
into a Socialist animal farm. of harassment and terror. It has been used circumventingU.S. veto power in the Secu- 

In this brief indictment of the against u s  for a good many years. I don't rity Council. 
United Nations, the prosecution has also think that it is necessary to refute the fact I would also like to point out that the 
revealed that, as the political power of that there is anuclear potential. But, let us  Congressman stated that UNESCO and its 
the United States is dissipated in no-win keep in mind who actually controls the humanitarian activities are of consider- 
military ventures all over the globe, the nuclear trigger on both sides of the Atlantic able pride to the United Nations. Many of 
political power of the United Nations Ocean. us  realize that UNESCO are the propa- 
and those who serve and promote its I believe also that Congressman ganda arm of the United Nations. Its 
parposes ia increased. Ottinger attempted to paint the United purpose is to convince the American people 

In summation, the prosecution Nations as the 'good guy". For purposes that the United Nations is the hope of the 
declares that the United States should of illustration, on the reverse side of this world. We know that Jesus Christ is the 
not participate or encourage the devel- coin, we ought to identify some of these hope of the world. 
opment of the United Nations. To the 'good guys". And since I talked about the And now, in order to further examine 
contrary, the prosecution claims that it Security Council, I would like to identify the United Nations we will have a question 
k the clear and urgent duty of all federal some of the good guys in the Security and answer period. 
offlce holders to dismantle'the United Council. In fact, specifically, I would like to * * * * * * * *  
Nations organization in consonance with identify the Under Secretary for political (q) Col. Roberts, I have here an article 
their oath to "defend and preserve this and Security Council Affairs in the United from Foreign Affairs, the Council on Foreign 
Constitution". Nations. [H: Keep in mind the "date" of Relations. May edition, written by Youst. 

The prosecution rests. this offering, 1969. The positions, etc., He is talking about the treaties, SEATO, 
* * *  will not now probably be valid. You will CENTO, NATO, and he says under existing 

When we again sit to write we will take recognize some of the names, however, circumstances the United States would no 
up Colonel Roberts' rebuttal to representa- but note that the list shows ones who doubt have to join in resisting an attack if 
tive Ottinger's opening remarks. have BEEN IN THESE POSTS SINCE THE requested by Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 

I would, however, leave this writing with BEGINNING OF THE U.N.] the Philippines, Thailand, Austrnlia, New 
a thought to carefully consider-presented The Under Secretary post is actually Zealand, Israel, and would also probably 
by Col. Roberts: the supreme director of the Security Coun- have  to come to the assistance of suchstates 

W ~ r w h a t e r m ~ h i c h  cil. He is the permanent member, whereas as  India and Iran if they were attacked by 
do not reduce the political power of an the President of the Security Council ro- Communists. Would you like to comment? 
omcially named 'enemy' of the Ameri- tates, as you know, every year. But the Roberts: 
canpeople, and which do not increase permanent official, selected by the'united Yes, I believe that it is now general 
thepoliticalpowerof the United States? Nations Secretaxy, is the Under Secretary knowledge that, although it has not been 
must in the end reduce the political for Political and Security Council Affairs. officially admitted, there are something 
power of the United States  and thus These are the men who have held like 42 area treaties committing this nation 
serve the secret objecffves of a con- this post since the beginning of the United to send her sons to defend other countries; 
cealed enemy. Nations: what may not be generally known is that 

Amhibald E. Roberts, Lt. C o t  AUS, 1946-49 Arkady Sobolev USSR this number exceeds 5,000 separate agree- 
d, 1949-53 ConstantineZinchenko USSR ments, treaties and other involvements, 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, E 7874, 1953-54 Ilya Tcherychev USSR which now commit the American govern- 
26 Sept. 1969 1955-57 Dragoslav Protich YUGO- ment, if you will, to place at the disposal of 

SLAW the U.N. Security Council, United States 
THINK ABOUT IT! 1958-59 Anatoly Dobrynin USSR citizens in uniform for the purpose of de - 

1960-62 Georgy Arkadev USSR fending against aggression anywhere iE 
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the world. This of course, has been highly Foreign Relations. and that is by a convention of the states or 
publicized in the discussions in the Senate Mr. Norman Davis, President of the by ramcation of two thirds of the states. 
of the United States, in their discussion of Council on Foreign Relations. Now we have shown in the preceding dis- 
Senate Joint Resolution 85, and has un- Mr. Myron C. Taylor, member of the cussion that powers ofgovernment, namely 
covered such things as the agreement with Council on Foreign Relations. the power to declare war and to control 
Thailand, which now permits the place- Mr. Dean Acheson, who was then military ventures anywhere in the world, to 
ment of American soldiers, citizens in uni- Assistant Secretary of State, also a mem- transfer our soldiers into these conflicts 
form, at the disposal of Thailand com- ber of the Council on Foreign Relations. without the approval of the Congress, is a 
manders. In other words I believe that Mr. Hamilton Fish Armstrong, Edi- violation of the constitution. Because the 
these agreements very lucidly and dra- tor of Foreign Affairs, which is the oficial Congress by Constitutional edict and di- 
matically show that the Congress of the publication of the Council on Foreign Rela- rection is the only authority which can 
United States holds the American people tions. authorize the declaration of war and the 
and their sons in utter contempt. Because Mr. Adolf A. Berle Jr., Assistant Sec- commitment of our national economy and 
the American soldier in uniform is now a retary of State, a member of the Council on the lives of our young sons in a defense 
paid mercenary who can be sent to fight as Foreign Relations. posture to preserve and protect the United 
a paid mercenary in any nation in the world Mr. Isaiah Bowman, President of States. 
under these agreements. John Hopkins University, a member of the (q) (United Nations is a communist plot, 

(q) I'd like to ask Col. Roberts a question. Council on Foreign Relations. etc. ?) 
I'd l i k  to read apamgmph from apamphlet Mr. Benjaman V. Cohen, General Roberts: 
which was given to me, *The Anatomy of a Council for the National Power Policy Com- The point was made that we are 
Revolution", says contempomry history, in mittee, a member of the Council on Foreign fighting Communist aggression, therefore 
fad, convincingly suggests that those that Relations. it is in juxtaposition to the United Nations, 
head the federal government are manipu- Mr. Herbert Feis, Department of State vis-a-vis Russian Communism. Well, let 
luted by mattoids, by men of unbalanced Advisor on International Economic Rela- us  dispel that faulty premise immediately. 
and dangerous brilliance, who direct the tions, a member of the Council on Foreign Ithink it must be appamnt thut them is 
exploitntion of the United Statespowerstruc- Relations. something VttaIIy wmng with the con- 
ture by applying an internalps ycho-acgenic Mr. Green N. Hackworth, Dept. of duct of the war in Vie tnam when the 
science as a weapon against the people. State legal advisor. number 26 militatypower in the world 
They have seemingly perfected a sophisti- Mr. Harry C. Hopkins, Chief, De- is able for seven years to thwart the 
cated, systemized plan incorpomting brain partment of State, Division of Commercial militmy might of the number I military 
washing and geneticpmstitution to achieve Policy. power, the United States. Further, I 
Soviet style control over the American social Mrs. Anne O'Hare McConnick, edi- would point out that this montage of 
order. Col. Roberts, Who are thesepeople? torial staff, New York l'lrnes. military action against the backdrrop of 

Roberts: Dr. Leo Pasvolsky, who was then a mrrinZand Asia is in factasubterfuge. I t  
Just  happen to have a note here. I Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, is a subtmfuge because we are support- 

believe that we can show who these people Chief of Departments Division of Special ing both sides of thh wur. We am 
are by placing this question within the Research, and a member of the Council on acpporting both stdes. We send bud- 
parameter of the United Nations, because Foreign Relations. nessgmupstod&oscowtomaicedea& 
this is what we are talking about. I point out that since it is apparent with this enemy, to make orms and 

It ought to be explained that the that each member of the Committee, cho- ammunition to send to the Co-M 
United Nations was spawned two weeks sen to create and write the Charter of the enemyfightingoursonsh V i e t n a m  We 
after Pearl Harbor in the ofice of Secre- United Nations was, without exception, a find that the marjor port of Haehong, 
tary of State, Cordell Hull. In a letter to the member of the Council on Foreign Rela- t h m g h  which most of this militaty 
President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, dated 22 tions, or under the control of the Council hardware ispmessed, is left intact. fi 
Dec 194 1, Secretary Hull, at  the direction on Foreign Relations, it is obvious that the is neuer bombed and neuer will be be- 
of his faceless sponsors, and we are going secret government of the United States is causethe Ufdted~t tOnsSecU~Coun-  
to identify them in a minute, recommended the Council on Foreign Relations. And that cil in Vtetnamjustars t h g , d M  ingotlea, 
the founding of a Presidential Advisory they manipulate and operate our foreign control both sides of the action. 2'0 
Committee on Post War  Foreign Policy. policy through the Secretary of State and mute conflict. Why? Because @No-win 
This Post War Foreign Policy Committee the State Department as the supreme di- Wars" mate a ms?.gnutton on the pcvt 
was in fact the planning commission for rectors of our policy. of the American people, and thtrnrgh 
the United Nations, and its Charter. The (q) The U.N. has no army? ternrand 'givingup9, willpersuade the 
purpose of this Committee, Mr. Hull stated, Roberts: American people thut the mZution crf 
would be preparing for 'effective participa- I believe that it must be stated that these d l  wurs all or#r the w r l d  must 
tion in the solution of vast and complicated the United Nations does have an army- be world gavlernment. World _crovlern- 
problems of international relations which OURS. A s  a matter of historical accuracy, ment is the o b i e c b .  
will confront the United States and the let me remind you that the American mili- (q) I would like to know if either of you 
world after the final defeat of the forces of tary establishment in Korea is still called are familiar with a letter verifying the Secu- 
aggression ." the United Nations Command. rity Council's involvement in the Vietnam 

Now, without going into too much (q) DonVyou thinlc it would be a good War.? 
detail as to the structure of this Commit- idea to have every member of C o n g ~ s p a s s  Roberts: 
tee, which was the planning committee for an examination concerning the United Na- No, I'm not. 
the United Nations, I'd like to identify the tions? (q) Are all U.S. actions in Vietnam 
men who made up the Committee, beside . T Roberts: reported to the U.N. Security Council? 
Secreta~y of State Hull. I believe that it must be brought out Roberts: 

Mr. Sumrrer Welles, Under Secre- that under Article 5 of the Constitution of Yes, Douglas McCarthy In, U.S. State 
tary of State, who wasvice Chairman of the the United States there are only two ways Department, in 1965, in response to a 
ommittee. A member of the Council on in which the Constitution can be amended letter from Florida, asking the question, 
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'Is Article 54 of the United Nations Charter You know we have a Bill of Rights committee. And to answer your first part of 
being observed in Vietnam", answered in under the Constitution. This is the Bill of the question. The Council on Foreign 
the affirmative. His answer was, "Yes all of Rights for world citizenship. It is a dupli- Relations comprises some 1800 leading 
the actions undertaken in Vietnam are cation, by and large, of our own Bill of individuals on the American scene; indus- 
being reported, in compliance with the Rights. I'd like to show you the compari- try, banking and military and every other 
provisions of Article 54, of the United Na- son. socid/governmen t facet. Of these 1800 we 
tions Charter, to the Security Council." Article 18, of the new bill of Rights: believe there are about 300 who are the 
This is proof positive that U.S. military Freedom to manifest one's religion or be- decision makers and who have created 
action has to have the approval of the liefs may be subject only to such limita- this monster called the United Nations. 
Security Council before it can be imple- tions as are prescribed. w: But by who (q) In view of the Congressman's 
merited.. and how is the "laww prescribed? Ah sol J answer, a ve y good ansuerto somepeoples 

(q) I'd like to ask the Colonel, according Article 19: Everyone shall have the ears, my question: Do you know anything 
to my reading, Iunderstand that the United right to hold opinion without interference about the Executzcutzve Order, do you know 
Nations Charter is virhtally a copy of the but it may be subject to certain restric- anythingabouttheExecutilneOrderinwhich 
Constitution of the USSR. Am I wrred in tions, but these shall only be such as are our President, since 1 956, oan just sign 
that understanding? provided by law. away ourConstitution, ourBill of Rights and 

Roberts: Article 2 1: The right of peaceful as- we will be under the United Nations Char- 
I think it is significant to remember sembly shall be recognized. No restriction ter? I'm sure Col.Roberts knows: 

that one of the framers of the United Na- may be placed on the exercise of this right R o b e  
tions Charter was Leo Pasvolsky. Leo other than imposed in conformity with the The question of course does not re- 
Pasvolsky was born in Russia of Commu- law. [H: Ah, but all of these are according late to statutes but to Executive Order. The 
nist parentage and came to this country at to Uthe lawn which is NEVER DEFINED!] Executb Order is a technique, a rather 
a very early age. He was inserted into our recent technique, which was devised by 
government and rose by rapid progression THIS IS THE ANIMAL FARM! some preceding presidents to circumvent 
into a position from which he was able to the Constitution's restrictions in so far as 
ultimately transfer certain sovereignty of (q) Why is it where the Communist inter- 'a state of emergency'. T h  am todw 
the United States into the United Nations. est is involved the United Nations seems to somethirw in access of 3,000 of these 
I think this is significant for this reason: be weak, and when the United States inter- executive orvlers which have been in- 
You can take these two documents, that is ests are involved, we are on our own? serted into the Fedeml Re-ahter. These 
the United Nations Charter and the docu- Roberts: Executive Orrlers automatically, with- 
ment you mentioned, the Constitution of I believe that for clarification it should out the consent of Congmss or anyone 
the USSR, and you can compare these and be noted that the United States is the only else, become the Zaw of the Zand, once 
you can see where the material from the nation that ratified the Charter ofthe United they am signed. Provision of all of 
USSR Constitution has been taken and Nations as a treaty. So we are the only ones these Eaceatiue Orders is to bansfer 
inserted into the Charter of the United actually legally bound by it. It must be very control of m r y  facet of our economy 
Nations. It is that close. obvious that the purpose of the United andinrhcsby,mtltbvy,communiCati~~~~ 

(q) (Question on U. N. intemtionalpeace Nations was to collect and control the and the entim stnmture of these United 
and security) military establishment of the United States. States and to cmate a dictatorship 

Roberts: I served in Korea, just as Congress- under the P r d c h n t  Thea vrotrfde.for, 
I would like to present two sides of man Ottinger did. I was with the 187th in case of a natbnal ememnc_u--and 

the same coin. The one side Congressman Airborne Regimental Combat Team. The national emewema is not defined--so 
Ottinger presented was international peace other nations serving in Korea were token that anw condition which is determined 
and security. The other side of the coin is forces. [H: Sound familk-er and h the President lor mom accuratel_u his 
full and complete disarmament. Now, 'full wer and over and over - - -1 The brunt of faceless advisors) to be an ememmu, 
and complete disarmament' presupposes the action was always carried by United will be the excuse for impZementinq 
the creation of a disarmed world. But this States military forces. And one of the these f i e d m  Orders and bruufer- 
is a false goal, you see, because what the shocking things that I witnessed, and which rim us wholesale into a worZd .crouern- 
internationalists, and apparently Congress- actually began my thinking and investiga- ment. 
man Ottinger, really propose is a central tion, was this: for the first time in American I believe that we might come to a 
political authority backed by overwhelm- history, I saw American dead being buried conclusion by reducing this problem to the 
ing military power. And that military power under a foreign device, the United Nations central issue. 
is to be controlled by the United Nations. banner. Congressman Ottinger has again and 
Not as a world international peace force (q) What is the Council on Foreign Rela- again extolled the virtues of the United 
but the same kind of peace enjoyed by the tions? And where dothey meet and how cun Nations and his belief that we must have 
Soviet citizen under Soviet bayonets." we attend? world government if we are to resolve the 

I should like to point out that the R o b e  threat of war. What has been ignored by all 
international peace and security that you The headquarters of the Council on of us  so far, is the fact that such a world 
will enjoy under this world government is Foreign Relations is the Harold Pratt House government presupposes the transfer of 
already spelled out in a Bill of Rights for 58 East 68th St., New York City 1002 1. sovereignty to a world international body. 
worldgovernment published by the United And the way you attend these meetings, Now, nowhere in the Constitution is the 
Nations General Assembly on 12 Jan 1967. and they are held allover the United States- Congress authorized or permitted to dis- 
It is called the 'International Covenant on there are something like 39 subcommit- solve the Constitution. Congressman 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights". tees of the Council, is to be a leader in your Ottinger, and every other member of Con- 

This is the same Bill of Rights for community, either as an industrialist, gress, has taken an oath to defend and 
world citizenship which you will enjoy very banker or military leader or in some other preserve that Constitution. They are not 
soon unless you do something about it, top level echelon. Then you may be invited doing it! 
unless we change the march to the animal to become a member. Either a member of END OF QUOTING 
farm. the New York committee or a subsidiary t * t  
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The prior article is one of the MOST IMPOR- 
TANT WRITINGS YOU SHALL EVER READ, 
CITIZENS. I suggest we close hereat and 
allow some digestion. These things in point 
have ALL COME TO PASS, NOW OVER 
TWO DECADES IN PERFECTING. INDEED, 
YOU ARE IN SERIOUS AND GRAVE CIR- 
CUMSTANCES. DENIALOFMY SELFAND/ 
OR THE INFORMATION WILL CHANGE 

been shifted to the 29th. There is also talk 
of perhaps choosing to continue in the 
'Eastern" U.S. with quakes and tornados 
along the Mississippi-but the plan "of 
choice" as of this morning is to go ahead 
with Western disaster to facilitate total 
take-over through Executive Order and 
Emergency needs. 

The reason for the need to act in Califor- 

taking place in Israel. Remember that 
Rabin was the one who ordered the strike 
against your USS Liberty and also a mem- 
ber of the notorious and evil Stern Gang 
with Shamir and Sharon. The plight of the 
Europeans is hopeless as is South Africa. 
Cold war over?? Indeed! You must under- 
stand that the UN now controls, through 
Charter, all militarv actions-es~eciallv the 

NOT ONE IOTA OR HAIR OF IT. nia is to not allow for signing and putting United states9-aiis my continiing oitlay 
into operation the State Budget in time to in the writings of present. The Soviet 
avoid the impact of bank closures, etc., as military is very 'alive and well" and thriv- Watt will be caused by such a ' n a t u d  disas- ing on the blood of nations. - 
ter. It would seem to me in witnessing the 

Hatonn to clear. 
8/26/92 # 1 HATONN 

fires about the Western States that your AND WHERE IS GOD IN ALL THIS? 
citizenry might have had enough but I - 
suppose NOT. GOD is your ONLY shield and buckler 

KNOWLEDGE and HE seems be left out of everything 
POLITICS abounding-not just the Democratic and 

What majestic errors are made when Republican parties' platforms as each ac- 
there is refusal to receive KNOWLEDGE. If it is necessary to pull Quayle and cuses the other. God has not been in- 
There is no bliss in ignorance, only foolish replace him with a sure appointed and not cluded in your governments in far over a 
failure to utilize the wondrous gifts given in elected vice-president to move into the century. I can only hope you begin to see 
response to the petitions for which re- non-elected position of President, then and hear the truth of it-for THROUGH 
sponses are not noted. Baker is set and in training. Eagleburger HIM IS YOUR ONLY WAY IN FREEDOM- 

is a total disaster in any State role but IF IT NOT BE ALREADY TOO LATE. 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE nobody objected and so it goes-by assump- *** 

tion. He is a full-blown Kissinger man and I will, before closing this portion call 
Since our crew has set up a note-board the NOOSE TIGHTENS. your attention to the most heinous miscar- 

by phone (see back page), I shall effort to riage of law enforcement to date-in Idaho. 
comment of things which may be worthy of u%!Q The point is to KILL Randy Weaver and his 
note in more 'timely" manner. family. The Feds are in force and the locals 

The reason for the close-down of Iraq are efforting to draw them away calling 
HURRICANE WATCH flights over Southern Iraq is NOT because them 'baby killers" and 'murderersm-to 

of Shiite-it is to prevent Saddarn to ob- NO AVAIL. It is mandatory that the officers 
Note that the course of the storm 'An- serve the movement into Iraq of inspectors, take out this man because HE KNOWS 

drew" was changed to avoid the direct hit oil equipment and military invasion. You TOO MUCH. ASABITOFBACKGROUNW 
on major cities of the Gulf of Mexico area. must keep your eyes open in EVERY DI- HE SERVED IN BO GRITZ' OWN UNIT IN 
There was a noticed and deliberate slowing RECTION because the Elite are efforting to THE MILITARY. Does this tell you enough? 
of progress of movement and now the storm bring the bag-strings into knotted encap- Your nation is SICK unto death-I can only 
has been diminished in intensity. The sulation. The BIG works, however, are petition to WAKE UP! 
reason was that the Western to East- 
ward" storm system moved by a bit too f a r  
to the north and the 'hookup. with 'An- 
drew" became impossible to connect into I ~ u u ~ ~ v  About "John Coleman" 
as was first planned for m j o r  impact. It 1 u 
matters not for there will yet be devastation 
from flooding as the system is slowed for the light in my path. 
the 'dumping" of the water load. 8/26/92 # 1 HATONN This past weekend I attended the 

What causes you to believe this is the annual Global Sciences Congress held here 
ONLY stord which will pass that way? This LE'ITER REGARDING 'COLEMANm in Denver. Among the hrminuries invited 
one was so programmed as to be SENT were Bo Gritz and Dr. John Coleman. Both 
directly over ~omestead and it was so I have been interrupted in the work gentlemen had important messages fir us 
tracked that Bush already had FEMA at herein under way and presented with a but stunning developments were yet to un- 
ready and in the area. It is not feasible to request to respond, ASAP, to a letter sent in fold Later, I found myself talldng z.uith Dr. 
have great underground facilities in that full honor by a reader who has just at- Coleman d his display table a d  the subject 
area of Florida because of the water levels, tended the Global Sciences Congress held of msmospheres came up. Iapparent2y had 
so it was indeed a much bigger 'lessonm in Denver. It is suitable that we Iint pushed a semfZSltive button 
than any of you citizens are allowed to see. simply reprint the letter in full and then Obviouslypiqued, the Dr. snapped., 1 
Chelas, face it-the battle of Armageddon we can look at the contents. know where you got that rubbish-fmm 
is engaged-you just don't yet seem to Dear CommanderHatonn, those Phoenix People. " 
recognize the "players". May insight strike For about one year now, I have been He said that msmospheres DO NOT 
you soon lest you perish. faithfilly following THE WORD in the Phoe- exist and further emphasized that infonna- 

nix Liberator, Journals and the audio tapes. tionprinted in the Libemtor is almost always 
EARTHOUAKES They have been truly enlightening and up- 180 degrees from the truth Dr. Coleman 

liflng. For that, I thank you, Commander. even expressed surprize that George Green 
Meanwhile, the next proclaimed 'date" Now, my wonderment and devotionis being cohnues to publicize the Committee of 

of the California San Andreas quake has sorely tested as a dark cloud has dimmed 300. In fact, he was selling a acorrected" 
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version of his book that he hadpublished. have any input financially for the first trash bin. I have continually offered help 
The conversation darkened when an asso- publication nor has he gleaned enough and he refuses. I do believe you will find 
ciateof hisofferedthatCommanderHatonn, funds to do another like publication. He that he allows no confrontation with ME. 
the Phoenix Litemture and all that are apart has, however, charged almost double the At onset of 'differences" I spoke clearly on 
of it, are nothing more than a cult and a price agreed upon-for his own book sales. the matter and he has refused any interac- 
scam His demands for return on the volumes tion, claimed some kind of agreements 

The associate, witha certain measure have been totally outrageous but that is with Green and refuses to have commun- 
of outrage, miled profusely against the pm- between him and the publisher. My crew ion of any sort. To each his own and he may 
jection of the so-called Photon Belt and its who did the work involved in publication, surely go his way with my blessings. I 
implications. He said it was tem'ble that and did in fact furnish a large portion of honored the man and enjoyed hiscompany 
people with hear tpm makers had to worry printing expenses, received not so much as and, in this manner transpiring at present, 
that their units would cease tofunction. At a THANK YOU, or flowers, in appreciation. I see that he will destroy self as subterfuge 
that point, I had to leave. To each his own. Please note that THAT always eventually accomplishes. The en- 

It's a few days later now, and lam still WHICH IS SENT FORTH IS RETURNED IN tire family set-up and presentation as well 
confused, upset and, generally, heart-sick. LIKE MANNER-AND THAT 'RETURN" IS as the "work" is NOT WHAT IT APPEARS 
Did Dr. Coleman have a falling-out with you GETTING FASTER AND FASTER! TO BE-AND I SUGGEST THAT YOU BE- 
or George Green? Could it be that he has Falling out? At least with George Green WARE! 
begun to feel the heat of the controllers? Do there seems to be great blaming of George Terrifying people over possible malfunc- 
you have some insight to this change of for *agreementsn which never existed, but tion of pace-makers? Dear ones-most of 
heart by the good doctor? Having heard him I had no relationship with him from onset, those pace-makers will stop functionin& 
on one of the tapes with you, I w a s  underthe other than to help produce that which we BUT, in the LIGHTED FREQUENCIES which 
impression that he was "one of the flock" needed to integrate information for ease of are coming from the Photon (both in dark- 
and on our side. Please, Commander, help our readers to get updated input. I was ness and light because your perception of 
me sort this out. Sust what is the truth of this unable to cause enough of you to read the rays themselves is erroneous) will allow 
matter? Thank-you for everything you've Mullins'workand thatofothers, toget fully the heart to pick up its own pacing. Most 
done and are inspiring others to take up the informed and confirmations set. pace-makers are inserted for the benefit of 
torch. Salu. We took responsibility for all things, the DOCTOR at point of surgical place- 

R.R., Denver . including security, rent, utilities, comput- ment-not for the benefit of the patient. 
(Rec: today by fax, 8/26/92.) ers, publication, editing, reformatting, etc., Surely Dr. Coleman would know as much. 

* * *  in an effort to serve John at onset of initial Obviously, the good 'doctor" who is NOT, 
I ask that copies of the correspondence and relationship. So far, this is the only thing in any sense of the term, medically or 
transactions between Coleman and myself received in return for the assistance. degree-wise, is in a lot of pain and misery. 
be sent to this person-as regards the Truthn cannot be copyrighted and therein I cannot help but have compassion on one 
recent visit of Gritz and, as well, the corn- lies the ONLY thing that has saved Coleman who bites the very hands that have helped 
puter equipment, fax and other items from the hangman's noose--I suspect. His and allowed him to literally survive. 
Coleman refuses to return. anger with ME (and this was the end of our To you, the writer of this communica- 

Also, send copies of the writings from relationship, in fact) was that I published tion, I can only offer that you must look 
Patterson and Mullins as was in Criminal two documents from two different 'na- from all sides and note why there would be 
Politics. Mullins must be most upset at the tions" utilizing the EXACT SAME MATE- a response that, in fact, denies HIS OWN 
printing of his 'material" but it is now too RIAL IN the SAME OUTLAY OF WRITING OUTPUT! So be it. I would add in closing, 
late to change the bait in the trap. I do not SEQUENCE, at the same time the book however, that the other attacksand counter 
wish to make further comment about that was in printing. TRUTH WILL ALWAYS attacks, as going on among writers within 
information for that is between the ones in 'OUT". Mine is simply to call your atten- those "inside information" printers, are 
point and not myself. Remember: 'Thou tion to the information and ask you to get most specifically ugly and totally dis- 
shalt not bear false witness aguinst thine the material in point-I guess we will have tracting--COULD THAT NOT BE THE REA- 
neighbor!" To the writer I can only suggest to assume what might have been his moti- SON FOR SAME? WALK GENTLY UPON 
that you not be so easily pulled away from vation. I thank him for the book for it is a THIS BEING FOR HE IS  BUT A BROKEN 
truth for it truly does stand alone and good place to gather the information you MAN IN TOTAL AGONY--CAUGHT IN A 
shall-into infinity. need for backup of these pages and pages TRAP OF HIS OWN MAKING. MAY OUR 

I have no intention of delving into such of information, names and methods of APPRECIATION FOR THE SHARING OF 
insults and accusations for TRUTH needs these evil cartels. TRUTH itself is never THAT WHICH WAS WORTHY BE NOT DI- 
no such defense. there be no touched by the bringers-even if they be in MINISHED AND MAY THE LOVE IN GN- 
QCosmosphe& then the good Doctor evil intent. Truth is Truth is Truth-from ING, BE HEALING UNTO HIM, A BROTHER, 
CoZeman (alias Clarke among many whatever resource. To now deny part of the IN DESPAIR. 
aka's) has been feeding YOU THE PUBLIC existence of theTruth therein written is but Thank you for writing and for your 
a full bag of lies prior to this encounter as to prove the fact of it. heartfelt inquiry. Our work will stand, 
he has certainly continually pronounced I note, again, regarding this author, as chelas, for it is the time of the sending forth 
that there ARE Cosmospheres. with others who claim we USE THEIR MA- of the Hosts and so we are come, no more 

OtherofColeman'sacquaintances have TERIAG-then state that our work is 180 and no less. We do not detract from any 
much information to dump on the public degrees out and 'untrue". If we are using 'man'sn work if it be Truth for ours is only 
with which I heartily disagree in content. his material as claimed-is it not likewise to pen the JOURNALS that you might find 
One being that somehow Dr. Coleman is a true that HIS IS FALSE? the confirmation. We have no 'groupn, 
'double agentm-I think it is f a r  more Chelas, just go by your "guidelines" for much less 'cult". We write 'dated" Jour- 
painful and deceitful than merely being a discernment and you will be fine. Coleman nals so that you can refer to that truth 
double agent. is terrified and all but rendered helpless by presented already on your place. Ours is 

If the Committee of 300is now published these latest confrontations. His 'useful- not for sensationalism or 'channeling" to 
in 'correctedn form, the quality must be ness" to the a d v e r s q  is in question and entertain. Ours is a task to *informp and 
substantially lessened--Coleman did not same is about to dump him and his in the give information wherein you can become 
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informed in ALL subject matters-IN THAT WHICH IS AT HAND. costs to the reader at minimum that we can 
PREPARATION FOR THAT WHICH IS YET These assaults are painful to my people- continue in the physical presentation at 
TO COME TO YOU. My pity is often sur- but they are most well-appreciated by me for all. Thank you for your support. 
passing my compassion for ones who refuse they only point up the truth of that which we Now, please, put this aside-AND GET 
to see and hear. present unto you. Assaults upon my people OUT THERE AND HONORTHAT 'OTHER" 

By the way, not only are there are not even worthy of comment. All knew at 'LUMINARY", BO GRITZ. HE HOLDS IN 
Cosmospheres but they have prevented outset that it would be no path ofrose-petals. HIS MIND THAT WHICH WILL ALLOW YOU 
you from getting any of YOURS up there Those who have made theirwealthand repu- TO TURN ABOUT AS A NATION-AND IS 
with them in any effective manner. More- tation on lies and misinformation are not WILLINGTO PUT HIS ACTIONS WHERE IS 
over, as to photon-WHAT DO YOU THINK happy to have the lies shattered. Ponder it HIS MOUTH AT WHATEVER COSTTO SELF. 
THOSE HIGHERINFRA-RED RAYSTO BE? carefully. There is no income gleaned by my HE CAN ONLY DO THESETHINGS UNDER 
YOUR OWN SCIENTISTS ARE NOW CALL- scribe for any of this work and the publisher THE CONSTITUTION A S  PRESIDENT- 
INGTHEM 'PHOTONSm-AND EVEN THAT is only 'in the financial hole" by offering it THEREFORE, YOU MUST MAKE SURE HE 
TERMINOLOGY IS BUT GENERAL CLAS- unto you. The amount is bog&ng in output IS GIVEN THAT OPPORTUNITY OR THE 
SIFICATION TO DISINFORM YOU AND and expenses cannot match income in any LAST OPPORTUNITY WILL BE GONE- 
DRAW YOU AWAY FROM THE TRUTH OF measure. It is for the very reason of keeping FOREVER. SALU. 

Standoff In Idaho 
(Continued From Page 1) 

if Gil is away-the message should be out. The point is TO TAKE ACTION AS neither can election committeesneither 
among the very first that he encounters on OPPORTUNITY FLOWS-NOT SIT UNTIL IT can 'Bo". Together you can do it easily for 
his return. If it would be necessary he and PASSES. you now have THE METHOD to break the 
Bo could lay out that whole mess of Fed We need ones such as Gil to get aboard blackout on the media. 
children through hypnosis but it requires in complete devotion to this coming elec- 
fearless confronters and I see few who fit tion and that means YOU ONES MUST INDICTMENT AGAINST GRITZ 
the role. He may also be most helpful in SEIZE THE MOMENT TIMELY. You are 
notifying Stallone of possibilities here. watching Martial Law and foreign enforce- There is a secret indictment already 

You ones have an unbelievable oppor- ment at work. processed against Commander Gritz to 
tunity to harvest attention-I ask that you In Florida the poor little lady from Lany forcibly take him out of the public arena. 
do so in EVERY way you can think of-no King Live is in a state of total panic and You can allow that to happen or you can 
matter how ridiculous the approach may shock-as NOTHING is done. She is peti- stand tall beside him and disallow such 
seem to be. Drastic situations are cause tioning all to contact Bush and require that criminal assault against you. If you allow 
for drastic actions. he follow through on his 'promises". The this fine man to be taken away in chains-- 

This IS THE TIME to be able to get Gritz relief promise is now not for another full 24 how think you that God will protect YOU? 
before the nation-as at some point the hours. The babies cannot survive for there The processing is going on at panic pace to 
incident will have to be attentioned even if iscontamination, poison serpents and other forcibly get him out of Idaho. There MUST 
the man is not. plagues which are now setting-in. be enough of you there-to see that that 

You will note that to this time on this does NOT happen. You need not fire a shot 
day, there is full CNN blackout of all men- NATIVE AMERICANS nor give cause for arrest-but if enough of 
tion of the Idaho situation. This IS your you are THERE-they dare not take rash 
time to make hay or let the harvest go. You This is your opportunity to take na- action. Now, if they DO take Bo away- 
need to test the patriot grapevine with tional note of the brotherhood and bonding cover that place like a blanket and do not 
contact of everyone you know and ask that between the Native citizen and the White/ leave that area. 
everyone your contacts know--get with the Colored brotherhood of citizens. It is time The bullies are planning to do whatever 
appeal for support. to put aside all creed, color, racial and is required to distract you and the likely 

other hatreds, join hands and stand tall for tool will be more massive earth-based ca- 
HURRICANE ANDREW your foe is now identified. Brothers, it is tastrophes. 

YOU against what appear to be YOUR If you turn away from brother and God 
Note a total lack of relief for any of the OWN. No, they are your deadly enemy and this time, I suggest that you are in real 

people who just underwent the hurricane puppet politicians are but the sham at  the serious trouble, world citizen. For if you 
in Florida and along the Gulf Coast. No control panel with no switches hooked to turn from the least of HIS--YOU HAVE 
supplies have arrived and ones are not anything. They are nothing but 'dum- TURNED AWAY FROM HIM! PONDER IT. 
allowed in or out of the Homestead area. It mies" flopping in any direction pushed or You can recover your country but it 
is such an obviously intended attack on pulled. requires immediate action for the window 
the "people" in that area as to have to be You as Americans can make it or break of opportunity is already closing. Can you 
covered from public view. Even the relief it-RIGHT HERE TODAY! I REPEAT: YOU not see what is happening? Just in Florida 
craft trying to get in was crashed--deliber- HAVE ASKED GOD TO GIVE YOU THE it may well 'require" Bush to make Execu- 
ately, right after takeoff. I am not going to WAY" AND SHOW YOU 'HOW-HE HAS tive Order Emergency measures to over- 
put you ones in danger by spelling things DONE HIS PART-WHO WILL DO YOURS? ride the stagnant system. This will then 
out for you-you should be able to f w r e  it My crew cannot do it all for everyone and make him look really GOOD to those who 

< .  I 8 .  ' a 
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are literally dying in that place. Think ASSOCIATED PRESS shals were obviously anticipatingand plan- 
about the 'dirty tricks" and remember the ning to make a HIT on Randy Weaver's 
JOURNALS and the story piled upon story NOTE: There is a total blackout of all cabin. 'What has occurred here in North- 
about other deliberate attacks and murder news from Naples, Idaho where expert Mili- em Idaho shows premeditation, that they 
on your own to further the New World tary Special Forces are surrounding a man were setting up Weaver for a military type 
Order. They are going to take out 6 Bil- and his family-having already slain one of assault," says Gritz-who should know 
lion--do you think a few suffering citizens the children of only 13 years of age. the signatures of such actions. Otherwise, 
in Florida or Louisiana bother them? they would not have dispatched key ex- 

Dharrna, take this out of the equipment There is a picture released on Wednes- perts on terrorism. 
and get it processing-you ones are run- day which tells the story. There are shown The neighbors and townsfolk have kept 
ning out of "day". Blessings upon your U-Haul trucks which are extremely so- around-the-clock vigilance, calling these 
service through the long and painful hours phisticated communications centers and men 'baby killers" and 'murderers". This 
when the body is sick and weary and there surveillance headquarters. There is, in the is all that has saved the Weavers from 
are endless tasks ahead. I think it unwise background, a full communications (satel- being bombed out of existenceand the 
to try to write on generalized subjects this lite transceiving) system. There is a mas- citizens KNOW IT. All communications out 
day-let us  go with the flow, get a current sive surveillance (black) helicopter and at of the compounded area have been blocked 
update on data and status and KEEPTHE least one other in the picture. There are as has all communications by radio and 
INFORMATION FLOWING! Can you citi- "humvees" and troop trucks and un- emergency assistance lines. Ones wishing 
zens realize that in answer to GOD you can counted FBI vehicles as well as barracks an update on the situation have to get 
save your nation? This is the way it shall tents and inclusive "Intelligence" center. information from out of state. THERE IS 
be done or it shall not be done at all. God Col. Gritz is at the scene (for some two TOTAL BLACKOUT ON SUCH AS CNN AND 
works WITH you and not FORyou. Oppor- days now) because Randy Weaver served MAJOR NETWORKS. 
tunity is about to blast your door down- with him in Special Forces. It is a total WHY? BECAUSE RANDY WEAVER 
PLEASE HEAR AND SEE. standoff with no allowance for entry of the HEADS A GROUP CALLINGTHEMSELVES 

Colonel-the intent is to kill all living per- 'ARYANS" (CHRIST CHRISTIANS) AND 
8/28/92 #1 HATONN sons in the vicinity. This includes a friend, DOES LIVE A MOST SECLUDED LIFE OF 

24-yr. old Kevin Harris, Mrs. Weaver and ALMOST HERMIT LEVEL. HE IS ACCUSED 
TODAY their three other children-two young girls BY PRESS AND MEDIA OF BEING 'ARIAN" 

and a baby. The family has no water, no {NAZI), ANTI-SEMITE AND RACIST. 
FIRST, STAND STRONG WlTH GOD AND power and no ability to have protection. To you who will not help because you 
STAY IN COMMUNICATION WITH HM! They do have weapons. perceive this man to be "different" and 

So, why is this man in such trouble? A racist, i.e., you Indians of all and any 
FEMA has deliberately held up all relief set-up was structured wherein a sawed-off tribe, blacks, Hispanics, etc. Watch 

to Southern Florida for THREE days with- shotgun was sold to a neighbor THAT WAS out-you have been lied to and you are 
out "orders*. This is a duplicate of what 1/4 inch shorter than mandated by Fed- only PROVING the control the Feds have 
happened in Los Angele~xac t ly .  Bush eral Law. come to hold over you ALL. You will join 
is going to leave the political trail to #moni- Randy Weaver is a former special forces as brothers and stop this color/creed 
tor relief efforts"? By the time help arrives, Green Beret who served at Fort Bragg from division or you will perish as a WHOLE. 
total panic and desperation will cause the 1968 to 197 1 and is a trained demolitions REMEMBER: SOME OF THOSE STILL 
people to submit to ANYTHING--especially expert, as well as an expert marksman. MISSING MIAs AND PRISONERS BEING 
inoculations 'to prevent disease". Watch Colonel Gritz says of Weaver, 'If they (the HELD UNTIL THEY DIE--DELIBER- 
it-the serums will contain worse than any Feds) try to take him, the FAMILY WONT ATELY VIA POLITICAL CRIMINAL AC- 
disease at present. However, diseases SURVIVE. Randy DOES HAVE THE AREA TIONS AND LIES-ARE FROM ALL 
which are deadly will be introduced into 'WIRED" and ifviolent force is used against RACES--ALL CREEDS. IT IS TIME TO 
the area also. him "to take him"-he will "take out" RESPOND TO TRUTH AND LAY ALL ELSE 

MANY federal agents. Randy is quite will- ASIDE FOR ONLY UNITY CANSTOPTHIS 
BUSH OFF CAMPAIGN TRAIL? ing to come out, but not with the threat of INSANITY. 

500 guns pointed at him." Ironically, THE FACTS ARE THAT THERE ARE 
No, he is not 'ofl the trail for a couple of Randy at one time had run for sheriff in MANYSUCH SERVANTS OF FREEDO- 

days to monitor relief". He knows that an Boundary County, but now he's been tagged AT READY-TO SERVE THE CONSTITU- 
American Revolution with technical weap- as a 'federal fugitive". TIONAND FREEDOMAT ALL COSTS TO 
ons to match the military is about to begin THEMSELVES. THE GOVERNMENT IS 
in Idaho. Also, the plan is still to break STAGING FOR FEDERAL FULLYA WARE OF THIS AND, FURTHER, 
open the San Andreas Fault which is, at MILITARY-TYPE ASSAULT WEAVER CAN PULL EVERY SINGLE 
this moment, under so much pressure and CRIMINAL RASCAL DOWN-FROM B USH 
slippage as to breakloose on itsown power, The Marshal in question who was in- THROUGH ADVISERS,  KISSINGER,  
shortly. It can actually stand no more volved with the "serving" of an arrest EAGLEBURGER,  S C O W C R O F T ,  
pressure and is only being held by beam warrant on an alleged Federal Firearms ARMITAGE, POWELL, BAKER--ETC.- 
force. This catastrophe coupled with an violation, William F. Degan, W A S  FROM EVERYLAST ONE OF THEM NOW DOES 
already destitute Red Cross and FEMA's QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS. He is one of IT BEGIN T O  MAKE MORE SENSE AS  TO 
tactics of non-response will so devastate the most decorated U.S. Marshals in the WHAT IS HAPPENING? 
you-the-people that chaos will be irrevers- service. Degan was an 'expert" from the 
ible. Meanwhile you are starting a war in special operations group which deals ig THE MOMENT FOR ACTION 
the Middle East-AGAIN. I suggest all of hostage and terrorism activities. The facts 
you get the tapes now being made on the are that the encounter resulted from Degan If, however, YOU-THE-PEOPLE demand 
UN and on the Anti-Christ Banksters. These and five other "Marshals" probing around and give support to Gritz who also can pull 
are the writings from the past week and a on Weaver's property and were NOT at- these rascals down-YOU MAY BE ABLE 
half. tempting to serve a warrant. These Mar-  TO CAUSE THE FEDS TO BACK-OFF. 
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A secret indictment is prepared and So, take your tent, and family-weiners under a refrigerator nearby and was later 
waiting to be served so that Gritz can be and peanut butter and have a most valu- discovered by a New York rimes reporter, 
hauled away also. When that happens, able vacation trip. Naples, Idaho will wel- Jim Barden (go look it up). After mat- 
friends, EXPECT A REVOLUTION. come you with open arms. Potties will also tresses were brought into the kitchen, the 

I have personally gotten word to the be most appreciated by happy campers! body of Gordon Kahl and its severed parts 
TOP-but it remains to be seen if this thing IF YOU CANNOT GO-CALL THE was placed on them, and then covered with 
can be stopped. I will not divulge contacts GOVERNOR'S OFFICE (IDAHO) 208:334- another mattress. This gruesome pyre was 
for obvious reasons. There is active plan- 2 100 AND IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL: then saturated with gasoline and fuel oil 
ning to consider the problem in council 208:334-2400. FAX NUMBER FOR FBI brought to the site by Federal officers for 
(away from Washington) on Monday, but, (WASHINGTON D.C.) IS 202:324-4705. that specific purpose. Gasoline and fuel oil 
chelas, consider a long, weary and frus- YOU WHO ASK WHAT CAN I DO?"- was then poured on the roof and down the 
trating weekend of thousands of milling HERE IT IS-PLEASE DO IT-NOW! chimney and the house and the body of 
and militant participants around that place. A DIRECT PETITION FROM COL. GRITZ: Gordon Kahl was torched. The property 
Gritz was interviewed on radio by Sam TO ALL SUPPORTERS AND PATRIOTS; was guarded by Federal agents during the 
Russell (THANK YOU FOR RESPONDING, CONVERGEON NAPLES, IDAHOTO MAKE night of June 3rd, 1983, and the following 
SAM) last evening. Please just stay tuned. A SHOWINGTO THE GOVERNMENTTHAT day the remains of the dwelling, including 
My people have calls in for the latest re- VICTIMLESS "PAPER" CRIMES MUST the body of Gordon Kahl was systemati- 
quest for action from Gritz as to his more COME TO A STOP. cally saturated with gasoline again, and 
urgent needs. We will give that bulletin as the site was again set on fire. The charred 
soon as contacts are accomplished. We LET US SHARE ANOTHER STORY remains of his body were then shipped 
have no way to spread word faster so YOU back to North Dakota. 
will have to spread this word to wherever Col. Gritz pleads, "Now is the hour and Newspapers, a college professor, and a 
and whomever you CAN DO SO. The Feds now is the time for all patriots to come host of Arkansas citizens have tried in 
have now been amply WARNED and I, together to help their beleaguered breth- vain to get a grand jury to investigate the 
Hatonn, have sent word to stop this thing ren, now standing off an army of Federal Murder-Arson-Conspiracy on the part of 
NOW or face the consequences of military Swat teams." It is not necessary to recon- the F.B.I., the Justice Department, the 
confrontation the likes of which this nation sider the Wounded Knee incidents for that Federal Marshals, and the IRS regarding 
cannot imagine. Thegoodly'minutemen" is being documented by Redford in an the death of Gordon Kahl-to no end. 
ofyour nation are prepared to go to WAR for upcoming documentary. But, there are so HOWEVER, RETIRED PHOENIX POLICE 
your freedom and Constitution. many other acts of Federal aggression that OFFICER JACK McLAMB, WHO IS AC- 

This does mean, however, that if they do we have to choose one similar to this in COMPANYING COLONEL GRITZ IN 
not call off this blatant military attack in point. This would be the 'Gordon Kahl NAPLES, IDAHO, HAS MANAGED TO 
Idaho-you can expect disaster upon di- Massacre". This was the deliberate and RAISE $20,000 TO EXHUME GORDON 
sasteraroundyour nation-immediately- brutal murder of World War I1 veteran KAHL'S BODY AND HAVE AN INDEPEN- 
for rendering you-the-people helpless is all Gordon Kahl by a Federal Swat team near DENT INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED BY 
that will save the Feds. Smithville, Arkansas, on June 3, 1983. A FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST. What do 

GO! Kahl, who lived in North Dakota, had you think the chances are? 
THIS MESSAGE IS  FORTHE PURPOSE been ambushed on February 13, 1983, in 

OF ASKING YOU TO SPREAD THE WORD Medina, North Dakota by Federal agents YOU ARE IN IT! 
TO ALL FORMER SPECIAL SERVICES PER- dressed in plain clothes and firing at him 
SONNEL, ALL VETERANS AND ANY WHO without either identification or warning. If YOU still do not wish to believe there 
CAN MAKETHE JOURNEY TO THE IDAHO Kahl shot back killing several of them. His is a Secret Government and cover-ups on 
AREA-TO RALLY AND HAUL ASSETS TO only "crime" to this point was that he was top of cover-ups and total media control- 
STAND WITH THESE VALIANT MEN alleaed to have been a convicted 'ILLE then I have nothing more to offer you and, 
STANDINGAGAINSTAFEDERALASSAULT GAL TAX PROTESTER" (whatever that perhaps, you in your refusal to see and 
HIT-SQUAD. IT IS TIME TO STAND FOR means). Suddenly, Kahl became a "Fed- act-will result in exactly that which you 
AMERICA, YOU-THE-PEOPLE. GOD WILL eral Fugitive" just as is Weaver, for defend- deserve for such refusal. That is between 
GO WITH YOU-HE WILL NOT DO THIS ing himself in the Medina ambush. Kahl you and GOD. However, for you who 
FORYOU. IF YOU GO-TAKE SURVIVAL fled to Smithville, Arkansas. On June 3, CLAIM to pray for yourenation and free- 
GEAR, WATER, FOOD AND SLEEPING 1983, the F.B.I. had located him, and then dom--get off your assets and claim the 
NEEDS FOR THE COMMUNITY IS DIS- set up a morbid ambush. Kahl, alone in a opportunity GOD offers you to reclaim 
TANT AND THE LOAD IMPOSSIBLE friend's farmhouse and nearly deaf from dignity and freedom. 
WITHOUT EACH ATTENDING HIS OWN World War I1 injuries, was shot in the BACK Remember: The MORE CITIZENS 
NEEDS-AND-BRING SUPPLIES FOR of the head, as he watched TV with the PRESENT, the harder it is for the Feds to 
OTHERS WHO ARE UNABLE TO GET volume set on "high". A few seconds later, act out this insanity. They do, however, 
OUT TO RESUPPLY! DO NOT GO INTO the sheriff of that county, Gene Matthews, plan a last-ditch effort napalm blasting of 
THE AREA UNPREPARED FOR AT- who had witnessed the F.B.I. murder of the area to start amassive forest fire. With 
TENDING OWN NEEDS AND EXTRA FOR Gordon Kahl, was also shot and killed by the fires already going in Idaho it would not 
THOSE WHO MAY BE THERE ALREADY someone within the Federal Swat team. be noticed as being incendiary. There are, 
UNPREPARED. (See, their joyous bloodletting knows no however, OTHER reasons they have not yet 

Colonel Gritz is going to attempt a bounds to "do ajobn-perhapsYOU will be done this. This is because there are facili- 
'Citizen's arrestn of both the Governor of next?) It is known that the Federal Swat ties in the area which can bring down craft 
Idaho and the "agents" present-today team forces then opened fire on the build- in the split second f ~ n g  of lasers. CITI- 
(probably now under way at this writing). I ing with 50-caliber machine guns after ZENS-THIS IS NOT A MINOR OCCUR- 
believe we can guess the outcome of such there was no longer reason to do anything RENCE--THIS IS MAJOR, MAJOR ACTION 
a venture. Just  know that, although there more. It is also known that Gordon Kahl's AND YOU HAD BEST BE DEMANDING 
is a blackout on activitie-THERE IS A body was then dismembered. In their HEARING. 
WHOLE BUNCH OF THINGS GOING ON! huny, one of the severed feet was kicked 
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8 / 2 9 / 9 2 # 1  HATONN to leave them to run their course so we can What stopped and slowed the march of the 
monitor when and IF truth reaches base. I storm across the South? What, what and 

TODAY am not here to ruin good rumors unless who, who? What relationship does that 
they are about to backfire. One group of storm have to do with the standoff of Randy 

In the beauty of the morning all things pretty authentic people, 'at site", say Bo Weaver in Idaho? Come, c o m e i t  most 
seem the same? I s  it not all in perception? was taken into custody. Another says that certainly DOES! Yes, indeed, 'the Rus- 
In Southern Florida is it the beauty of the Bo will not leave Randy until Randy is in sians are still coming" as the saying goes. 
morning or the arrival of Federal troops security in a 'safe" place. The consensus Actually, it is those nasty old defunct So- 
which gives beauty and song to the heart? is, however, that Randy has agreed to come viet Communists. Insight? Well, I suppose 
So be it. Once again the Feds have pulled out and that some sort of safety has been we can TRY again. 
your strings and YOU HAVE DEMANDED arranged. 
MORE CONTROL OVERYOUREXISTENCE. I must tell you, however, that it is no IDAHO RANDY WEAVER 

But, are not the Federal services your rumor that the first helicopter plan of the 
expectation and right? Yes, but where Feds was NOT PAUL HARVEY. You will want his name to go into history] 
were they when the politicians were disal- come to learn that Paul Harvey was to his 
lowing their assistance unto the needy? media ears in the drug dealings cover-up The 'Native Indian" community de- 
Where were they? Sitting a t  ready with by the Feds. He IS a number-one-Fed cided to NOT participate in protection of 
orders NOT to move. Your nation is accomplic~notabeautiful'deanofAmeri- the 'racist, bigot, crazy, madman CHRIS- 
indeed rick, chelas. can journalism" as touted by the estab- TIAN EXTREMIST". Well, old buddies, the 

These are the things you must WATCH lishment. The first plan, which was stopped extremists of total evil intent showed up 
for the truth is so subtle, so elusive and so only by this intervention-was to dump and are you native Americans better off 
hidden in the garbage that you MUST gasoline on the Weaver house and build- this day? Where is Peltier of the Sioux? 
LOOK FOR IT IN THAT WHICH IS NOT SAID ings and ignite it. This is what I meant Was  the TRUTH told about Peltier? I s  the 
AND/OR TWISTED. If you cannot do this when I used the term 'napalm". Napalm media (if it is forced on the 'rulers* to say 
then I can only petition that you stay tuned means something specific to ground crews 'something") telling truth about Weaver? 
to this station and we will effort to point out in this 'war". DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE IF AMERICA AND THE CONSTITUTION 
that which you may be missing. THE PRESENCE OF GOD'S TROOPS, GOES DOWN-ARE YOU NATIVE AMERI- 

CHELAS, LESTYOU ERR GREATLY! WILL CANS BETTER OFF JUST BECAUSE YOU 
BO GRIT21 WEAVER-FEDS HATONN NOW TELL ALG-NO INDEEDY- HOLD GRUDGESAGAINSTTHAT CONSTI- 

STANDOFF I CERTAINLY WILL NOT! DISCRETION IS A TUTION EVEN THOUGH ITS INJUSTICES 
VERY GOOD TRAIT TO LEARN AMONG TOYOU WEREREMOVED? DOYOU PRE- 

Firstly, KNOW that in the facts regard- YOUR OTHER LESSONS. FER TO LIVE AND EXIST IN STUPOR AT 
ing the incident-they do not match any of A MAJOR RUMOR says that AMERICA THE HANDS OF THE POLITICIANS WAIT- 
the early projections. In the first case, WEST is giving out information that BO ING FORYOUR HAND-OUT, GRUMBLING 
MRS. WEAVER IS DEASSLAIN BY THE WAS SLAIN. THIS, OF COURSE, IS TO- TO GREAT SPIRIT ABOUT INJUSTICE? 
FEDERAL THUGS. WOULD YOU COME TALLY FALSE FOR NUMBER ONE: AMERI- GREAT SPIRIT SENDS OPPORTUNITY, NOT 
OUT WITH SUCH STARING YOU IN THE CAN WEST IS NOT IN CALIFORNIA AS A SHOWER OF 'MAKE IT RIGHT FOR 
FACE? STATED INTHE 'RUMOR" AND TWO, THE ME!" GOD IS GIVING YOU OPPORTU- 

NEXT, and I hope more confirming of GREENS ARE AT A LECTURE OF SOME NITY AND YOU SIT AND GRUMBLE 
MY REALITY AND PRESENCE-inresponse SORT AT KENT STATE UNIVERSITY. You ABOUT WHAT IS PERCEIVED BY TOUT- 
to my input and demands, the Feds came pawns of the Elite had better be paying ING, LYING AND DECEITFUL POLITICAL 
to a startling realization that they HAD TO attention because these 'chips" flying ev- POWER BROKERS, BANKSTERS AND 
STOP THE INSANITY. THEY MADE AR- erywhere are flack and flack is deadly. A s  ONE WORLDERS WHO ARE IN TOTAL 
RANGEMENTS WITH PAUL HARVEY TO Bo says: 'If you're catching flack-you're CONTROL OF THE PRESS AND MEDIA? 
FLY OVER AND WITH A BULL-HORN OF- on target." When he left Tehachapi, he told How can you KNOW? Because there 
FER SECURITY AND LEGAL ASSISTANCE Dharma, Ed and E.J. to 'shed the flack is ordered a total blackout of even men- 
TO WEAVER. THE WORD NOW COMES and stay on target!" God bless you, son. tioning Bo Gritz's name on CNN and 
BACK FROM THE "TOP" THAT "THEY" other Networks-although 'slips" are 
REALIZE THAT WHATEVER WAS GOING FLORIDA CONFIRMATIONS harder to control in off-hour breaking 
TO BE DONE ATTHAT PLACE--HAS TO BE stories. You can tell, now, that the 
'OFF". THE FEDS ARE TRYING TO FIND There is now a big splash about Bush's situation in Idaho HAS grown so big that 
A WAY TO SHUT THIS DOWN NOW BE- finally moving in the troops-as if some- it MUST be mentioned-at least in pass- 
CAUSE THERE IS SO MUCH MEDIA AND thing went wrong with his original orders ing. So, derogatory and insulting terms 
PRESENCE AT THE PLACE THAT ANY and promises. He claims that the govern- are used to describe Weaver and his 
ORIGINAL PLANS CANNOT BE COM- ment (yours-the-people) had to do certain 'stand-off" so that you don't notice that 
PLETED. I THANK ONES WHO SAW TO things before his orders COULD be under- A MAN AND HIS WIFE AND BABY, ALONG 
THIS TRANSFER OF INFORMATION AND taken. N%hehasfullEXECUTIVEPOWER WITH TWO LITTLE GIRLS AND A 24- 
TO THOSE WHO UNDERSTOOD AND LIS- now and was obviously hand in hand with YEAR OLD FRIEND STAND ALONE 
TENED. YOU MAY HAVE JUST POST- the political head (governor) of Florida in AGAINSTA LITERALINTELLIGENCE SPE- 
PONED A FULL AMERICAN REVOLU- the seemingly stupid delays. No, no-it CIALIST HIT SQUAD WITH FULL MILI- 
TION-WITH BULLETS, NOT BALLOTS. has all worked to THEIR perfection. TARY BACKUP - for trading a sawed-off 

CNN may as well come around now, for But, how and why, not to mention shotgun 114 of an inch (this big: -) too 
Bo has been recognized by other radio/TV 'who", was behind the storm creation and short11 One little boy gone forth to check 
networks as being a Presidential candi- movement 'in astraight (unheard of) line" as to 'why" his dog was barking-was 
date. That means that YOU, CNN and TED across the major base utilized by the poli- shot dead by these 'experts in black 
TURNER, are going to be caught with your ticians? What caused the 'unheard of' suits" along with the dog. A t  least that 
censorship up and your pants down. 'multicolored" electric strikes in the storm was the 'STORY" so that TRUTH 

There are rumors rampant and I intend as described by your own Dan Rather? would be burned beyond revelation. m e  
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wife a d  mother uw shin and others shoot you myself." I s  this true? It matters &ow who GOD IS (and the University of 
hW=fl This is America, Native Ameri- not because the intent is there at any Science and Philosophy is spending over 
can? Peltier, you say, is different? How SO? change of the story. $250 million to hopefully insure you never 
A Fed is shot by another stupid Fed and a The word has gone forth that these are learn); you do not know what 'races" are 
child is blamed? These Feds were DIG- Arians (Nazis)-NO, this is HOW the evil or means. You do not know who Grandfa- 
GING UP PORTIONS OF WEAVER'S PROP- adversary works--by stealing names and ther is in relationship to Great Spirit and 
ERTYSEARCHINGFOROTHEREVIDENCE making them very, very similar so you do you certainly do not know who the 
OF AN UNDERGROUND NETWORK OF not know the difference--THEY, IF ANY- Khazarian Anti-Christsare. I said 'Christ" 
SPECIAL SERVICE PERSONNEL WHO ARE THING, ARE 'ARYANS". They are actually for that designates a certain thrust in truth 
PATRIOTSANDUMINUTEMEN"WHOPLAN NOT EVEN THAT but it suffices for ex- teachings while the adversary most cer- 
TO DEFEND YOUR CONSTITUTION AND ample. The definition, even as given in the tainly has a GOD-it is simply that it is 
NATION AT ALL COSTS IF THE NEED local paper stated: "The real problem with dark as a pit in physical Hell! You want 
FINALLY MAKES IT TO THAT POINT. Randy Weaver is that he reportedly has or God to fix things for you? HE IS, CHELAS, 

THEINTERESTINGPOINTISTHATTHEY had ties with the Church of Jesus Christ HE IS-it is simply NOT THE GOD YOU 
SET UP THIS 'NETWORK" TO DEFEND Christian Aryan Nation. IMAGINE. GOD OF LIGHTED TRUTH IS 
AGAINST THOSE 'RUSSIANS WHO ARE Now, however, a state of emergency has ALSO AT WORK BUT YOU SEEM TO MISS 
STILL COMING!" YOU FOOLISH, FOOL- been declared in Idaho, Boundary County &VERY OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU SIMPLY 
ISH LITTLE ANESTHETIZED CHILDREN by the Governor (all of these contacted WANT 'HIM" TO LET YOU CONTINUE IN 
REVEL IN YOUR TOTAL IGNORANCE AND have 'No Comment") so that the National THE EVIL PATH WHILE HE MAKES IT 
WEAR IT LIKE SOME KIND OF A BADGE Guard is called in in mass. Even the local RIGHT FOR 'YOU" AND 'YOUR 
OF UNBIGOTED HONOR. YOUR NAR- store in Naples is making no comment WISHESm-IT WILL NEVER BE THUS. 
ROWNESS WILL DESTROY YOU AND IT under orders of 'higher authority" and the Oh, so 'Ill just go with this 'other god', 
VERY WELL MAY BE SOONER THAN 'townspeople just want to get back to old buddy"-?? That isTHEONEwho has 
LATER! normal." And, undoubtedly, back to sleep, led you into downfall so I say, welcome to 

Weaver holds information (now scat- and the more of the 'tmublemakers" killed, the journey, little friends, sorry you missed 
tered among multitudes of bearer broth- the better. CAN YOU NOT SEE HOW YOU the lift-off. I s  THAT God making you feel 
ers) that will pull down the entire of your ARE MANIPULATED? CAN YOU NOT SEE comfy-cozy in Homestead, Florida this 
Government from top through Congress THAT IF YOU ARE NOT ON THE SCENE- morning? How about when the Cotton- 
and all military structures--right down YOU ARE MANIPULATED LIKE PUPPETS? mouth strikes after he comes ashore in 
through local State governments. PROOF AND WHY ARE YOU NOT ON THE search of the rats who have nothing left in 
POSITIVE AND UNDENIABLE. SCENE??? AMERICAN? I SEE, 'LET the fields to eat? Have a nice day and put 

SOMEONE ELSE TEND IT!" 'LET GOD on a'happy face", blinded lambs. 'Hatonn 
TURNER TO TERMINATE AND MAKE-BELIEVE HATONN HANDLE is not a nice person?" Hatonn is not a 

ANNOUNCERS MENTIONING GRITZ IT?'@ WELL, DHARMA WOULD BE THERE 'person" at all and my entire thrust in 
EXCEPT THAT I KEEP HER IN PLACE BE- spite of all the evil you have thrown at me 

DOYOU THINK IT NOTABLE, PERHAPS, CAUSE SHE IS MY SPOKESPERSON TO and my people-we have remained quite 
THAT THE REGULAR NEW BLATHERER YOU THE PUBLIC AND TO THE BUREAU- 'nice". Wherein MY PEOPLE are con- 
ON CNN STUMBLED AND STALLED OUT CRATS OUT OF WASHINGTON. THEY ARE cerned, however, I am getting ready to be 
WHEN HE GOT TO THE PART OF THE MEETING WITH REPRESENTATIVES ON 'QUITE NASTYm-indeed, quite nasty. I 
STORY THAT READ, 'A FORMER COL- THIS MATTER ON MONDAY-WITH ME! It AND MINE ARE SENT FORTH TO BRING 
LEAGUEGREENBERET, AH ER-IS CAR- is only you-the-people who cannot seem to TRUTH AND TELL YOU HOW IT IS AND 
RYING INFORMATION BETWEEN THE recognize that I AM VERY REAL, INDEED! SHOW YOU THE WAY-I.E., POINT OUT 
RACIST AND THE FEDERAL TROOPS." Oh indeed, there is real bargaining also OPPORTUNITIES YOU MISS. I AM NOT 
(This story has been further modified to not going on to petition me not to make my HERETO "SAVE" A CONFOUNDEDTHING 
even directly state the prior sentencebut  presence known. You see, the problem you OTHERTHAN MY PEOPLE AND THOSE OF 
the dedacted (censored) information "threw are facing right now only seems to be LIGHTED GOD OF SOURCE. T H E W  
them for a bit-until new tape could be centered around the Elite Anti-Christ OF YOU ARE QUITE FREE TO CONTINUE 
cut".) The ORDERS were to, under NO Banksters but they are in a stand-off with IN YOUR WORSHIP OF POWER, GOLD, 
CIRCUMSTANCES, so much as mention the Communists who would also be King. VOLCANOS, STAR-ARRANGEMENTS 
the name 'Bo Gritz". If his name has to be How much of your world will survive this AND/OR HOG SWILL. I DO DEMAND 
mentioned because of too much public- encounter is up for discussion. THAT YOU LET MY PEOPLE GO!, YOU IN 
ity-it is to be downgraded to absolute But YOU, America, have to face what IS AUTHORITY BY POWER AND FORCE. YOU 
minimal attention. 'Announcerswho blun- and start reclaiming WHERE YOU CAN HAD BEST BE TEAMING UP WITH THOSE 
der and/or slip will be fired on the spot," MAKEIMPACT--BY CLEANINGYOUROWN YOU TRY TO MURDER-BECAUSE YOU 
came down the edict-THROUGH TED HOUSE OF VERMIN, RECLAIMING CON- ARE IN BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR BOMB 
TURNER PERSONALLY FROM EVEN TROL THROUGH YOUR CONSTITUTION AND THE PULSE BEAM OF YOUR REAL 
HIGHER AUTHORITY. AND, THEN, FACE THE NEXT ENCOUN- ENEMY! 

The point is to now make all you people TER! SIT ON YOUR ASSETS AND YOU AS Do you of the Federal Government, 
converging on the Idaho territory, turn A NATION ARE FINISHED! REALLY THINKyou could silence the REAL 
around because it is "all. over". NO, it has PATRIOTS by your 'orders"? YOU OFTHE 
only just begun1 What can be done and YOU JUST DONT KNOW MUCH SECRET LIE HAD BE?TER LOOK AROUND 
HOW, to silence the publicity following this FOR YOU ARE SURROUNDED. YOU ARE 

,event? BO Gritz, for goodness sakes, is a Why do the adversaries (but at this SURROUNDED BY THE GHOSTS OF THE 
Presidential candidate sweeping the na- point, not the Communists) try to stop US? MEN YOU LEFT TO DIE IN PRISONS A 
tion and cannot be "bought" or *terror- Because the hierarchy of the Russias know WORLD AWAY-BY THOSE YOU SOLD 
ized". Word comes back that Weaver's wife WHO WE ARE--YOU DO NOT for you have OUT IN GARNERING WEALTH THROUGH 
had said that if Randy gives in and goes been lied to for so long in cover-up. You do DRUGS AND POWER GREED. YOU ARE 
forth because of her and the family-"I will not know who the Pleiadians are; you don't SURROUNDED, SCOUNDRELS, AND IT 
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IS RATHER NICE TO WITNESS. I, actu- Rockefeller cartel as the most powerful you perceive we 'left you" at some other 
ally, am quite sorry all the people cannot faction in America. time in experience on this place-were you 
see it-thanks to you who have played the Both Bush's bunch and Clinton's bunch "left" or. did you "refuse to come"? Ponder 
power game and stolen a nation and free- are TOTALLY CONTROLLED AND MANIPU- it, brothers. Will you refuse AGAIN? Think 
dom! YOUR DAY IS NIGH, GOOD BUD- LATED BY THIS BUNCH OF THUGS AND upon this even more carefully. 
DIES. It would seem to me to be better to TRAITORS. 
come into integration WITH THESE PATRI- Meanwhile, having overthrown the Sa- 8/30/92 # 1 HATONN 
OTS, BRING THOSE POW/ MIAs HOME TO tanic Bolsheviks, Russia's secret new Chris- 
SAFETY AND JOIN AGAINST YOUR REAL tian rulers struggled and are still strug- A "CONNECTIONS" OUESTION 
ENEMY. IT IS, OF COURSE, UPTO YOU- gling to revive the spiritual roots of Russia. FOR TODAY 
YOU SCUM-BAGS OF TREASON AND This does not yet flourish but that which 
TREACHERY. GUESS WHICH SIDE was falsely-labelled "communism" is alive QUESTION: What does an earthquake 
HATONN AND FLEET ARE GOING TO BE and well. I assure you, however, truly in Culver City, Calif., eruption (with MAS- 
ON WHEN YOU START AGAINST MY Christian people of America and World- SIVE ERUPTION EXPECTED IMMEDI- 
PEOPLE?? these elements of Christian (of Lighted ATELY) of Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines, 

For you listeners and readers who con- Source) ARE NOTYOUR ENEMY AND WILL two eruptions of volcanos and two earth- 
tinue to ask, why, why, oh why don't you BE THE SAVING OF YOUR VERY EXIST- quakesin Japan, SMELLofsulfurfumesin 
make yourself KNOWN? I HAVE AND AM ENCE. This does not mean that they will Los Angeles claimed to be from the Salton 
QUITE WELL KNOWN, INDEED. save that which YOU ARE AT THIS MO- Sea (over a hundred miles southeast of 

MENT! L.A.) and a Fed. standoffwith a man named 
WHAT HAPPENED? Weaver with Bo Gritz in attendancehave 
(WORLD POLITICS1 ARGUMENTS? in common? This, of course, not to men- 

tion the mess in Florida or the tornados 
Quite a few years back the Banksters Argue all you wish!! Go right ahead and which destroyed portions of other states 

(specifically the Rockefellers in this par- argue until you turn into purple people just last night. In addition, is anyone 
ticular scenario) [and, the government eaters-it will change not one iota nor hair LISTENING to what is happening in Bosnia- 
boobs are all Rockefeller boys from of it. Hercegovina, the Persian Gulf, Iraq, Israel 
Kissinger on down--and that includes Is Hatonn somehow racist? NO, but I and South Africa?(???) 
t h e  counter -part o f  European surely AM BIASED! Further, I have bigger All the %ar" incidents are obviously 
Rothschilds] GOT VERY CROSSWISE weapons and I do not need guns as weap- plays for total power by the Elite and/or 
WITH THE RUSSIANS. ons. Will I force an issue? No! But I will ruling controllersLISTEN to what the 

The big split began with the still-secret protect my people for we are back to RE- 'people" say-if and when they are inter- 
underwater missile crisis in the summer of CLAIM THAT WHICH IS LIGHTED GOD'S. viewed, '.. .we don't know these people who 
1976. Until then there was cordial alliance We are not interested in YOUR THINGS- claim to be 'our neighbors'-they are hired 
among the factions involved in desiring to we have far better than ANYTHING you military 'special forces' fighting and killing 
take your world. The worst thing for your primitive beings have conjured. When we IN A POLITICAL WAR which is NOT OURS! 
Anti-Christ Banksters is that you have RECLAIM-we reclaim that which is eter- Our very families are being killed on both 
underestimated YOUR ENEMY! You nal and infinite. YOU HAD BEST START sides because there is only ACCEPTANCE 
thought you could bribe, buy-off, pay CHECKING AS TO WHICH SIDEYOU STEM of intermamage among all of us and we are 
enough blackmail, etc. But I remind you- FROM AND GET ON WITH DECISIONS struggling to not lose memory of that fact." 
the adversary of such high level of evil does ABOUT POSSIBLE BETTER ROUTES TO Ponder it. I s  it already America? Those 
not work for physical gain-only produces EXPERIENCE. YOU ARE IN THE FUTURE, 'we-the-people" have NO WEAPONS, can- 
the show-and-tell of same. At that time the LITTLE DREAMERS!! I WANT TO REMIND not do anything, even obtain food, because 
four Rockefeller Brothers (while there were Y OU-0 F-THE-PHY SICAL-Y OU-THE- they are shot by snipers. Have WE NOT 
still the originals in point) tried desperately PEOPLE--IN EVERY INSTANCE, ARE CON- ALREADY SPOKEN MANY TIMES IN THE 
to patch things up, but Russia finished SIDERED DISPENSABLE. IN FACT, I RE- PAST FEW YEARS OF HOW IT WILL BE? 
severing the alliance in September of 1977. MIND YOU THAT THE ELITE INTEND TO THINK! THINK! THINK! 
Russia began the massive deployment of a KILL OFF SOME 6 BILLION OF YOU-THE- Are not the ones in Florida totally help 
whole new generation of manned space PEOPLE AND ARE DOING A VERY NICE less awaiting hand-outs and governmen' 
weaponsher unique Svace Triad: and, in JOB OF IT RIGHT NOW. tending?? Was  there not total control of e 
the Drocess. America's secret militarvcon- Ones such as you, Little Crow, know given area where none were allowed (b: 
trol of svace was broken. what I am saying and know it to be TRUTH. police force) to leave or enter? Are not tht 

All of this was tied directly to drastic I cannot force your people to see and hear devastated a t  the mercy of controllers i~ 
changes taking place within the ruling any more than any other free-will species. EVERY ASPECT OF EXISTENCE? THIIVh 
circles of Russia. Today, little sleepy- However, I must remind you that the time ABOUT THIS ALSO! 
heads, it is the World, and most specifically of cycles is HERE. The aboriginal peoples 
America, which is dying from the cancer of in Australia HAVE NOW CEASED TO HAVE WEAVERIB0 GRITZ UPDATE 
Bolshevism. The old Bolsheviks, WHO CHILDREN-THERE WILL BE NO MORE 
USED TO CONTROL RUSSIA, HAVE BEEN CHILDREN BROUGHT FORTH BY' THE Weaver is wounded (shot in the ann) 
OVERTHROWN AND EXPELLED FROM GREAT SPIRITS OWN-DREAMTIME IS and Bo will not leave the area. If the Feds 
RUSSIA. Step by step through lies, United LONG SINCE OVER AND THE CONFRON- want this man so badly as to do such a 
Nations actions, integration with such TATION AND MIGRATIONS ARE AT HAND. horrendous tk~ng over one (set-up) F.-e 
places as Israel as a tool, hundreds of Each and all will do that which they will arms violation wherein there was actud17 
thousands were integrated through 'fixed unto task and purpose. Could we not NO VIOLATION4oyou think the man wi' 
and rigged" immigration rules, etc., into simply join hands, lay aside differences for last incarcerated where :they can poise 
your very fiber, America and World (for it is in the ending there will be n o n e a n d  get him or simply give him d i a c  arres 
worldwidebut, you, America, slept the this wrap-up done correctly for a better- Come, come. The Feds DIDNT EVEN COMi, 
most soundly) and they replaced the ment, for once, in our experience? Perhaps WITH A WARRANT FOR ARREST, little 

, I . I . ,  
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blind lambs. I am going to write all morn- 29 Palms military base is UNDER EVACU- 
ing on this and allow you to draw conclu- ATION as will soon be the civilian sur- 
sions-for I would not want to endanger rounding area. 
these men with 'NATIONAL SECURITY" In Needles, California there are train- 
violations by causing them to reveal the loads of military equipment off on sidings 
nasties in the closet. WHO ALL DO YOU ready for use. Wake up-America. The 
THINKMADETHOSECLANDESTINETRTPS earth shakes in this area until nausea is 
INTO CAMBODIA, SHANLAND, ETC? WHY the constant complaint and particulate in 
WOULD PAUL HARVEY BE INVOLVED? ! the air is causing massive allergy and 
THINK WE MAY HAVE A BIT OF SLEUTH- irritation response in ones who DON'T 
ING FUN HERE AND SEE WHAT CONCLU- HAVE HAY FEVER! The areas around the 
SIONS YOU-THE-PEOPLE MIGHT COME original quake sites are of 'cottage cheese" 
UP WITH. WHY WOULD THE FEDS AND consistency and in appearance as seen 
ADMINISTRATION WANT THIS MAN ON from air surveillance. 
THE MOUNTAIN MINDING HIS BUSI- Why didn't 'I" tell you about the hurri- 
NESS-DEAD? Perhaps GOD answers cane and Florida? I DID!! I did so from the 
prayers for those who pray for insight, after moment it was created! However, if you 
all? You must understand, reader, that if don't GET the information what difference 
a thing is classified 'NATIONAL SECU- does it make? 
RITYs and information is divulged by the My people do not have funds to publish 
one ordered silent-it is DEATH ON THE more often nor carry more 'hot linesn- 
SPOT! IFTHE FEDS WILL KILLA MOTHER they are doing the very best that they can 
AND CHILD-DO YOU NOT THINK THEY and it never can be 'enough". If you don't 
WOULD IMMEDIATELY SHOOT, BLOW- subscribe to the paper then you can't have 
UP OR NAPALM A 'SPEAKER"-ON THE it timely at any rate. Even then we are 
SPOT AND CLAIM 'NATIONAL SECURITY" using first class mail to speed receiving but 
LATER-AND BE ALLOWED TO DO SO? the paper is 'going brokes-so there you 
AH INDEED, GOD MAY BE MOST WON- have it. Our staff is failing physically from 
DROUSLY INSIGHTFUL IN THESE MAT- the around-the-clock burden and no rest. 
TERS. 

IS HATONN GOING TO TELL YOU THE PHILIPPINES 
ANSWER? NOPE!! WE WILL JUST PLAY A 
GAME OR TWO IN 'POSSIBILITY THINK- Big things going on in the Philippines. 
ING", DR. WATSON! LET U S  BEGIN, HOW- Mt. Pinatubo is spewing sludge and is 
EVER, BY KNOWING THAT WEAVER IS going to erupt massively at any minute 
NOT AND NEVER WAS, A MEMBER OF with 'no further warnings anticipated". 
THE ARYAN NATION. THE CUTE LITTLE (That is the way it always is when it is 
HOODLUMS CALLED SKINHEADS WERE 'triggered" and, if not 'triggered", why 
SENT AS PLANTS AND YOU BETTER GET would such a statement be made?) They 
WITH FACTS AND GET RID OF THE FAN- 'say" the eruption will be even bigger and 
TAW YOU ARE GIVEN OR YOU ARE DEAD! more devastating than last year's and al- 
THE FIRST REAL RIFT CAME WITH WEAVER ready evacuations are taking place from 
WHEN HE REFUSED TO GO IN AND IN- the mountains nearby! And how is your 
FORM ON THAT VERY GROUP. HE WAS day? 
ALREADY WANTED" AND THIS WAS AN 
'EITHER/ORm ORDER. HE REFUSED- 8130192 #3 HATONN 
SO, BEGIN TO TAKE3 IT FROM THERE! 

GAMES: 20 OUESTIONS 
WEST COA= URGENT WARNING 

Culver City (L.A.) had an earthquake 
today. There was immediate release of 
'sulfur smells. The sulfur ador has been 
building since the first quake in 'Land- 
ers". The excuse given is that it is coming 
from 'dry Assures" in the Salton Sea- 
over a hundred miles distant. 

Saltcn Sea is created 5y volcano activi- 
ties in the past-is an hiand 'dead seaw 
and those vo:canos are rezdy to rip apart. 
Remember the writings or "gSeadly fumes 
up through Lake Elsinore" de wrote about 
a coug'e of -rears ago? f;at ~eady-these 
will Lu Dkt%';i,Y! You can now expect 
~qinuts  by inmute possibility of the San 
%ndreas Ygi;inJI) and with it will come 
'~umes f& the veIy streets and side- 
walks* as Nosrradamus put it. The area of 

Some of you elder statesmen may re- 
member a 'game show" called 20 Ques- 
tions. You guessed a thing by deductive 
reasoning from a series of questions--with 
a bit of factual information with which to 
begin. 

This game we shall play requires that I 
give you information KNOWN, information 
from the current press, players in the news 
right now and then deductive reasoning as 
a result of a few questions. We will ask the 
questions-YOU provide the conclusions. 
Will you ever know if your conclusions are 
correct? Yes, if you demand to know- 
loudly enough. Ballots seem the very best 
approach to me since the story is going to 
be around and about Bo Gritz in one way or 
another. 

We need to conclude about several points 

so the goal needs to be stated up front. 
1. Why is Bo Gritz at a standoff with the 

Feds and a fellow Green Beret at Ruby 
Point, Idaho? 

2. Why do the Feds want Randy Weaver 
so badly? 

3. Is  the 'story" given by the Feds, 
logical or truthful? 

4. Why did 'Paul Harvey" make the 
approach for help for Weaver? 

To begin consideration, you are going to 
have to have more information about Randy 
Weaver THAN IS BEING PUBLISHED BY 
THE MEDIA ALLOWED INTO AND ONTO 
THE SCENE UNFOLDING IN IDAHO. Some 
questions will be answered in the reprint- 
ing so let us  just begin and then we can 
backtrack to prior circumstances as seem 
appropriate and/or interesting for consid- 
eration. 

To play this game FAIRLY, I must tell 
you that DharmaKNOWS NOTHING MORE 
THAN DO ANY OF YOU WHO WILL READ 
THIS. SHE HAS NEVER VISUALLY SEEN 
ME OR MY CRAFT OR ANY OFTHE OTHER 
BROTHERSIN CONSCIOUS REALIZA- 
TION-SO SHE HAS NO ADVANTAGE EX- 
CEIT FOR THE SAME CONFIRMATION 
YOU ONES GET. 

KEEP IN MIND 

This is a most important year regarding 
Presidential eleetion-at best, it will not be 
'normal". Now, remember what we have 
given you regarding the players for the role 
of President, who is groomed by who, what 
have been their past actions (hidden but 
now revealed), why there would be a stand- 
off with Federal troops and high intelli- 
gence SWAT teams in the backest of back- 
woods, Idaho. 

What do we get from the media? NOTH- 
ING on CNN, save hurried non-information 
about a'fugitive" and finally ONE mention 
of a Bo Gritz (at 4:00 A.M. this morning and 
off the airings by 6:00 A.M.). There has 
been some slippage of the media coverage 
and mention of this 'controversial" 'most- 
decorated Green Beret" and thus and so- 
mostly quite nothing, if not actually de- 
rogatory, in reporting. 

Why have you heard ABSOLUTELY 
NOTHING ABOUT BO GRITZ FOR PRESI- 
DENT FROM ANY MEDIA NATIONAL NET- 
WORK? Why has the 'Dean of Journal- 
ists", Paul Harvey, failed to EVER speak of 
Bo Gritz? (???***) (This is a biggiel) and, 
what could a back-woods ex-buddy know 
about anything that would concern the 
Administration or the Feds, in general- 
especially enough to kill his family, plan to 
burn him out (actually, 'kill at all costs"), 
cause a man to file an affidavit years ago 
stating the Feds would kill him and other 
most bizarre and questionable things. 

The LOGICAL QUESTION IS: WHY 
DOESN'T GRITZ. WEAVER AND THE 
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FEDS JUST COME CLEAN AND TELL name or initials forged. IMPORTANT SO DON'T THROW OUT 
YOU WHAT THIS IS ABOUT? 'My accusers hoped that the FBI THIS INFORMATION-YOU WILL FIND, 

ANSWER: Gritz and Weaver would be would 'rush' my home with armed agents HOWEVER, THAT THERE IS MORE TO 
shot on the s p o t  for violating orders of hoping I would feel the need to defend IT-AND, THAT WEAVER WAS NEVER A 
"NATIONAL SECURITY". I did not say myself and thus be killed or arrested for MEMBER BUT, RATHER, WAS ORDERED 
because of National Security-I said, 'assault on a Federal Official'. TO SPY ON THEM.] 
"UNDER VIOLATION ORDERS OF NA- "Fortunately, bad weather (the first Weaver attended -Aryan nations' 
TIONAL SECURITY." Whose orders? Ah part of Feb., 1985), witnesses to this plot, meetings in Hayden Lake and later de- 
Ha! The very ones who have placed the and our God, the Lord Jesus messiah, King nounced the hate nrouD. 
orders to shoot and kill. Those ones are of Israel, prevented a disaster. 'I don't know anything about his 
part of the conclusions you may wish to 'We have had conversations with mental stability, but obviously his back- 
formulate but please leave us  out of your and explained our innocence and the mo- ground is strange," Tubbs said, referring 
pronouncements. But, let's see if you have tive for this conspiracy to have myself and to Weaver's religious beliefs and why he 
done your JOURNAL homework. This is my wife murdered by the Federal Govern- might have filed the aflidavit. [H: Would 
sort of like a quiz-day. ment," Weaver wrote. you say the Seventh Day Adventists 

So, let us  get the articles which have Weaver named four neighbors as have strange backgrounds? T h e  Catho- 
been sent to us  from here and there from conspirators against him. Efforts to reach lics? The  Israelites? The  Buddhists? 
ones who are at the scene in Idaho and those people Thursday were unsuccessful. How about the Christians? Maybe the 
collect clippings and have them sent for He also listed six officials. He said he Mormons? Christian Scientists? Athe- 
our consideration. You-the-people would contacted then-Boundary County Sheriff ists? Agnostics, Jews, Muslims??? THE 
not have them, for the most part, for the Ron Smith about alleged threats against NAME OF THE GROUP THAT CONTIN- 
major press has handled this situation his life. Smith, now the county Commis- UES TO ELUDE THE WRITERS IS: 
most differently from the facts and local sion chairman, left Thursday afternoon to "CHRISTIAN IDENTITY". Now, chelas, 
stare-down. attend a meeting on grizzly bears in Libby, that doesn't sound like "Arian", "Aryann, 

They may be a bit out of order in deliv- Mont. [H: So couldn't (obviously) be racist or supremists-it sounds  exactly 
ery, but it is part of the sleuthing to sort found for comment along with  the "four like it states: "trying to keep  identity 
and piece possibilities. I shall, however, neighbors" above. Coincidence of such with  God truth (Christ) under the pro- 
emphasize in some portions and places a "happening" and their having an alibi tection of the Constitution of the United 
which might otherwise be overlooked at during these raids and murders?] States of America!] 
first glance. Weaver said he also shared the Vf he did make threats against 

Let u s  start with the "eldavit" of Randy threats against him with Joe Allen, a former the president, he unnr Id have been inter- 
Weaver. The paper has no date of reference special investigator with the B o u n d q  viewed lm us, thou_~h," Tubbs said. 
but it was published by the Spolcesman County Sheriffs Department. [H: Remem- * * +  
Review, 8/28/92. It appears the affidavit ber that you were told that Weaver had Next evidence in point is a letter com- 
was filed in 1985. This, too, is from deduc- actually ran for Sheriff in Boundary posed by 'Friends (neighbors) ofthe Weaver 
tive calculations. Remember-we are work- county.] A receptionist said Allen moved family". 
ing with EXACTLY WHAT YOU HAVE TO to Omon  in 1988. Received: Aug. 29,1992. The Fax cut off 
WORK WITH AS WE PRINTTHESE PUBLI- Others contacted by Weaver were part of the heading but the letter went to 
CATION!+UTILIZINGPAST INFORMATION Coeur d'Alene, Idaho FBI agents Ken Weiss Editors of papers, etc., and a copy was sent 
FROM THAT WHICH WE HAVE GIVEN and Glen Curtis, and Secret Service Agents to my attention. THIS L m E R  WAS WRIT- 
YOU PRIOR TO NOW. Bob Andrew and Ron Moellring in Wash- TEN LONG PRIOR TO THE IMMEDIATE 

ington, D.C. INCIDENT UNDERWAY NOW. 
WEAVER AFFIDAVIT Curtis is retired from the FBI's Salt Quoting: 

Lake City office, said Dave Tubbs, assis- Editor, - 
Weaver named four neighbors us con- tant special agent in charge of that office, After spending a considerable 

spimtors against him, Spokesman Review, who was told of the 1985 affidavit. He amount of time with the Weaver family on 
Aug. 28, 1 991 : didn't know Weiss. their Mountain, we have concluded that 

Weaver's three-page, handwritten T o  the best of my knowledge, we've Mrs. Weaver and the children are doing 
affidavit may indicate that the white never had a case on the guy," Tubbs said just fine, everyone's health is excellent. 
supremacist's concerns about the govern- of Weaver. The children are being taught at home. 
ment began years before his run-in with 'I can tell you we've never had any They are very good at reading, writing, 
federal agents for selling two sawed-off investigations with him as the subject since arithmetic and problem solving. In fact, we 
shotguns to an informant. at least 1984 when Weaver moved to Idaho: all agree that they are further ahead than 

Or it could be a sign of paranoia, a Tubbs said. p: Tangled webs of lies and most children of their own age who attend 
courthouse employee suggested. deceit?] the Public School System. The children 

There is evidence of my innocence, He noted the FBI did sweeping inter- have a cheerful attitude about their indoor 
but they continue to try to build an illegal views with hundreds of people in 1984 and activities and accomplishments. 
case on afraudulent accusation and fi-audu- 1985 during investigations of the Aryan After many conversations with the 
lent evidence because they don't like my Nations. [H: Why??? Aryan Nations is a Weaver family we have learned the follow- 
political beliefs or religious faith," Weaver rather nasty group of self-proclaimed ing things that we feel the public needs to 
wrote. w h i t e  supremacists-but then, h o w  be aware of. 

'My accusers set me up as a crimi- much damage could they do in the back- 1. In July of 1986, Randy Weaver and 
nal member of Aryan Nations. They ac- woods of Idaho less than fWty miles from his son were taken to an Aryan Nations 
cused me of having illegal weapons. They the Canadian border-in total isolation Congress at Hayden Lake, Idaho by Frank 
accused me of saying I was going to assas- and seclusion? Why would the Feds be Kumnick (FK), which we are told may not 
sinate the President of the United States interested in another man's "religion" even be his real name. This was the first 
and the Pope. Very possibly a threatening in America where there  is freedom of time that Randy had even thought about 
letter was sent to the President with my speech,  press  and religion? THIS IS going to the Aryan Nations Church, but he 

\ 
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was convinced to go by Frank Kumnick. the back stranded in the middle of the revenue for a permit from the Federal Gov- 
Since that time Randy has been to the bridge with its hood up and a man leaning ernment. Why then is the Federal Govern- 
Aryan Nations Church only a handful (if over and looking into the engine compart- ment spending so much money, our tax 
that many) times, mostly just to get litera- ment. Randv not out of his truck and went dollars, on someone who had not been 
ture for research that he was doing in his UR to the man to see if he could h e l ~ .  A s  found guiltyoffailing to buyaperrnit, or for 
spare time. Randy has told us that he does Randvwas lookinninto the endne cornpart- that matter, of ANY crime? It could just as 
not agree with many of the views of the ment the man pulled out a .45 cal. ~ is to l  easily been someone not having a driver's, 
Aryan Nations Church nor has he been and held it anainst Randv's nose. Bv this fishing or hunting license. It's just ameans 
there since late Spring of 1990. t h e  there appeared out of the camper for the Federal and State Government(s) to 

2. In 1988 Randy Weaver ran for Sheriff several more men and one woman, all of collect revenue from the Citizenry. 
of Boundaxy County on the Republican whom were armed. The woman went to 10. Mrs. Weaver told us that she does 
ticket. Part of Randy's Campaign was a Mrs. Weaver and began to Ufrisk" her. notwant herself or her children to leave 
card that he was handing out. The card After shewas throucrh ufriskinz" her she their home on top of the mountain to be 
had his name on one side and on the other started to Ufrisk" her again when one of exposed to the sin and lawlessness (drugs, 
side it stated 'Get out of Jail Free", its the older men told her that that was alcohol, pornography, bearing false wit- 
purpose was to draw attention to his Cam- enou~h. ness, etc.) which is in the world and also 
paign. Also, Randy's campaign was ques- Randv and his wife Vickv were ar- because Mrs. Weaver feels it is her place to 
tioning as to WHY the Government that is rested bv B.A.T.F. Uents. However, stay and protect her property from those 
now in power, has made itself into nothing Randv was the onlv one who was de- who would do damage or harm. When we 
more than a large Corporation having tained and held under cnstodv. At no go up to visit the Weavers it is like going to 
turned against the people by not having time was a n  amst  and/or search a place that you have no worries or fears 
any feeling for the people, because it is only roamnt l s )  presented b R a d w  or his from the lawlessness of mankind; it is like 
concerned with feeding itself (revenue and d f e  V i c b .  THE SHERIFF OF BOUND- getting a breath of fresh air or a cool clean 
control). [H: Seems like a pretty good ARYCOUNTP W A S  PRESENT WHILEALL drink of spring water. [H: How nice that 
question to me!] OF THIS W A S  TAXING P U C E .  [H: Re- Mrs. Weaver no longer has to worry 

3. In late Spring of 1990 Randy Weaver member please--emphasis mine.] about her son who was murdered on 
was threatened by Federal Agents while he 6 .  At Randy Weaver's first hearing Friday-nor, herself, face such worries 
was at the Aryan Nation Church. The before a U.S. magistrate he was NOT AL- since her own murder by Uyour pro- 
Federal wanted Randy to set Butler's LO WED COUNSEL, WHEN HE RE- tectors" on the following day, Saturday. 
church up and if he did not cooperate QUESTED ONE TO BE PRESENT, NOR The Feds do stick with a task, don't 
thev would make sure that Randv was WAS THERE A PROSECUTING ATTOR- they? Obviously, allfor aupermit fee"?? 
"SET UP REAL G O O F .  Randy em~hati- NEY PRESENT TO REPRESENT THE But who will  worry for the two daughters 
callv would NOT agree to cooperate with UNITED STATES. After his hearing left and the 9 month old baby? The 
the Federal Agents to be an informant Randy was released on a $10,000 sigma- father who is also "shot" or perhaps the 
mainst the Arvan Nations Church. even ture bond to marantee his appearance "friend" of age 24 who was shot through 
though he was not amember of the Church, at future hearinzs. the chest but survives-FOR NOW? 
because he did not feel it would be a 7. Randy Weaver requested Everrit Perhaps all yougood neighborsand citi- 
rinhteous or patriotic act wainst those Hofmeister, of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho as  his zens will rush in and attend the help- 
who were exercising their Freedom of attorney before the above mentioned hear- l ea?  Surely I jest? How about Geraldo? 
Speech and Freedom of Religion. ing. After learning later Mr. Hofmeister is How about Paul Hamey? Gritz seems to 

4. In December of 1990 a Federal being paid by the Federal Government to be doing all he can along with some of 
Indictment was brought against Randy defend him, Randy questions whether he you willing to keep vigil-and the gaso- 
Weaver for selling and/or possessing two can even trust Mr. Hofmeisteror the courts, line bearing helicopter sent to burn the 
sawed-off Shotguns. One of those shot- because Mr. Hofmeister, the Prosecuting family OUT. AH INDEED, THIS IS GOOD 
guns was an 870 Remington Pump Shot- Attorneys, the Judges and the Agents who OLDANIERICA-IALMOSTFORGOTFOR 
gun with a 20" (This is of legal length) Buck stated Randy would get "SET UP REAL A MINUTE--LAND OF THE FREE AND 
barrel, which was purchased by Randv GOOD", are ALL paid out of the same HOME OFTHE BRAVE. How much brav- 
from the Gun S h o ~  in Bonners Fenv, pocket-The Federal Government. Randy ery is required to shoot a pet dog, a child 
Idaho for SteveTanner who did not want will not turn himself in because of the and his Mothedead--and spray the 
his name to appear on the FFL 4473 threats made to him by Federal Agents and dwelling with automatic weapons fire? 
form. The second Shotgun in question also because of the above stated reasons. HOW BRAVE HAVE YOU BECOME-- 
was a H8sR 12 Gave Shot- purchased 8. Why has the news media all of a AMERICANS? DHARMA SAYS SHE IS 
for Frank Kumnick bv Randv from the sudden been agitated to shame the U.S. NOT BRAVE! NO? I HEREIN BEG TO 
Pine Street Pawn Shop in Sandpoint, Marshals into doing somethingwith Randy DIFFER FOR SHE AND YOU WILL MAKE 
Idaho for apparently the same reason as Weaver when he has put himself under a THE DIFFERENCE IF ONE IS TO BE 
the first Shotpan. BOTH SHOTGUNS self imposed house arrest? I s  there some- MADE11 
WERE UNALTERED BY RANDY AT THE one or is there more than one who would 1 1. Randy Weaver has told us  over and 
TIME HE DELIVERED THEM TO THE wish to see physical harm (or even death) over that he is not guilty of the charges that 
ABOVE MENTIONED PEOPLE. AT THIS done to the Weaver family? Who are these are held against him. But because of what 
TIME RANDY DID NOT KNOW OF THIS subversive agitators among us that would has been stated above he will not turn 
INDICTMENT AGAINST HIM. Did para- do such a thing as this? Why was Gerddo himself in because he is afraid for his life 
graph 3 just come true? ('SET UP REAL Rivera in a helicopter over the Weaver's more in the hands of the authorities than 
GOOD"). propertv, the same day as the U.S. Mar- he is at the mercy of the mountains. 

5. In January of 199 1, the day after the shals were present? HOW DIDHEKNOW? 12. Why doesn'tthe Federal Govern- 
war started with Iraq, Randy and his wife I???) ment forget about its procedures and hold 
were heading home when they came to one 9. We have discovered it is not illegal to trial without him, pronounce him guilty, 
of the bridges that they have to cross and own a sawed-off shotgun, but it is illegal if and sentence him to the time he has served 
noticed a Pickup with a camper topper on you do not pay the required amount of under his own (as a Federal Agent stated in 
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the Spokesman) 'self-imposed house ar- ON THIS MATTER. OUR PRAYERS ARE t o p ~ e v e l g o ~ e n t ?  Could it be 
restw? Thereby, avoiding the potential for THAT WISDOM WILL PREVAIL IN ALL IN- that Some sort of a %cZmm m ht 
needless bloodshed, on either side that is STANCES FOR THIS WOULD MEAN, hQVe g0M the Golden 
likely to occur. 

%- 
SURELY, ALL-OUT REVOLUTION WITH tzngle af-mws as in a h t B I o o d  

There have been people who are sup- BULLETS--NOT BALLOTS. P, found the hotbed 
posed to be friends of the Weaver family It is assumed by Feds that Patriots are 
who have misrepresented them, stole from again sleeping after a week of ability to 
them items and money that were intended pump the nation full of new notions and 
solely for the Weaver family and have stated distract through other means. Be most 
things that the Weaver family was sup- cautious today as Feds appear pretty des- nor Gritz have now or ever been 
posed to have said when they have not. perate in desire to encapsulate Bo from i n ~ l ~ d  with this '%RYAN AX- 
This has got to stop before further damage public and will likely take rash action. TION" exce t to REFUSE TO B E  
is done, be it their lives or reputation. Media has turned totally hostile and na- COME INV 8 LVED IN ANY WAY- 

Through our investigations by talk- tional media is giving totally false informa- THERE IS CERTAINLY SOMETlQ1\K3 
ing with the local Citizenry, we have dis- tion. TERRLBLY WRONG WITn THE RU- 
covered that Randy Weaver is well liked It is time for patriots to WAKE UP, not MORS AND IT ALL SEEMS TO 
around the community because he has return to your pallets for as of this morning S U C K  OF MORE COVER-UP! 
helped many in need without looking for it appears the Feds want a dirty game of it. 
something in return; he has taken a stand Information is likewise being kept FROM Remember that the more LJBERATORS 
against immorality, corruption in gov- ones who are making decisions and nego- THAT ARE IN CIRCULATION-THE BET- 
ernment, etc. Randy wanted only to help tiating. THE ADVERSARY IS ALIVE AND TER FOR OUR NATIONAL SECURITY. We 
his fellow citizens. WELL AND FUNCTIONING TO FULL CA- have been remiss in not getting many 

With the intent of preventing blood- PACITY OF DECEIT. copies to the area in point and tomorrow's 
shed and incurring any additional bur- It is further hoped that ones who would issue is even more informative regarding 
dens to anyone, those of us  who are con- damage and incarcerate Col. Gritz on ANY many of the happenings. We would appre- 
cerned would be more than willing to pay charges, would rethink the situation and, ciate help in correcting this oversight. If 
the required fees for the permits necessary FURTHER, THAT COMMANDER GRITZ you have ability to get information into the 
to put this matter to a rest if the Federal WILL REALIZE THIS FLACK IS RIGHT ON area-please contact the PHOENIX LIB- 
Government is not willing to do as sug- TARGET AND RESPOND ACCORDINGLY. ERATOR office at 1-800-800-5565. 
gested in paragraph number 12. GOD IS ALSO ON "REACT AND DECI- WE OF COMMAND NOW HAVE SEV- 

Sincerely, SIONS HAVETO BE CONSIDERED WHICH ERAL RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION 
Friends of the Weaver Family. WILL TAKE A FEW MORE HOURS, IT EXCHANGE TO COVER ALL POSSIBILI- 
Everybody still with us? SEEMS. TIES OF SHUT-DOWN. IT WOULD SEEM 
Dharma, close this, please, for a It seems to be fully realized by the WISDOMWOULDALLOWOPENCONDUIT 

m i n u t e 1  want to get a note to Bo Gritz. Federal agents involved that Commander FOR RECEIVERS DO NOT HAVE ANY IN- 
Gritz would have to also be "takenw if this FORMATION TO SHARE BEYOND THAT 

8/31/92 81 HATONN matter with Weaver be resolved. WHICH IS DIRECTLY GIVEN AT ANY WRIT- 
ING. GOD HAS BEEN PETITIONED TO 

VALID RUMORS: GRITZ How could two men beso impor- SERVE AND GOD IS RESPONDING. 
tant to the Administration and THANK YOU. 

Urgent message for Col. Gritz, on site. 
The rumors appear to be valid that an 
indictment has been issued, charges un- 
known, with wanant to take into Federal Latest U ~ d a t e  From Idaho 
custody. This indicates, as f a r  as we can 1 

discern, that plans ARE TO TAKE BOTH (Editor's note: The following is absolutely "hot oflthe F m  at 5: 19 PM today - 8/31/92 -@om 
WEAVER AND GRITZ INTO FEDERAL CUS- John Prukop, the Washington State Press Secretary for the Bo Gritz National Presicdential 
To DY IMMEDIATELY WEAVER'S Campaign Committee. John has been on top of the Randy Weaver issue since it began. This is 
SURRENDER. 

It is hoped that this message will be the latest of a number of bulletins John has put togetherfiom daia supplied by supporters of 

gotten to, and ATTENDED BY, APPROPRI- the Weaver family plus some input by Bo himseg John can be contacted at 206-927-0805.) 

ATE PARTIES ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS 
CONFRONTATION IN IDAHO. 

IT IS FURTHER HOPED THAT ALL WILL 
REMAIN CALM AND WITHOUT RASH RE- 
SPONSE UNTIL THIS INFORMATION CAN 
BE CLEARED WITH FEDS. THEN, IF UN- 
RESOLVED, IT APPEARS FORCE WILL BE 
UTILIZED REGARDLESS OF CONSE- 
QUENCES TO THE TWO PARTIES IN- 
VOLVEWDEATH BEING THE CONSE- 
QUENCE OF CHOICE. IT WOULD AP- 
PEAR, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH UNTHINK- 
ABLE ACTION WOULD BE UNWISE, IN- 
DEED, FOR RUMORS ARE ALSO THAT 
PATRIOT SPECIAL FORCES ARE ON ALERT 
AND ALSO READY TO RESPOND. WE ARE 
NOT GIVEN ANY FURTHERINFORMATION 

AMERICAN TRAGEDY: 

ASSAULT AT RUBY CREEK 

(Editor's note: We apologize for the 
length of this reportlupdate on the siege in 
northern Idaho; however, there has been 
much disinformation and labeling of Randy 
Weaver, his family, and Kevin Harris. When 
the truth of this report finally reaches the 
American People, despite cover-up of the 
facts, together, we will all realize that this 
entire Assault at Ruby Creek has been 
deliberately stage-managed, with malice, 
forethought and premeditation on the part 

of the United States Defacto Government. 
From the following facts, it is incontrovert- 
ible that officials within the Washington, 
D.C. power circle, Federal Bureau of Inves- 
tigation, U.S. Marshal Service, and the 
Justice Department have condoned, en- 
couraged and spawned felonious abuse 
and cover-ur, of abuse of: discretion of 
office; power of office; firearms and direct- 
ing of lethal force; military and/or para- 
military forces; and, more as charged in the 
six-page Federal Order for Citizen's War- 
rant for Citizen's Arrest.) 

(Naples, Idaho). ..A group of supporters 
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of &dependent U.S. Presidential candi- Weaver, until he invoked the arrests. family dog began barking, Sam and Kevin 
date, Lt. Col. James "Bo" Gritz have estab- A three-page affidavit from February approached the sound to see if a deer had 
lished their-own "Command Post" to as- 28, 1985, filed in public record, predicted been flushed out. Someone wearing body 
sist in the organization of the "peaceful that the FBI would murder Randy Weaver armor and a camouflaged uniform emerged 
demonstration" and the release of accu- and his family, as a result of a smear- from the brush and told Kevin to 'freeze". 
rate information. Their concern is that the campaign due to disagreement with Someone else shot the dog, and 13-year old 
'near blackout" of the press, plus Weaver's politics and religion by certain Sam turned and immediately made a loud 
disinformation and rumors, have created a partieswithin the Washington, D.C. "power protest about shooting his dog and appar- 
state of confusion. The story from Ruby circle*. Initial inquiry indicates that ently fired a 30-30 rifle at the intruder. 
Creek, located in northern Idaho, is now an Weaver's military activities may be of more Sam had met an assault team of U.S. 
international news story. Some of the concern to these entities in Washington, Marshals in body armor, who were top 
important points are capsulated herewith: D.C. The death of 13-year old Sam Weaver specialists in hostage and terrorist situa- 

On the afternoon of Friday, August 28, violated, among other laws, the Geneva tions. They were there without a warrant 
1992, Col. Gritz was finally permitted to Convention Protocol. The rest of the Weaver and without identifying themselves. Upon 
begin to negotiate an immediate solution. family and friend Harris have similarly hearing the shots, Randy, a short distance 
His offers to negotiate were shunned by immense damage claims and U.S. Consti- away, fired his shotgun into the air and 
federal authorities until Col. Gritz and a tutional violations. The arrests and at- yelled for Kevin and Sam to come to him 
former, meritorious Phoenix, Arizona po- tached massive exhibits were prepared by and to the safety of the cabin. As  young 
lice officer, Jack McLamb, white-collar Lighter and Salter, and then faxed to Col. Sam came running, someone shot Sam in 
criminal investigators Eric Lighter of Ho- Gritz from Hawaii. Lighter and Salter then the arm. A second shot was fired at Sam, 
nolulu, Hawaii and retired Lt. Col. John arrived in person late Friday (August 28, as he headed to the homebuilt cabin, strik- 
Salter of Missoula, Montana, invoked fed- 1992) a t  the Idaho site, where they met ing him in the back. Kevin stopped and 
eral warrants for citizen's arrests. These with Gritz, Jack M c h b ,  and many in the checked for Sam's pulse, thereupon pro- 
arrests were served on (1) FBI Director growing crowd of supporters. The para- nouncing Sam dead. Kevin proceeded to 
William Sessions, (2) apparent FBI on-site mount issue now is the safety of the Weaver run for the cabin. Randy and Kevin made 
oversight Chief Gene Glenn, (3) Idaho Gov- children. The remaining cabin occupants it safely back to the cabin. In the cover of 
ernor Cecil Andrus, and (4) Washington, are, essentially, hostages of the FBI. Lighter darkness, Randy and Sam's mother, Vicki, 
D.C. Director of the U.S. Marshal's Service, and Salter have offered themselves to be- recovered Sam's body, cleaned it up and 
Henry Hudson. After their releases on come hostages in place of the children. The then wrapped it in a sheet in preparation 
their own recognizance, delivery of the conditions are: If Sessions or President for burial. The body was then placed in a 

, arrests are being made to federal grand Bush come to the site personally, Lighter woodshed near the cabin. Saturday, Au- 
juries in Idaho, and at least a dozen other and Salter will allow the "hostage swap" to gust 22,1992, Randy went out to the shed 
states. When the U.S. Marshals lost con- proceed, plus they will cease prosecutions to say his last goodbye to Sam. When he 
trol of the military "hit" on the inhabited of Sessions and Bush on the $50 billion reached up to unlatch the door of the shed, 
cabin of Randy Weaver, of Ruby Creek, dollar tax bribe made to them by the White Randy was shot through his arm, with the 
Idaho, the FBI Assistant Director for Crimi- House. Also, they will cease suit against sniper's bullet exitingvia his armpit. Randy 
nal Investigation Division handed control the Iran-Contraspecial grand jury for pros- turned and told Kevin to take cover in the 
of the "assault at Ruby Creek" over to ecutions that kept the Iran-Contra case cabin and then ran quickly back to the 
Director William Sessions in Washington, open past May 15, 1992. The actions of cabin himself. However, in the process, 
D.C. Lighter and Salter aided in certain other Vicki opened the door while holding her 

For about one week, the Weaver family prosecutions in that scandal, partially noted 10-month old daughter Alishba. Vicki was 
and friend Kevin Harris have been holding in the May 3 1,199 1 Federal Register, pages shot in the head approximately between 
out in their mountain-top cabin, relating to 24836-24843. Importantly, within those the eyes, killing her instantly. Fragments 
an alleged firearms violation. The incident legal actions there is evidence that the ofvicki's skull and ofthe well-aimed sniper's 
has resulted in the death of Randy Weaver's federal grand juries in Washington, D.C. bullet also hit Kevin., breaking a rib and 
wife, and his 13-year old son from sepa- have been tampered with by federal offi- injuring a lung. Randy closed up the cabin 
rate, purposeful gunfire incidents involv- cials. Lighter and Salter have said they and has remained barricaded with his three 
ing U.S. marshals and FBI agents. A U.S. want to prevent other sniper bullets from daughters and Kevin ever since. No return 
~ a r s h a l  was also killed, William A. Degan. potentially being aimed at other innocent fire was given from the cabin, or at all, save 
Wounded, but still alive, are Randy Weaver, victims, especially supporters of Col. Gritz. for the initial confrontation on Friday, Au- 
44, and Kevin Harris, 24. Kevin Harris was However, Lighter and Salter insist that gust 2 lst, in the forest. 
airlifted by helicopter to Spokane, once the crisis has passed and all parties After Marshal Degan died, another U.S. 
Washington's Sacred Heart Hospital Sun- are safe, all federal authorities must leave Marshal called in the Idaho State Police, 
day, August 30th, accompanied by Jack the Ruby Creek assault site. the city of Spokane, Washington Police and 
McLamb. His condition was reported as Lighter and Salter also demand that the Idaho National Guard. Moreover, the 
stable. Randy Weaver and his three daugh- Randy Weaver be provided a provably hon- Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and 
ters, ages 16 and and 8, and 10 months, at est, impartial and fullv informed iw. FBI agents came to the scene. An assort- 
last report, were still inside the cabin. The cabin must be photographed immedi- ment of other bureaucrats eventually 
Weaver is a popular neighbor, who was ately, together with all pertinent physical showed up, including personnel from the 
narrowly defeated in his bid for Sheriff of evidence at the Ruby Creek assault site. U.S. Attorney's ofice. Idaho Governor 
Boundary County in 1988. Col. Gritz Cecil Andrus next declared martial law, 
recently arrived to attempt mediation with BACKGROUND allegedly after the initial shooting incident. 
former Green Beret Weaver, who requested Beginning Sunday, August 23rd, up to 500 
Col. Gritz's assistance in the face of up to During the afternoon of Friday, August armed officers and SWAT teams became 
500 armed agents and nationalguard sol- 21, 1992, former Green Beret Randy involved in the siege. Armored personnel 
diers. Col. J-es 'Bo" Gritz was the most Weaver, 44, and his 13-year old son Sam, carriers, various helicopters including at 
highly decorated Green Beret Commander were walking near their forest cabin with least one large Huey helicopter, and nu- 
in Vietnam, but was denied access to family friend Kevin Harris, 24. When the merous armored vehicles arrived around 
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the base of the mountain, with Randy's 
cabin on top. The Idaho National Guard 
supplied generators, a bulldozer, front-hoe 
tractor, bridge planking, truck loads of 
other equipment, tents, cots, 50-caliber 
machine guns, and assorted military equip- 
ment; plus other high-tech electronics. 
The local inhabitants of the area were 
removed from their homes on Friday after 
the first shots were fired. 

Next, a four-seat FBI helicopter and 
hundreds of troops arrived in the staging 
area. At least 30 agents positioned them- 
selves to surround the first perimeter of the 
cabin, which perimeter extended 200- 
meters from the cabin. However, Idaho 
National Guardsmen now became unarmed 
upon demand by the FBI, apparently only 
to add to the appearance of mutual coop- 
eration, as federal authorities became seem- 
ingly concerned about Guardsmen syrnpa- 
thy turning into mutiny. 

Also on Sunday, August 23rd, a satchel 
charge of explosives was planted by a SWAT 
team near the cabin. A satchel charge is an 
explosive device that can be readied and 
set off by timer or remote control. An hour 
later, a 20-gallon blue plastic drum was 
filled from a diesel truck with the same fuel 
used by the generators, and then placed 
aboard the FBI helicopter. The FBI heli- 
copter then took-off and flew towards the 
cabin when a news reporter and local sepa- 

lead Lighter and Salter up a back road, up within, the cabin. Col. Gritz's cull to action 
the mountain, alleged to be unguarded. to end the tyrmny of the bureaucrats in 
"Bo" Gritz arrived at the Ruby Creek as- Washington, D.Z. continues to expand. 
sault site. Col. Gritz was at the Ruby Creek Col. Gritz supports this report and wants 
bridge, under constant surveillance by the bureaucrats responsible for this AS- 
various armed agents when an ATF agent sault at Ruby Creek to be held account- 
sighted a weapon on Col. Gritz, and an able for their orders and actions, including 
immediate protest was lodged. The assas- the investigation of the entire episode of 
sination attempt of a U.S. Presidential events by Federal Grand Juries. 
Candidate was unwise. On Friday, August 
28th, while Col. Gritz was reading the text BULLETIN 
of the citizen's arrest warrants, Col. Gritz 
had his back to the barrier rope when 8 / 3 1 / 9 2  1430HRSPDT 
another ATF agent, identified as Agent 
Ahern, stood pointing his loaded H 86 K MP- Moments ago, independent Presiden- 
5 submachine gun, which hung by a sling tial Candidate, Lt. Col. James "Bow Gritz 
from his neck, at Col. Gritz's back. One of walked off Ruby Ridge with 44-year old 
Col. Gritz's supporters, Don Stewart of Randy Weaver and his three daughters. 
Portand, Oregon, jumped between the gun Col. Gritz negotiated his departure from 
and Col. Gritz, and then told the agent in the cabin which included Weaver being 
rather strong terms that he had better take able to walk, unhandcuffed and with his 
his finger off the trigger and point it else- full dignity, with his daughters, down the 
where. After briefly turning the weapon mountain to awaiting U.S. Marshals. 
away, ATF Agent Ahern again pointed the Weaver will be taken to Boise, Idaho for 
loaded machine gun at Col. Gritz. Col. arraignment. Col. Gritz and retired Phoe- 
Gritz walked away, safely, after delivering nix, Arizona Police Oficer Jack Mchmb 
the arrests, and continued in his ordeal to will also be enroute to Boise. According to 
ensure the safety of Randy Weaver, his an agreement signed by federal officials, 
three girls and Kevin Harris. Weaver's three daughters will apparently 

The intense stand-off had become de- be allowed to remain with relatives. Fur- 
fused enough to allow Col. Gritz to escort ther details of the end of this 1 l-day ordeal 
friends of the Weaver family up to, but not will be made as they become available. 

ratist scout stepped out from beneath the 
mes ,d made sux the pilot - that he Law Center Call For Help 
was being photographed. The pilot then 
circled 60 times and landed. - The film 
evidence of this event survived a hasty 8130192 # 1 HATONN AFTER 60 DAYS ARE OVER $1 5 MILLION 
journey down the hill, and is in safe hands. PLUS THE INDIRECT COSTS THAT CON- 
The diesel fuel was to have been poured on CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER TROLLER DAVIS ALLEGES ARE OVER $2 50 
the cabin and the satchel charge set-off to MILLION THROUGH THIS DATE, 8/29/92. 
make a fire bomb that would easily con- At the top of our list today is Constitu- Th i s  t e r r i b le  t ragedy  grea t ly  
sume the cabin and all its occupants, t ion Law Center actions. Because o f  the overburdens the economic condition o f  
including the two young girls and a 10- "Center" it appears California WlLL do this state and its citizens. 
month old infant barricaded inside. The something about passing the budget- The cavalier attitude of our legislators 
news reporter who photographed the at- while the Legislature blames the Governor toward this crisis is disgusting and wil l be 
tempted firebombing has been arrested for and back and forth. No time for speeches- repeated yearly (and in  every state) unless 
'obstruction ofjustice". But the film was just read the information: the Law Center is successful with this 
successfully developed and safely secured. lawsuit. 
Some 'official" reports are being chal- PASS THE BUDGET AND PAY WE NEED HELP!! 
lenged by local inhabitants of the area. The THE PENALTIES 
official report is that Marshal Degan was (THIS IS ALSO A VALID "FEDERAL" 1.  VOLUNTEERS: CALL 91 6-485-7901 
not wearing body armor at the time of his - APPROACH BUT TO ASSIST. 
death. Marshal Degan was allegedly not THE CENTER NEEDS HELP!) 2. MONEY: We anticipate we wil l spend 
shot by another U.S. Marshal, in what is a minimum of 5250,000. We do not  have 
known as 'friendly fire". However, in The Sacramento (Calif) based Constitu- the money and need your donation. 
order to lessen the evidence ofthe wrongful tional Law Center has filed a civil lawsuit Please send your donation to: CONSTI- 
death of 13-year-old son Sam Weaver, and against EACH legislator for their failure to  TUTIONAL LAW CENTER, 564 LA SIERRA 
because the Federal weapons being used pass a budget by 6-1 5-92-A CONSTITU- DR., BOX 176, SACRAMENTO, CA. 95864. 
at the scene fire in 3-shot bursts, some TIONAL MANDATE. EVEN A COUPLE OF FED. RESV. NOTES WILL 
observers believe that Degan's vest was This unique class action lawsuit de- HELP-ESPECIALLY FORYOU WHO ARE ON 
removed after his death to conceal two mands that each legislator be personally "IOUs" FOR YOU WlLL REAP THE MOST 
other 'friendly fire" hits. Some conflict responsible for this Constitutional Law BENEFIT! 
also exists regarding the sniper-fired violation and pay penalties out of their TIME TO RALLY-AMERICA, FOR YOU 
'stray" bullet that killed Vickie Weaver on own pockets. ARE NEXT! IT IS TIME TO REGAIN YOUR 
Saturday, August 22. THE DIRECT PENALTIES NOW BEING NATION OR FORGET IT FOREVER-JUST 

FBI informants are at the site. One FBI CHARGED TO US TAXPAYERS IS 81 0,000 LIKE YUGOSLAVIA! IT IS PULL TOGETHER 
informant was unsuccessful in offering to PER HOUR, 8 240,000 PER DAY AND NOW, TIME, AMERICA. 
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Dear Readers: Go For It! 
Our country has reached a If we do ALL that we possi- ball rolling and recapture this America is in a unique posi- 

point in time where we must bly can and then ask GOD for once great nation under Bo Gritz' tion in that as we go, so goesthe 
make an all out effort to elect help we will succeed if it is HIS capable leadership. world. Let's do our very best to 
Colonel James 'Bo" Gritz as will. If we don't do ALL that we It only took 3% of the Awn'- lead the way. 
President of the United States. can, then we have no one but can people to defeat the British If ~oucanaffordto buy some 
November is right around the ourselves to blame for what the during the American Revolu- literature please contact Be's 
corner and there is precious adversary pulls off against us. tion. Do we have the resolve campaign headquarters and 
little time for u s  to act. Every Please contact everyoneand and the guts that our forefa- order campaign videos and bra- 
one of u s  who support Bo Gritz anyone who will listen to you thers did to free ourselves, once chures to help spread his mes- 
must do EVERYTHING within about Bo Gritz and what he again, from yet another King sage. Also, if You can arrange 
our ability and beyond to get stands for. Call or write all of George's New World Order and local cable TVairtime, then ask 
him elected. Bo was chosen the media sources listed below. the insipid Banksters? Sybil at the campaign head- 
by GOD to lead u s  through And don't give up until they Remember that this world is quarters to send You a COPY of 
these troubled times and we listen! the means and the platform by either the 29 minute or the 60 
-nust not rest until he becomes If enough of the American which we as the Human Spe- second, 3/4 - inch format, vid- 
Dur first honest President in people find out what our gov- cies must learn and progress eos. The telephone number 
many, many decades. ernment and the  private Spiritually at this time. We for the  campam headquar- 

banksters have done to us, then must recognize and meet the ters 1-800-633-7692- 
Believe In Miracles surely there will be a strong challenge. We must not let the 

positive reaction to keep the adversary have his way. 
C 

PHOENX LIBERATOR Staff 

What Can You Do? Grab Pens And Phones! 
ANS- THIS CALL 60 minutes, 48 Hours, 

TO SER VE... Street Stories, and 
CBS This Morning 
(Must submit story request in 

S u ~ ~ o r t  James "Bow writing.) 
G&Z in his Presidential ~ ~ $ $ ! ! ~ ~ m  

efforts de- New York. N.Y. 10019 
manding that he be given (212) 975-2009 
media coverage. 

Gemldo Rivem Show 
WPM 

IF NOT ,MN, WHO? 555 w. 57th st. 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

C-Smn (2 1 2) 949- 1 100 
400'~.  Capital, Suite 650 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 737-3220 

McNciULchrer News Hour 
Dan Werner, Producer 
3620 S. 27th St. 
Arlington, VA 22206 
(703) 998-2844 

Washington Week in Review 
Producer, Richard Richter 
WETA 
P. 0. Box 2626 
Washington, D.C. 20013 
(703) 998-2840 

CBS-2 (Gemldo, 60 Minutes, 
48 hours, Street Stories, and 
CBS lliis Morning) 
Television City 
7800 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
(2 13) 852-2202 

Jane Pauley, Expose, 
Todq Show, Donahue 
NBC 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 101 12 
(2 12) 664-4444 

NBC-4 (Jane Paulev. Er~ose.  
Lany King Live Today show, and IjT6nah;e) ' 
820 First St., N.E. 3000 W. Alarneda 
Washington, D.C. 20002 Burbank, CA 91523 
(202) 898-7690 (81 8) 840-3614 
(2G2) 898-7900 (8 1 8) 840-4444 

This Week Wdh David ~Iinkley 
1717 DeSales, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 
(212) 456-7777 . 

Good Morning America 
Network News 
147 Columbus Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10023 
(2 12) 456-7777 

Opmh WiMrey Show 
Program Suggestions 
P .  0. Box 909715 
Chicago, IL 60690 
(312) 633-1000 

KCET Public Television 
(2 1 3) 666-6500 

CNN 
#1 CNN Center 
Box 105366 
Atlanta, GA 30348 
(404) 827-1500 

PBS 
1320 Braddock Place 
Alexandria, VA 223 14 
(703) 739-5000 

Let There Be The Voice Of 
W e  Z l k  Peoyk* 

Bo Gritz National Campaign Phone Number: 
1-800-633-7692 

I I A CALL TO SERVE FOR ALL I I 
CALLED TO SERVE COL. JAMES "BO" GRIT2 
By James "Bow Gritz TEHACHAPI, CA 

$24.95...Book $10.00 Video Tape 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of This tape covers the musing 
National Security to reveal how Citizens' Rally held on August 16, 
U. S. Forces havebeen usedas tools 1992. Bo delivers a Patriot's "Call 
by international elitists who are To Serve" to all who will awaken 
guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- and become informed about the 
ing American POWs from coming corruption withinour government. 
home, and more. This is a message of plain talk 
ro order m a d  ~ ~ p j y o ~ m  about what Bo will do to clean 
~ ~ E R ~ T o ~ ~ ~ c  tscr bad page) house once elected President. 

\ / 
/ 
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--Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- 
EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELY THE of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo- and minerals are to be left in their Light Wave Principle * Desire based 
FOLLOWING JOURNALS MAY nauts * The "Goldenw Age * The natural state and the consequences of upon Knowledge * Why ActionlReac- 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM: purpose of planetary cycles * Rules violating Nature's laws and processes. tion are equal, opposite and simulta- 

governing Pleiadian Contacts * The We are warned about the danger and neous * What is Motion? * What is 
Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. AncientsINative people and their con- seriousness of atomic energy and the Time? *the principles of Manifestation 

P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 nection to Pleiades. resulting nuclear contamination to the * the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
Tehachapi, CA 93581 survival of all life on this planet. Knowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 

(805) 822-9545 (#31) GOD SAID: Radiation and Generation * more on 
LET THERE BE LIGHT (#34) PHONE HOME, ET Cause and Effect * Perfection of God's * * * * * * *  Pleiades Connection Pleaides Connection Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 

Vol. I1 Vol. v 
(#8) AIDS: THE LAST by Hatonn & Germain by Hatonn & Germain (#37) SCIENCE OF THE COS- 

GREAT PLAGUE $10.00. ..223pp $15 .00... 190pp MOS 
by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, ISBN: 0-922356-42-4.. .6/91 Includes Two Audio Tapes Pleiades Connection 

Tesla & Russell or Audiobook (8 tapes) ISBN: 0-922356-48-3.. .8/91 Vol. Vm 
$10.00...150 pp $30.00 or Audiobook (7 tapes) by HatonnJAton & Germain 

ISBN: 0-922356-04-1 $30.00 $10 .OO... 197pp 
The nature of God and Creation is ISBN: 0-922356-52-1.. .9/91 

The deceptive origins of this man- LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a Germain stresses the importance of or Audiobook (5 tapes) 
produced disease are revealed, includ- comprehensive understanding of our communion (meditation) with God and $25.00 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- very nature, where we came from and gives excellent "how to" instructions to 
ruses. The sobering introduction of ultimately return to, and how to create accomplish successful communication Germain presents more of the working 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- balance. Among the vast array of with God. There are two instructive details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
tion by the World Health Organization concepts which are presented: Expan- audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- what God is and how the cycles of 
through the Smallpox Vaccination p sion and Compression equals lifejdeath ing your space and relinquishing your perceived death and life actually func- 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- cycles * The true meaning of sensation, egoconsciousness to receive inspira- tion. Also: How to Know God * 
ment by the Public Health Service consciousness,CosmicConsciousness, tion, knowledge and guidance from Manifestation of Love in Character * 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 'thinkingw, Imagination and Inspira- God. God's Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, tion * Illusion and Reality * How to tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique KNOW God * The Voidance Principle (#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
mutating ability of this virus and why * TweWay Universe * Polarity * The WITHIN * the Seven New Laws of Thermody- 
there is no such thing as "safe sexw. principle, law and symbol of Love * Pleiades Connection narnics * the Spiral Principle * Nature's 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and Vol. M sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
therefore, may be destroyed through Spirals in Nature. by Hatonn/Aten & Germain Transmutation of matter * Purpose of 
the use of electromagnetic sound and $10.00. ..239pp the Cube in Nature * more on E x p -  
light frequencies. The cuttingedge (#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE ISBN: 0-922356-50-5.. .8/91 sion and Compression. 
research of Strecker, Rife, P r i o ~ ,  ONE or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are Pleiades Connedion $25.00 
all explored in this profound and mu-  ~ o l .  m ORDERING INFORMATION 
bling work. Become informed by the by Hatom & Germain God will work with ou, not fir you. X No Credit Cardr, 
story behind the story you are being $10 .00... 238pp Within these pages, nd the wisdom of Billing, or COD Orden 
told. ISBN: 0-92235-7.. .6/91 this truth. Germain, in hisusual distinct 

or Audiobook (9 tapes) style, clearly explains and defines: Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
$30.00 Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship 

PLEMDESCONNECTIONS~ * the Mystery of Gravity * the Spiritual ping, $0.75 each additional title; or 
Master Germain details the nature of basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic $2.50 Bookrate 1st title, $1.00 each 

The following series of Journals (or God/Creator and how He Creates. The Balanced Interchange in nature * the additional. 
audiobook sets) are called "The Ple various explanations include: the True Birth of Character and Righteousness * 
iades Connectionn series because a Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 10% pricediscount on 4 or more JOUR- 
goodly number of Earth humans are netism * heat and cold * The undivided Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- NALS when not ordering complete sets 
from the lineage of ones from Pleia- light, the divided light * cubestspheres sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God (same shipping rates as above). 
des. * centering * the power of Desire * bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of 

simulated idea and energy * duality of Fear * the Nature of Free Will. Pleiades Connection Series* (8): 
(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION electric effect * the nature of matter * shipped UPS = $78.25 

Vol. I theOneidea(love)of Creation. Germain (#36) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE shipped Bookrate = $81.75 
by Gyeorgm Ceres Hatom also explains the misconceptions of OF MAN 

$10 .00... 165pp science about energy and matter * The Pleiades Connection Pleiades Connection Series* (8) + 
ISBN: 0-9223531-9...12/90 MotherIFather light is defined. Vol. VII AIDS: 

or Audiobook (7 tapes) by G e d n  & HatonnIAton shipped UPS = $87.75 
$30.00 (#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC $10.00. .. 1%pp shipped Bookrate = $9 1.25 

SUICIDE ISBN: 0-922356-51-3. ..8/91 
What are the origins of human? What Pleiades Connection or Audiobook (6 tapes) *(prices on sets include 15% dis- 
is man's purpose on earth? In this Vol. IV $25.00 coud) 
compelling and profound JOURNAL by Germain & Hatonn 
the direct link with the star system $10.00. .. 148pp The very nature of Gad and the struc- PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast ISBN: 0-922356-47-5. ..7/91 ture of the Universe are examined. The Pleiades Connection Set of 8 = $194.50 
range of topics, a number of important or Audiobook (5 tapes) vast range of topics in this JOURNAL includes shipping (and 15 % discount); 
issues are explored, including: The $25.00 include: Reincarnation, cycling and individual audiobooks = $3.75 1st title 
basic differences between the religious Immortality * Interworkings between for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual Germain presents the details of what the Divided and the Undivided Uni- tional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title, 
"Christ" way of life * The advantages radiating atoms are, why certain atoms verse *God creates one basic form *the $1.00 each additional title. 
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~onit i tut ioasl  ~ a w  Center PHOENIX JOI 
Requests Help! 

THESE WORKS ARE A SE- 
Dear Readers, RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX 

The Constitutional Law Center JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM 
wishes to thank all of you for Your HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 
support and prayers. It i s  because 
of your dedication toward preserv- 
ing the Constitutional rights of 
everyone that we continue to be- 
come increasingly effective. 

Currently, we are seeking ex- 

HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 
ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 
THE "TIMES OF TRIBULA- 
TION" THAT ARE UPON US. 
JOURNALS ARE $10 EACH. 

perts in Constitutional I,&, as 
well as other areas of law, to assist 1- S1PA.U ODYSSEY 
us with the tremendous research 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
that we must  develop. This re- NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
search can be done in your area SANANDA 
and forwarded to u s  via fax or 3. SPACE-GATE, THE WIL 
mail. REMOVED 

We are especially in need of the 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- DISASTER 
b-d or retired attorneys and  are 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
desirous of establishing contact DON 
with those who a r e  naturally 
"drawn" to the study and  practice 6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. FEET FROM HELL 

We urge you to contact us if you, 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
or someone you know, are avail- 9. t3ATANB DRUMMERS 
able to perform such research for 10- PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
the Constitutional Law Center. 1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 

And again, we thank you for your 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
tremendous support. PHOENIX 

Sincerely, 13. SKELETONS IN THE 

CLOSET 
Gene Dickson, Director 14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
Constitutional Law Center 
9 16-485-790 1 PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 

THE PHOENIX 

LIBERATOR 
THE PHOENIX 

I m A y ' s  WATCH 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 

PHONE LINE 
805-822-0202 

Announcing a new service 
for our dedicated readers. 
Today's Watch phone line 
will have today's current 
news that Comnmander 
Hatonn has selected for 
comment. This new ser- 
vice is our way of support- 
ing each of you and keep- 
ing you up on the breaking 
world activities. 

Call 805-822-0202 
For 

Today's Watch! 

Feel free to share this 
line with friends. 

16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITl'ER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

JRNALS LIST 
PLANET ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. N 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL-VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I &, 11 (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 &, XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR IIOFORMATIOI CONTACT: 
America West Publishers, 

a Nevada corporation 
P.O. Box 2208 

Carson City, Nevada, 89702 
1-800-7294 13 1 

or 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 

1-800-800-5565 

THE PHOENE LIBERA TOR 
is published by 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, 
Inc. 2810 W Charleston B M  Ste. 
66723 Las Vegas, NV 89102 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to 1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 
~ex ico ) ;  $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$1 10 (Foreign). 
Ouantity Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 
$1.50 each; 1 1-50 copies $15.00; 5 1- 
100 copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Facts, as such, never settled any- 
thing. They are working tools 
only. It is the implications that 
can be drawn from facts that 
count, and to evaluate these rn 
quires wisdom and judgment 
that are unrelated to the com- 
puter approach to life. 

-Clarence Baldwin 

As President, Bo Gritz 
promises to replace 
16,000 bureaucrats to 
help get honest govern- 
ment back for "We the 
People" under the Con- 
stitution. 
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